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Abstract
Electron-impact single- and multiple ionization cross sections of xenon and tin ions
have been experimentally studied.
An animated crossed-beams method has been applied with the angle of 90
degrees between the beams. The ion beam was extracted from a 10 GHz Electron-
Cyclotron-Resonance (ECR) ion source and mass-over-charge analysed using a
dipole magnet. The electron beam was produced using a high-current electron
gun. Space-charge limited electron currents were up to 450 mA at 1000 eV. Ion
currents ranged from 0.1 to 200 nA. The reaction products were separated from
the primary ion beam by another dipole magnet and registered by a single particle
detector, whereas the primary ion beam was collected by a moveable Faraday cup.
Ionization cross sections have been measured for the energy regions from thresh-
old up to 1000 eV. For Xeq+ ions single-ionization cross sections have been mea-
sured for all charge states q = 1, 2, 3, ..., 25, double-ionization for q = 1, 2, 3, ...,
17. Triple- and fourfold-ionization cross-sections have been obtained for charge
states q = 1, 6, 7. For Xe+ cross sections for all final charge states q′ = 2, 3, ..., 10
have been measured for multiple ionization processes q→ q′. For Snq+ ions single-
ionization cross sections for charge states 1 through 13 and double-ionization cross
sections for charge states 1 through 12 have been obtained. The magnitude of the
smallest measured cross section was of the order of 10−24 cm2 with error bars of
about 10−25 cm2. This is one order of magnitude smaller than the smallest ioniza-
tion cross section ever measured using interacting beam techniques.
The obtained data reveal an important, sometimes dominant role of inner elec-
tron subshell ionization or excitation of ions giving rise to indirect ionization mech-
anisms, which can cause strong contributions to ionization cross sections.
In addition, in primary-ion beams fractions of ions in metastable states have
been found. Excitation energies for some of them reach up to 850 eV and lifetimes
were found to range at least from few to several tens of microseconds.
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1 Introduction
Electron-impact ionization is a fundamental process in atomic physics. It results in
the release of one or more electrons from an atomic system by collision with an in-
cident electron. Applications where electron-impact ionization plays an important
role range from ion source, accelerator and plasma physics to planetary and stellar
atmospheres and further on even to cancer irradiation therapy. The present thesis
deals with electron-impact ionization of atomic ions, particularly of xenon and tin
ions.
Xenon ions have been a topic of extensive research previously. However, new
interest has been motivated by different applications. Xenon is envisaged as a
coolant gas to be injected into the edge plasma of future tokamaks ([1] and refer-
ences therein). Further, xenon admixtures in fusion plasmas serve to diagnose a
variety of plasma properties including electron temperature and density, as well as
ion temperature and impurity transport. In order to predict the effect of xenon injec-
tion on the performance of fusion plasmas accurate cross section data are needed.
Recent interest in applying EUV radiation to lithography has led to the con-
struction of appropriate light sources. Xenon and tin ions produced under high-
temperature plasma conditions emit strongly in the extreme ultraviolet spectral
range and are established as suitable generators of 13.5 nm wavelength radiation
for EUV lithography of the next generation of semiconductor nano-structured de-
vices employed e.g., in computer chips [2, 3, 4]. In the effort to optimize for max-
imum radiation output detailed understanding of the origin of the radiation and the
production of the radiating ions is necessary.
In another application accelerated xenon ions produced by electron impact ion-
ization provide the propulsion of micro thrusters for modern space crafts and satel-
lites [5].
For the purpose of plasma modeling, where huge amounts of data are needed,
ionization cross section data are usually generated using theoretical codes. Lately,
for few-electron systems, powerful theoretical approaches have been developed
which can deliver data that are in a good agreement with experimental values [6].
In electron-impact ionization of two- and more-electron systems containing inner
electron subshells there is a probability for the incident electron to interact with
one or more inner electrons. This leads to indirect ionization mechanisms, which
contribute to the total ionization cross section. For light elements, modern calcu-
lation already include some of those contributions and deliver reasonable results
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[7, 8]. However, with an increasing number of electrons in the system the charac-
ter of indirect mechanisms becomes more complex, and their contributions become
significant, in some cases even dominant. This makes it enormously challenging
to correctly include the whole variety of possible processes into the calculations
and to predict the correct value of a cross section. Hence, only experiment is able
to deliver reliable data on ionization of such complicated systems as xenon and tin
ions.
From a fundamental point of view, with their many subshells at comparatively
low binding energies xenon and tin ions offer rich opportunities to observe and
study the complicated character of the processes of interaction of energetic elec-
trons with complex atomic systems. This work is devoted to the study of electron-
impact ionization of xenon and tin ions with the attention focused on mechanisms
of indirect ionization and their contributions to the ionization cross sections.
The first experiments on electron-atom scattering were performed at the end of
the 19th century by Lenard [9],[10]. The very first attempt to theoretically describe
the electron-impact ionization process was made by Thomson in 1912 [11]. 18
years later Bethe published his first quantum-mechanical calculations [12]. First
relevant measurements on absolute electron-impact ionization cross sections for
ions were performed after the development of the crossed-beams method by Dolder
et al. [13]. However, this method requires determination of the overlap between
the two beams. This is a potential source of significant uncertainty. It was elim-
inated after the development of the animated-crossed-beams method by Defrance
[14],[15] that considerably increased the measurement’s accuracy and made the
determination of absolute cross sections from the measurement more simple. Later
on, the energy-scan method developed by Mu¨ller et al. [16] allowed for reveal-
ing fine structures in the energy dependence of the measured cross sections that
correspond to indirect ionization processes [17].
Compilations of cross sections of electron-impact ionization have been pub-
lished by Dere [18] and Mattioli et al. [19] for elements up to Zn and Ge respec-
tively. A large collection of electron-impact ionization data for atoms and ions
from hydrogen through uranium has been published by Tawara and Kato [20]. An
overview on the electron and photon cross sections with xenon atoms and clusters
until the year 2000 has been provided by Hayashi [21]. Systematic calculations of
single-ionization cross sections for different isonuclear sequences including xenon
ions have been performed by Povyshev et al. in 2001 [22] and more recently by
Loch et al. [23]. The compilation of the energy levels and observed spectral lines
of the xenon atom, in all stages of ionization for which experimental data are avail-
able, has been reported by Saloman [24].
A compilation of previous studies of electron-impact ionization cross sections
of xenon and it’s ions is provided in Tab. 1.1. Apparently much attention has al-
ready been paid to the xenon isonuclear sequence. However, a systematic experi-
mental study of single- and/or multiple ionization of xenon ions covering a signif-
icant number of xenon ion charge states has never been performed previously.
3Table 1.1: List of published data on electron-impact ionization of xenon atom and ions. (I,
II, ... correspond to single-, double-, ... ionization)
Target Ionization Energy exp./ Reference
species range (eV) theory
Xe
total threshold - 100 eV exp. [25]
total threshold - 100 eV exp. [26]
total threshold - 1000 eV exp. [27]
total 600 - 20000 eV exp. [28]
total 100 - 600 eV exp. [29]
I,II,...,XII 500 - 18000 eV exp. [30]
I,II,...,V 2000 - 14000 eV exp. [31]
total 11 - 10000 eV theor. [32]
I,II,III 500 - 5000 eV exp. [33]
I,II,III threshold - 180 eV exp. [34]
I,II,III threshold - 100 eV exp. [35]
I,II,III threshold - 200 eV exp. [36]
4d threshold - 560 eV theor. [37]
I,II,...,V threshold - 1000 eV exp. [38]
I,II,...,V threshold - 700 eV exp. [39]
I,II,III threshold - 200 eV exp. [40]
I,II,...,VI threshold - 470 eV exp. [41]
I threshold - 1000 eV theor. [42]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I,II,...,V threshold - 1000 eV exp. [43]
II,...VIII 100 - 2500 eV exp. [44]
I threshold - 3000 eV theor. [45]
I threshold - 100 eV theor. [46]
I threshold - 500 eV theor. [47]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe+
I threshold - 830 eV exp. [48]
II threshold - 700 eV exp. [49]
II threshold - 165 eV theor. [50]
I threshold - 700 eV exp. [51]
II,III,IV threshold - 700 eV exp. [52]
I threshold - 110 eV theor. [53]
I, 4d threshold - 160 eV theor. [54]
4d threshold - 650 eV theor. [37]
4d threshold - 810 eV theor. [55]
I threshold - 2000 eV exp. [56]
II threshold - 500 eV theor. [57]
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Table 1.1(continued)
Target Ionization Energy exp./ Reference
species range (eV) theory
I threshold - 100 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 20000 eV theor. [59]
I threshold - 90 eV exp. [60]
I threshold - 200 eV exp. [61]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe2+
II threshold - 700 eV exp. [49]
I threshold - 700 eV exp. [51]
I threshold - 1000 eV exp. [62]
I threshold - 1500 eV exp. [53]
I threshold - 150 eV theor. [53]
II,III,IV threshold - 700 eV exp. [52]
I, 4d threshold - 185 eV theor. [54]
I threshold - 100 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 20000 eV theor. [59]
I threshold - 1000 eV exp. [63]
I threshold - 2000 eV exp. [64]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe3+
II threshold - 700 eV exp. [49]
I threshold - 1500 eV exp. [65]
I threshold - 700 eV exp. [51]
II,III threshold - 700 eV exp. [52]
I, 4d threshold - 200 eV theor. [54]
I threshold - 150 eV theor. [53]
I threshold - 105 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 20000 eV theor. [59]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I 70 - 90 eV exp. [66]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe4+
II threshold - 700 eV exp. [49]
I threshold - 700 eV exp. [51]
II threshold - 700 eV exp. [52]
II threshold - 1500 eV exp. [54]
I, 4d, 4p threshold - 1500 eV theor. [54]
I threshold - 1500 eV exp. [53]
I threshold - 150 eV theor. [53]
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Target Ionization Energy exp./ Reference
species range (eV) theory
I threshold - 250 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 20000 eV theor. [59]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe5+
I threshold - 1200 eV exp. [53]
I threshold - 120 eV theor. [53]
I threshold - 200 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 20000 eV theor. [59]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe6+
I threshold - 1500 eV exp. [67]
I threshold - 150 eV theor. [68]
I threshold - 125 eV theor. [53]
II threshold - 990 eV exp. [69]
III threshold - 1500 eV exp. [69]
I threshold - 520 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 20000 eV theor. [59]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe7+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe8+
I threshold - 910 eV theor. [70]
I threshold - 1500 eV exp. [71]
II threshold - 1500 eV exp. [72]
I,II threshold - 1000 eV exp. [73]
I 600 - 4000 eV exp. [74]
II threshold - 4800 eV exp. [74]
III 600 - 4800 eV exp. [74]
IV 1000 - 4800 eV exp. Hofmann et al. (unpublished)
I threshold - 6500 eV exp. [75]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe9+
I 450 - 4800 eV exp. [74]
III 600 - 4800 eV exp. [74]
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Table 1.1(continued)
Target Ionization Energy exp./ Reference
species range (eV) theory
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
I threshold - 1000 eV theor. Ludlow et al. (priv. comm.)
Xe10+
I 700 - 4800 eV exp. [74]
II 800 - 4800 eV exp. Hofmann et al. (unpublished)
III 800 - 4800 eV exp. [74]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 1000 eV exp. Brandau et al. (unpublished)
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
I threshold - 1000 eV theor. Ludlow et al. (priv. comm.)
Xe11+, ..., Xe15+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
I threshold - 1000 eV theor. Ludlow et al. (priv. comm.)
Xe16+, ..., Xe21+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe22+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 1500 eV theor. [76]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe23+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 1400 eV theor. [77]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe24+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 1500 eV theor. [78]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
I threshold - 3000 eV theor. [79]
Xe25+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 1500 eV theor. [80]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Xe26+, ..., Xe53+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [22]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
7Reviewing data on ionization cross sections of tin ions we have found that only
little attention has been given to this isonuclear sequence. Only the ionization of
neutral tin and Sn4+ ions has been studied experimentally. However, ionization
of the whole tin isonuclear sequence has been studied theoretically. The entire
literature is summarized in Tab. 1.2.
Table 1.2: List of published data on electron-impact ionization of tin ions. The notation is
the same as in Tab. 1.1
Target Ionization Energy exp./ Reference
species range (eV) theory
Sn
I,II,III threshold - 200 eV exp. [40]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [81]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Sn+
4d threshold - 420 eV theor. [55]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [81]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Sn2+, Sn3+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [81]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Sn4+
4d threshold - 780 eV theor. [70]
I threshold - 900 eV exp. [58]
II threshold - 1000 eV exp. [58]
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [81]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
Sn5+, ..., Sn49+
I threshold - 200 keV theor. [81]
I threshold - 7000 eV theor. [23]
In the current work we present systematic experimental studies of electron-
impact single- and multiple ionization cross sections of xenon and tin ions per-
formed at the Institute of Atomic and Molecular Physics of the Justus-Liebig Uni-
versity Giessen. The next chapter follows with a detailed description of the experi-
mental setup and the experimental methods and discusses sources and magnitudes
of errors. Chapter 4 contains the present results, their comparison with available
literature data as well as their discussion. Chapter 5 presents conclusions and out-
look. In the Appendix A experimental details are provided. Appendix B shows
all cross sections measured with xenon ions as a function of energy. Appendix C
shows all cross sections measured with tin ions as a function of energy. In the
Appendix D all absolute cross-section values are provided. Finally, Appendix E
provides information on long-lived excited states of the investigated ion species.
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In Appendix F, ground-state ionization potentials of the investigated Xeq+ and
Snq+ ions are provided.
2 Basics on electron-impact ionization
of atomic ions
When an electron scatters off an atomic ion the following reactions are possible:
• elastic or inelastic collision without change of ion charge
• recombination, whereby the ion charge state decreases by one
• further ionization, whereby the ion charge state is increased
The present work deals with ionization processes. Detailed overviews of electron-
ion interaction mechanisms, intermediate processes, experimental access to data
and the theoretical methods have been given by Mu¨ller [82, 83].
2.1 Ionization mechanisms
The simplest ionization process - direct ionization (DI) is sketched in Fig. 2.1 and
expressed with equation (2.1):
e+Aq+ → A(q+1)++ e′+ e′′ (2.1)
Figure 2.1: Direct ionization (DI).
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Figure 2.2: Excitation-autoionization process (EA).
The incident electron interacts inelastically with one of the target electrons and
knocks it out of the ion. The transferred energy must be at least as high as the
binding energy of the target electron. If the incident electron energy is sufficiently
high, two or more electrons may be removed, which leads to double or multifold
ionization, respectively.
Possible are also processes, where excitation or ionization of a core electron
results in the formation of an intermediate highly excited state which subsequently
decays by autoionization. Such processes are called indirect. They can be resonant
and non-resonant.
One non-resonant process is the two-step excitation-autoionization process (EA).
Here, the incident electron excites one of the inner-shell target electrons to an in-
termediate autoionizing state. This state decays by the Auger-process resulting in
net single ionization (Fig. 2.2, eq. 2.2):
e+Aq+ → [Aq+]∗+ e′ → A(q+1)++ e′+ e′′ (2.2)
If the excitation energy is sufficiently high, a cascade of Auger-processes may
occur contributing to net multiple ionization.
If the incident electron ionizes an inner-shell electron creating a ”hole” which
can be ”filled” by one of the outer-shell electrons after one or more subsequent
Auger-processes (Fig. 2.3 eq. 2.3), such mechanism is called ionization-autoioniza-
tion (IA). It leads to multiple ionization:
e+Aq+ → [A(q+1)+]∗+ e′+ e′′ → A(q+2)++ e′+ e′′+ e′′′ (2.3)
At certain incident-electron energies different kinds of resonant processes are
possible. The starting point here is the capture of the incident electron by the target
ion in a radiationless way with simultaneous excitation of an inner-shell electron,
i.e., a dielectronic capture process. This, however, can only occur when the energy
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Figure 2.3: Ionization-autoionization (IA).
of the incident electron matches the resonance condition
Eres = E(j)−E(i), (2.4)
where E(j) and E(i) are the total binding energies of all electrons in the excited ion
and the parent ion, respectively.
For net single ionization, an excited (in this sense intermediate) state must
be available having sufficiently high energy for being able to emit two electrons.
There are two possible decay mechanisms involving such intermediate states as
shown in Fig. 2.4. The upper process is called resonant-excitation-double-autoioni-
zation (REDA) and results in net single ionization through two subsequent Auger
processes (eq. 2.5). The existence of this process has been postulated by Lagattuta
and Hahn [84] and has experimentally been demonstrated by Mu¨ller et al. [17].
e+Aq+ → [A(q−1)+]∗∗ → [Aq+]∗+ e′ → A(q+1)++ e′+ e′′ (2.5)
In the lower process in Fig. 2.4 the A(q+1)+ ion charge state is reached with
two electrons emitted at the same time. This ionization process is called resonant-
excitation-auto-double-ionization (READI). It has been postulated by Henry and
Msezane [85] and has been experimentally demonstrated by Mu¨ller et al. [86]. It
can be described as
e+Aq+ → [A(q−1)+]∗∗ → A(q+1)++ e′+ e′′. (2.6)
Whenever REDA is energetically allowed, READI can also occur, although the
probability for the READI process is generally much smaller than for the REDA
processes. These two processes cannot be experimentally distinguished without
spectrscopy of the outgoing electrons, but REDA cannot occur if there is no suit-
able intermediate state in the parent target ion. Hence, READI may become the
only possible resonant contribution to net ionization at sufficiently low incident
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Figure 2.4: Resonant-excitation-double-autoionization (REDA) and resonant-excitation-
auto-double-ionization (READI).
electron energies and resonances found in that energy range can be unambiguously
identified with the READI mechanism.
If the excitation energy of the intermediate state after dielectronic capture is
sufficiently high, net multiple ionization of the target ion can occur, as it was ex-
perimentally seen e.g. by Mu¨ller et al. [17] and Tinschert [58].
The energy that is gained by capture of the incident electron can also be re-
leased by emission of a photon, such that the q−1 charge state is stabilized. This
process is called dielectronic recombination. It is not considered within the present
work.
A variety of combinations of the processes described above is possible for net
multiple ionization. Due to their huge number they are not individually described
at this point, but they will be explained if necessary in the further sections.
Multiply excited states can generally also decay by emission of photon. This
is particularly important for highly charged ions. In the theoretical treatment of
resonant ionization mechanisms this effect is called radiative damping. It reduces
the strength of the ionization resonances.
2.2 Theoretical Methods
The theoretical description of electron-impact ionization of ions is a complicated
task because of the inherent three-body nature of the process. In the final state there
are three free charged particles interacting via long range Coulomb forces. As we
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know, there is no analytical solution for the three-body problem. Additionally, the
theoretical description can be complicated due to the presence of the core electrons
as well as due to the rich variety of different possible ionizations mechanisms.
Therefore, theoretical investigations concentrate mainly on the development of ap-
proximation methods.
Thomson was the first who described electron-impact ionization in classical
terms [11]. He considered electrons of the target as quasi free and assumed that if
the energy transferred by the incident particle exceeds the ionization potential, the
ionization process will occur with 100% probability. However, the results obtained
using this model were only qualitative. The simplicity of the model and the neglect
of all quantum effects of the target resulted in significant deviations of the cal-
culated cross sections from the experimental values both in low- and high-energy
regions.
First quantum-mechanical models using perturbation methods have been de-
veloped by employing the Born-approximation. Unfortunately, the results possess
good accuracy only in the region of high energies Ee ≥ 20 · Ei and they are re-
stricted to direct single ionization. In the non-relativistic case, the starting point
is the Schro¨dinger equation for the system of (N + 1) electrons for the scattering
problem:
H(Z,N+1)= ih¯ t, (2.7)
where N denotes the number of electrons and Z is the nuclear charge number. The
Hamilton operator in equation (2.7) consists of three terms:
H = HI +He +Hint. (2.8)
where HI is the Hamilton operator for the unperturbed ion, He is the Hamilton op-
erator for the incident free electron, and Hint. the Hamilton operator for interaction.
There are different methods for dividing the Hamilton operator into an unperturbed
part H0 and a perturbation Hint..
• In 1930 Bethe used the Plane-Wave Born Approximation (PWBA) which
neglects the influence of the core electrons on the incident electron [12]. The
unperturbed Hamiltonian included the sum of HI +He and the perturbation
Hint. accounted for the electron-electron and electron-nucleus interactions.
This approach works in the high-energy region Ee > 30 ·Ei.
• Within the Coulomb Born Approximation (CBA) the Coulomb interaction of
the incident electron interaction with the nucleus is included in the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian, and the perturbation consists of the interaction of the
incident electron with bound core electrons. This approach works well for
highly charged ions and results in much better agreement with experimental
data than the previous one.
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• The Distorted-wave Born Approximation (DWBA) is an extension of the
CBA. It replaces a constant screening charge by a screening function that
changes during the collision. In practice, a potential VDW has to be consid-
ered which describes the interaction of the incident electron with the spheri-
cally averaged potential of the core electrons.
The basic numerical method for the determination of DWBA cross sections
is to expand the continuum waves into partial waves. At low incident-
electron energies the number of contributing waves is rather limited, but
with increasing electron energy an increasing number of partial waves has to
be included in the calculation, making the computational efforts enormous.
In comparison with the CBA and PWBA approaches, the DWBA provides
much better agreement with experimental data also at low energies espe-
cially if additionally the exchange interaction is included (Distorted wave
Born exchange approximation).
• In case of many-electron systems each configuration can split into many
angular-momentum components, which highly increases the computational
efforts for the state-selective calculation. With the aim to decrease the com-
putational efforts a Configuration-Average-Distorted-Wave method (CADW)
was developed. Here, the calculation averages over the multiplett-splittings,
and cross sections are obtained for the given configuration only [50], [87].
In recent years, the method has been used to calculate electron-impact sin-
gle ionization cross sections for the isonuclear sequences of several elements
including Sn, Xe, W etc. [79] (and references therein).
An alternative to the above listed perturbative approaches is the Close Cou-
pling method. This approach works very well for slow collisions, particularly for
the detailed study of threshold behavior and resonances. Within this method the in-
cident electron is treated on the same footing as the bound electrons. The difficulty,
yet, is that there is an infinite number of states for the free electrons in the contin-
uum. This, however, can be eliminated by treating the continuum via introduction
of pseudostates or approximating it using appropriate functions.
A specific close coupling approach is the R-matrix theory. In 1971, Burke for
the first time applied it to electron-ion collisions. The R-matrix method separates
the interaction volume into two regions. In the inner (spherical) region the full
quantum-mechanical problem is solved including exchange and correlation effects
between target- and scattered electrons. In the outer region both the target and
the incident electron move in a weak long-range multipole potential. This reduces
the full many-body problem to the two-body problem, which is much more simple
to solve. Finally, partial solutions for both inner- and outer regions are matched
to each other. General R-matrix calculation methods for all possible processes
including DI, EA, REDA and READI have been proposed by Berrington [88]. The
result of successful application has been presented by Teng et al. [7]. A detailed
description of the different facets of the R-matrix method in a general framework
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was recently presented in [89].
2.3 Semiempirical predictor formulae
The theoretical approximation methods described above sometimes lead to huge
computational efforts and, hence, are not suitable for quick cross section estima-
tions. Therefore, it is much more convenient to use simpler empirical or scaling
formulae based on theoretical and experimental findings. A general overview over
such methods has been provided by Younger [90].
One of the most successful formulae for electron-impact single ionization is
that of Lotz [91], [92]. Here, it is assumed that the ionization cross section below
the cross section maximum follows the classical Thomson theory and the quantum-
mechanical Bethe theory at high energies. The Lotz formula is:
=
N∑
i=1
aini
ln(Ee/Ei)
EeEi
{1−bi exp[−ci(Ee/Ei−1)]} , (2.9)
where Ee ≥ Ei is the incident electron energy, Ei is the ionization potential of sub-
shell number i, and ni is the number of equivalent electrons in this subshell. The
parameters ai, bi and ci are the free parameters to be adjusted to best reproduce
experimental and theoretical cross section data. These parameters are tabulated for
a variety of atoms and ions [93],[94]. For ions with charge q = (Z −N) ≥ 4, the
numbers ai = 4.5 · 10−14, bi = ci = 0 are recommended. In this case eq. 2.9 be-
comes the one-parameter Lotz formula. But in any form the Lotz formula can only
describe cross sections for direct removal of a single electron from a given subshell
within an uncertainty of ±40% in cases where tabulated values for the parameters
ai, bi and ci are available. Already the summation over different subshells has to
be performed with care: autoionizing intermediate states resulting from inner-shell
ionization can decay by the emission of electrons. An Auger process subsequent
to inner-shell ionization contributes to net double ionization and should not appear
in the sum described by eq. 2.9 for single ionization.
Unfortunately there is no general method for the treatment of multiple ion-
ization of ions. However, there are several semiempirical and semiclassical ap-
proaches such as, e.g., the binary encounter approach by Gryzin´ski [95]. For dou-
ble ionization, it considers two possibilities for the removal of two electrons. The
incident electron may hit a target electron which is ejected and then the projectile
electron, although now having reduced energy, has a certain probability of knock-
ing a second electron off the same ion. It is also possible that the first ejected
electron hits a second target electron which also becomes ionized. The sum over
these two contributions is given as
2ei = 
2
0
P21P
2
2
n5/3i (ni −1)
4R2 g
(
E
P1+P2
)
. (2.10)
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Here, P1(= Ei) and P2 are the binding energies of the first two electrons which
can be removed from the target ion, respectively, ni is the number of equivalent
electrons in the outermost shell, R is the gas kinetic radius of this shell and 0 =
6.56× 10−14 cm2 (eV)2. Function g is a general function given by Gryzin´ski in
graphical form [95]. It can be well approximated by
g(x) =
lnx
a1x2 +a2x+a3
+a4(x−1)+a5(x−1)2, (2.11)
with a1 = 1.59, a2 =−3.71, a3 = 16.20, a4 = 2.14×10−4 and a5 =−3.67×10−6.
3 Experimental Setup
The apparatus employed in this work (Fig. 3.1) has been successfully used previ-
ously in a number of experiments on electron-impact ionization of various ions.
Details of the experimental setup were provided in publications on single and mul-
tiple ionization of Sc+ [96], [97]. Therefore, only a short description of the exper-
imental arrangement is provided, while the specific procedures and peculiarities of
the present studies are comprehensively discussed. Ions produced in the 10-GHz
all-permanent-magnet electron-cyclotron-resonance (ECR) ion source [98] were
extracted and accelerated by a voltage of 12 kV. After selection of the desired ion
species by a 90◦ dipole magnet and subsequent charge cleaning by an electrostatic
90◦ spherical deflector, the ion beam was collimated in front of the interaction re-
gion using two pairs of slits about 18.5 cm apart from one another. There it was
crossed by an intense ribbon-shaped electron beam produced by a high-power elec-
tron gun (Fig. 3.2). The electron beam is space-charge limited and reaches a current
of about 450 mA at 1 keV energy thus providing an electron density unsurpassed in
other electron-ion crossed beam arrangements [99]. Products of electron-ion col-
lisions were separated from the primary ion beam by a second 90◦-dipole magnet
and were registered by a single-particle detector [100] after passing an electrostatic
180◦-spherical deflector. The additional deflection of the product ions minimized
background of stray electrons released by ions hitting surfaces. The primary ion
beam was collected in a movable Faraday cup positioned at an appropriate location
inside the second-magnet chamber.
The signal detection efficiency was determined in previous works for a variety
of ions at given energies to be (97± 3)% [100, 101]. Moreover, for 16 keV Xeq+
ions (q = 1, ..., 6) it was shown that the detection efficiency does not depend on the
charge state of the detected ions [100].
Absolute electron-impact single-ionization cross sections of xenon and tin ions
were measured in the energy range from threshold to a maximum of 1000 eV em-
ploying the well-established animated-beams method [14, 99]. The high-current
electron gun is mounted on a linear translation feedthrough with its (vertical) axis
perpendicular to the ion beam direction. Thus, the electron beam can be moved up
and down across the ion beam between two zero-overlap positions below and above
the ion beam. At positions with no overlap this technique allows for a separate
measurement of the background count rate while in the overlap region a position-
dependent ionization signal on top of that background is recorded. The integral of
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Figure 3.1: Experimental ”crossed-beams” setup used for the present studies.
the signal peak directly provides the cross section without additional measurement
of any overlap form factors [99].
For absolute measurements xenon and tin parent ion beams were collimated
typically to the size of 0.7 × 0.7 mm2. Only in some cases the lack of signal forced
us to increase the ion beam current by opening the collimator slits. The maximum
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Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the electron gun used in the present experiments. The elec-
tron beam is emitted by the cathode, focused by the 3 pairs of cylindrical rods and collected
in the anode with the defocusing electrode inside. The percent numbers represent the rel-
ative potential distribution on the gun electrodes. Thin lines show the field distribution
inside the gun.
beam size used in the present experiments for absolute cross section measurements
was 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 (see Tab. A.1 for detailed information considering every single
measurement). Tight collimation ensured complete transmission of both the parent
ion beam to the Faraday cup and the product ions to the detector while the ion beam
had to cross different regions of the moving electron beam. Because of the electron-
beam space-charge an electric field especially at the upper and lower surfaces of
the electron beam can lead to deflection of the traversing ion beam and, hence, to
losses of off-center components of parent and product ions not reaching the cup or
the detector, respectively. In the experiments, however, the negative space charge
of the electrons was at least partly compensated by trapped positive ions formed
from purposely introduced Kr background gas in the collision chamber [16].
Finally, the cross-section values were calculated as:
= Nz
IeIit
K
M
, (3.1)
where H is the number of registered product ions during the measurement time
interval t, Ii and Ie are measured ion- and electron currents respectively, M is the
kinematic factor, z is the displacement of the electron gun along the z axis during
the time interval t, and  is the efficiency of the product-ion detector [102].
In addition to the animated-beams technique employed for the measurement
of independently absolute cross sections a high-resolution energy-scan technique
was used to access details in the energy dependence of the cross sections [16].
Measurements covering a maximum electron energy range of 200 eV in a single
sweep with about 1000 energy steps were carried out at optimum overlap of the
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electron and ion beams. The dwell time on each energy step was chosen to be 3 ms.
With a settling time as low as 0.3 ms for each energy a sweep over 1000 steps took
3.3 s. Slow fluctuations of experimental conditions with a time constant of 0.1 s and
slower were therefore averaged over wide ranges of the energy-dependent spectrum
measured. Real changes in the cross section function due to fine energy-dependent
structures are thus conserved and made accessible to experimental observation.
The number of sweeps was chosen such that statistical uncertainties were reduced
to below a desired level. The resulting relative cross sections were then normalized
to the absolute cross sections determined by the animated-beams method. The
systematic uncertainty of these normalized energy-scan cross sections is therefore
almost identical with that of the cross sections obtained with the animated-beams
method.
The collimation conditions for the ion beam can be relaxed for the energy-scan
measurements. During an energy scan the ion beam crosses the static electron
beam in the center where the space charge electric field has its minimum. Deflec-
tion is a less critical issue in this geometry and therefore the ion beam size can
be increased up to 2 mm × 2 mm. By this, the usable ion current passing the
interaction region can be significantly enhanced.
3.1 Production of xenon and tin ions in the ECR ion source
As mentioned above, a 10 GHz ECR ion source has been used for the production of
xenon and tin ions. This section reports on the procedure and some general source
settings used for the generation of ion currents suitable for the experiments.
Xeq+ ions (q ≤ 9) were produced by introducing only xenon gas to the source
without admixtures. The gas pressures needed for maximum ion currents varied in
the region of 0.5−1×10−4 mbar measured in the gas inlet region. For producing
highly charged Xeq+ ions (q > 9) the xenon gas had to be mixed with oxygen as
support gas. Unfortunately, it was possible to measure only the sum of the par-
tial pressures of both gases. It amounted to 1.3− 1.5× 10−4 mbar. However, the
monitoring of the valve controls allowed to roughly estimate the partial pressure of
oxygen to be 90% or even more. Oxygen admixtures led to great improvements in
the production of highly-charged ions. Hence, hundreds of nano Amperes of ion
current for charge states q = 10,11, ...,20 were available after mass-over-charge
selection. An example of the observed mass spectrum1 is shown in Fig. 3.3. Fur-
thermore, for the investigated most highly-charged ion, Xe25+, a current of more
than 30 nA could be measured with Faraday cup 2 behind the first analyzing mag-
net. Finally, the mass spectrum with the ion source optimized on Xe21+ and the
1This mass spectrum has been taken with the ion current measured in the Faraday cup behind the
second dipole magnet, i.e. behind the collimator used in the experiment. This is the reason for the
much weaker ion currents than mentioned above. However, the collimation in the much longer flight
path resulted in an excellent resolution of the mass spectrum. The isotopic composition of the ion
source output could be resolved.
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Figure 3.3: Observed mass spectrum of Xeq+ ions (q= 13,14, ...,21) measured in Faraday
cup 4 (see Fig. 3.1). The current of Xe14+ was optimized.
Figure 3.4: Observed mass spectrum of highly charged Xeq+ ions (q ≥ 21) measured in
Faraday cup 4 with the setting optimized for Xe21+. Individual Xe isotopes are clearly
resolved. The observed isotopic distribution corresponds to the natural abundances of the
various Xe isotopes.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the improved oven for evaporating metallic tin.
collimated ion current measured in the Faraday cup 4 behind the second dipole
magnet revealed up to 4 pA of Xe27+ (Fig. 3.4).
Tin ions were produced by evaporating metallic tin in an oven inside the ECR
ion source. Although the melting point for tin is relatively low (231.93 ◦C) the
temperatures needed for acquiring optimal vapor pressures were higher than 1000
◦C with the heating power applied to the oven being about 50 W. At these high
temperatures, melted tin becomes very liquid and, due to the horizontal position
of the oven, can easily flow out. This problem was solved by introducing a stripe
of tungsten foil to the bottom of the aluminium-oxide ceramic container (Fig. 3.5
and 3.6). The point of this improvement is that hot liquid tin does not moisten the
aluminium-oxide ceramic, but does moisten the tungsten foil very well. Hence,
the liquid tin remains on the foil inside the container for the entire time of the
experiment without flowing out.
For the production of low-charged Snq+ ions (q ≤ 6), helium gas was used
as a support gas at pressures ranging from 6 to 9×10−4 mbar. For higher charge
states (q= 7,8) helium was mixed with oxygen and for q= 9,10, ...,13 helium was
almost completely replaced by oxygen. As in the case of xenon ions, it was possible
to measure only the sum of the partial pressures of the gases. This was around
1.4×10−4 mbar. In analogy with highly charged Xeq+ ions, where relatively lower
partial pressure of xenon gas was required for better ion current production, the
lower tin vapor pressure helped for more efficient production of highly charged
Snq+ ions.
The ion current values available for each of the cross-section measurements
can be found in Tables A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A.
3.2 Background
One of the major problems in electron-ion crossed beams experiments is the back-
ground produced by collisions of ions with residual gas atoms or molecules. In
such collisions the ions can strip off an electron and the ionized ions produced in
the residual gas all along the ion flight path between beam deflectors before and
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Figure 3.6: The oven for evaporating metallic tin with inserted tungsten foil to protect
liquid tin from flowing out.
behind the interaction region are recorded by the signal detector. One of the mea-
sures that can be taken against such stripping background is energy-labeling of
secondary ions produced just within the electron-ion interaction region. This is ac-
complished by applying a voltage (a few hundred Volts) to the interaction region.
As a result, ions formed in the interaction region have a different kinetic energy
compared to the ones formed elsewhere and can, therefore, be separated in the
analyzing magnetic field.
For the sake of avoiding additional problems the voltage labeling was not used
for the absolute cross-section measurements. Applying a voltage to the electron
gun during the animated-beam measurements would have implied variations of
electric fields seen by the ions while the position of the electron gun was scanned.
In particular, focusing or de-focusing of background produced by stripping colli-
sions before and inside the interaction region could possibly have corrupted the
absolute cross-section measurement.
Generally, there was no drastic need in applying the energy-labeling technique
for measurements involving xenon and tin ions. The energy-labeling method was
employed only for several energy-scan measurements when the signal/background
ratios were unsatisfying, as has been the case in earlier experiments performed
with the setup, e.g., on Li+ [6]. Mainly, the studied processes possessed relatively
large cross sections and, hence, tolerable signal/background ratio values. Detailed
information on the background conditions of every single measurement also can
be found in Tables A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A.
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3.3 Electron-current correction function
For the determination of ionization cross sections accurate values of the particle
currents in the interaction region are required. While the geometry of the ion beam
allows for an accurate determination of the ion current in the interaction region,
the electron current in this region cannot be directly measured. The reason for
this is the construction of the electron gun (Fig. 3.2) that leads to electron current
losses on the electrodes. A separate investigation showed that the effective electron
current Ie f f can be obtained as a result of multiplication of the measured electron
current Icath by the acceleration-voltage dependent correction factor C(Ue), where
C(Ue) =
Icath − Irods
Icath
. (3.2)
Here Icath is the measured electron current emitted from the cathode and Irods is
the separately measured electron current collected on the first pair of the focusing
rod electrodes (see Fig. 3.2). The correction factors C(Ue) measured at different
electron energies constitute the electron-current correction function (ECCF). This
function is unique for a given gun assembly since it is influenced, amongst others,
by cathode emission properties, slight changes of the gun geometry etc. Therefore,
it has to be newly determined after performing any manipulations on the electron
gun, e.g., cathode replacement.
During the present study of xenon and tin ions 5 different electron-current cor-
rection functions have been used which were obtained in April 2007, March 2008,
November 2008, July 2009 and August 2009. Each of these functions was used
for the measurements as long as changes of the electron gun were necessary and
hence a new ECCF had to be measured. All data considering the presently used
electron-current correction functions are given in Tab. A.3 in Appendix A.
A conservative estimate of the uncertainty of the resulting effective electron
current is ±Irods. Thus, the energy-dependent determination of the electron current
through the interaction region has a possible error of about 15% at 20 eV and less
than 1% for energies greater than 120 eV.
3.4 Calibration of the energy scale
For the identification of the observed structure in the measured ionization cross
sections it is particularly important to have a reliable energy scale. The energy
channels in the measured raw spectra correspond to nominal, i.e., set energies of
the electrons in the laboratory frame. The true laboratory energies depend on pos-
sible contact potentials between the electrodes of the voltage power supply and the
electrodes of the electron gun which are connected via different cables, wires and
vacuum feedthroughs. For the determination of possible potential shifts the well
known 54.42 eV threshold for ionization of He+ ions was scanned. The set ener-
gies were transformed to the electron-ion centre-of-mass (c.m.) frame taking the
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velocity of the ions into account. Assuming laboratory energies Ee and Ei of the
electrons and ions, respectively, the c.m. energy Ecm in a crossed-beam experiment
with a 90◦ crossing angle was obtained from [83]
Ecm = mic
2(1+me/mi)×
[√
1+
2me/mi
(1+me/mi)2
(ie −1)−1
]
(3.3)
with the Lorentz factors
i = 1+ Eimic2 (3.4)
and
e = 1+ Eemec2 . (3.5)
The scan spectrum was then plotted as a function of the nominal c.m. energy
determined from the above equations. The contact potential shift could be deter-
mined by comparison with the known ionization threshold of H-like He+.
Since contact potential differences strongly depend on the materials used for
the gun electrodes, insulators and wiring, a new electron energy scale calibration
measurement has to be performed after every new gun assembly, just as for the
ECCF. In addition, the energy scale can also slightly change with time as a result
of contaminations of the gun surfaces with tungsten evaporated from the cathode.
For the present measurements the experimental energy scale was calibrated four
times. These calibrations have been performed mostly together with the ECCF
measurements and have been used for the same corresponding time periods. The
energy corrections are listed in Tab. 3.1. They are estimated to be correct within
±0.5 eV.
Table 3.1: Energy scale calibration
Measurement Energy shift (eV)
April 2007 +0.3
March 2008 -0.9
November 2008 -1.8
July 2009 -1.6
Space charge potentials of the electron beam can lower the actual electron en-
ergy. This effect is compensated by introducing Kr gas into the collision region
at an apparent pressure of about 2.0 × 10−7 mbar. This has to be corrected by
a factor 0.5 to account for the Kr gas ”atmosphere” around a vacuum gauge cali-
brated for the measurement of N2. The electron beam produces slow positive ions
from that gas and traps them within its own negative space charge potential well.
Electron optics calculations of the present electron gun have shown that the max-
imum potential depression by an uncompensated electron space charge inside the
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interaction region is 4% of the acceleration voltage applied between the cathode
and interaction region. At 1000 eV this would imply a 40 eV energy spread in
the electron beam. In experiments with multiply charged barium ions [103], as
well as within current experiments, resonances have been observed even near 1000
eV with a width of 3 eV. Even if one would assume that the space charge depres-
sion of the potential inside the electron beam alone is responsible for this energy
spread, the comparison with the theoretically expected 40-eV spread would require
more than 90% compensation of the electron space charge by slow trapped ions.
At lower electron energies, resonances with smaller widths have been observed.
Hence, the electron space charge potential does not have a big influence on the
present electron energy scale.
3.5 Single-particle detection of product ions
The construction of the detector used for detecting the reaction products is de-
scribed by Timphus [101] and by Rinn et al. [100]. Briefly, inside the detector the
product ions hit the surface of the converter plate, where secondary electrons are
released. These electrons are accelerated towards the input of the channel-electron-
multiplier (CEM) by the voltage between the converter plate and the cone of the
CEM. The potential difference of about 100 eV between the cone and the repeller
plate prevents the secondary electrons produced on the CEM cone surface from
being lost. The amplified pulse signal is read from the pulse output of the CEM.
During the measurements it was found that the number of pulses coming from the
detector is higher than the number of the incoming product ions. This effect was
observed previously for fullerene ions [104]. Here, it has been observed for heavy
atomic ions for the first time.
The electron-impact ionization process can be treated as a Poisson process,
i.e., single identical events are statistically independent of each other. The number
of these events per time unit has a statistical spread around some mean value. It
can be described with a Poisson distribution. Consequently, the time-differences
between two events follow an exponential distribution. The distribution of these
time differences was measured and by that a certain deviation from the expected
exponential behavior could be revealed. An unexpected higher number of pulses
was detected in the region of the shortest intervals up to 4 μs (Fig. 3.8a) indicating
the effect of multiple pulsing. Measurements with xenon and tin ions showed an
increase of the count rate of approximately 1-8%. No systematic dependence either
on ion charge state or on ion energy has been found.
This problem can be solved by introducing a significantly long artificial dead
time [105]. For the present measurements an artificial paralyzing deadtime of a =
5 μs was chosen that resulted in suppression of multiple pulse counting (Fig. 3.8b).
The paralyzing deadtime was corrected for by considering the count rates of the
measurements. For the measurements performed before the introduction of the ar-
tificial deadtime, the raw data have been revised and corrected by subtraction of
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Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the product-ion detector employed in the present studies.
Figure 3.8: Measured distribution of the registered product ions against time-interval
length between two counting pulses (a). The dashed curve is an exponential fit that repre-
sents the Poisson distribution. Section (b) shows the result of applying an artificial para-
lyzing deadtime a = 5 μs.
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5% of the signal counts. Also, additional 5% have been quadratically added to the
total systematic error of the measurements.
The systematic uncertainty of the absolute cross-section is determined as the
quadrature sum of the systematic uncertainties of the parameters that enter the
cross section determination (equation (3.1)) and are listed in Tab. 3.2. Excluding
the above described additional uncertainties from the ECCF and multiple pulse
counting this was determined to be 6.3%. Statistical uncertainties varied depend-
ing on the experimental conditions and remained within 1-2% at 95% confidence
interval for most of the data. Total uncertainties of cross sections were determined
from the square root of the squared individual uncertainties listed above plus the
squared statistical uncertainty.
Table 3.2: Systematic uncertainties
Magnitude Uncertainty
Kinematic factor M 1 %
Detector efficiency  3%
Displacement z 1 %
Ion current Ii 5 %
Electron current Ie 2 %
4 Experimental Results
The results of the present study on electron impact ionization of xenon and tin
ions comprise 78 measured energy-dependent cross sections. In the current chap-
ter, these cross sections are described and compared with previously available ex-
perimental and theoretical cross-section data. Effects and influences of excited
metastable-state primary-beam impurities on the experimental results are discussed.
Recommendations for application of the present data in plasma physics are given.
Detailed illustrations of the measured cross sections together with explanations
of contributions arising from direct and indirect ionization mechanisms are given in
Appendix B and Appendix C. The absolute values of the measured cross sections
are tabulated in Appendix D.
4.1 Single ionization of xenon ions
4.1.1 Overview
Within the present work cross sections for single ionization of xenon ion charge
states from 1 through 25 have been measured in the range from threshold up to
1000 eV electron energy. Xe25+ is the highest charge state for which the single-
ionization cross section can be investigated employing the current electron gun
with its energy limitation to 1000 eV. Xe25+ is also the most highly charged ion, for
which ionization has ever been investigated employing the crossed-beams method.
The record has been held previously with measurements for Kr18+ carried out by
Khouilid et al. [106].
The data for all 25 ionization stages are presented in Fig. 4.1 in the form of
the energy scan data normalized to the separately measured absolute cross-section
values. For better viewing, the data sets (except for Xe+) have been multiplied by
appropriate factors provided individually for the each data set in the figure.
For the ionization stages up to Xe21+, the statistical uncertainties of the abso-
lute measurements in the cross-section maxima (or at 1000 eV, where these could
not be reached) were 2% or lower. Thus, the total uncertainties are mostly deter-
mined by the systematic uncertainty (see Chapter 3) and resulted in 9% or better. At
lower electron energies the total uncertainties are, however, significantly increased
due to poor statistics as a result of poor signal/background ratios. For the higher
charge states, statistical uncertainties reached 7%, resulting in 11% total uncer-
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tainty of the measurement. The relative uncertainties of the energy scans varied on
the average from 3% for the ion stages above Xe20+ down to 0.1% for Xe2+. The
maximum measured cross-section value is 2.55×10−16 cm2 at 34.3 eV for Xe+.
According to the electron configuration and, hence, the processes defining the
cross-section function behavior, the data presented here can be classified into sev-
eral groups as shown in Tab. 4.1.
Table 4.1: Groups of the single-ionization cross sections of Xeq+ ions.
Ion charge Electron
states configurations
I Xe+,...,Xe7+ 4d105s25p5, ...,4d105s
II Xe8+,...,Xe17+ 4d10, ...,4d
III Xe18+,...,Xe25+ 3d104s24p6, ...,3d104s
The first group includes the ionization cross sections for the ion charge stages 1
through 7 with ground electron configurations 4d105s25p5, ...,4d105s. Typical for
this group is a rather steep increase of the cross section at the ionization threshold
and occurrence of strong, amongst others, resonant structures in the energy range
50 eV to 200 eV. These are caused by processes mostly involving 4d-subshell exci-
tation with subsequent autoionization resulting in net single ionization of the parent
ions (see e.g. [53]). For the ion stages from Xe4+ and further, structure correspond-
ing to the indirect ionization processes involving excitation of the 4p subshell could
also be identified. For all cross sections of the first group the maximum is located
below 200 eV. Beyond the maximum, the measured single-ionization cross sec-
tions generally exhibit a smooth behavior as function of energy, except for small
resonant structures at 600 - 700 eV which become discussible for Xe5+ and the
higher charge states. These resonant structures can be assigned to the processes
of resonant excitation of an electron from the 3d subshell with incident-electron
capture by the target ion followed by autoionization finally resulting in net single
ionization.
In the case of the last ion of the first group, Xe7+, a small non-zero cross section
has been observed in a wide range below the ground-state ionization threshold. To
our understanding, this effect is caused by metastable states arising from excitation
of the outermost filled 4d subshell which are populated in the ion source. The life-
time of these excited states is sufficiently long so that they can survive the passage
from the ion source to the region of the intersection with the electron beam. This
and other effects involving excited metastable-state admixtures in the parent ion
beam are discussed in Section 4.1.2.
The second group comprises 10 ionization stages from Xe8+ to Xe17+, for
which the 4d subshell is the outermost shell. The cross section functions exhibit
a relatively smooth increase above threshold dominated by direct outer-shell elec-
tron removal. Additional weak structures stem from indirect ionization processes
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Figure 4.1: Overview over the present single-ionization cross sections of Xeq+ ions (q =
1,2, ...,25). The cross-section scale is in units of 10−16 cm2 and the cross section for each
ion stage is shifted downwards by 0.5× (q−1)×10−16 cm2. The thin solid line connects
the observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
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involving excitation of the 4p- and, probably, of the 4s subshell. At higher en-
ergies beyond 600 eV features indicating indirect ionization processes caused by
3d-subshell excitation can be recognized. The ionization onsets below the ground-
state ionization thresholds indicate the presence of excited metastable states. These
do not seem to influence the measured cross sections much, except for Xe8+, where
the most distinct contributions due to ionization of the metastable admixture are
present. Bannister et al. explained these rather large contributions by indirect
ionization processes (via excitations of 4d and 4p subshells) occurring in the me-
tastable admixture [71].
With the ion charge states further increasing, structures due to indirect ioniza-
tion via excitation of the 4p- and 3d-subshells gain significance. In the case of
Xe17+ resonances are observed over the whole experimental energy range. More-
over, from Xe9+ on, the data contain recognizable structures above the 3d-subshell
ionization thresholds from processes involving excitation of the 3p subshell.
The third group contains ionization stages 18 through 25 with ground electron
configurations 3d104s24p6, ...,3d104s. Over the entire experimental energy ranges,
the measured cross sections exhibit clear features of indirect ionization involving
excitation of the 3d- and 3p subshells. These processes strongly dominate over the
direct outer-shell electron knock-off process (see [79],[80] and references therein).
An important issue concerning the third single-ionization cross-section group
is the presence of non-zero cross sections below both the ground-state- and the
low-lying excited metastable-state ionization thresholds. Their relative magnitudes
have a tendency to increase with higher charge states and eventually comprises
∼85% of the total measured cross section for Xe25+ at 1000 eV (see Fig. B.25).
The preliminary explanation for the origin of the observed features is similar to
the one proposed for Xe7+: metastable components arising from excitation of an
electron from the outermost filled 3d subshell might be present in the parent ion
beam. A detailed discussion of the role of metastable ions in all of the present
single-ionization cross sections will be given in the following Section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Role of excited metastable states
In atomic collision experiments, an atomic or ion beam often contains a certain
fraction of excited metastable species which depends strongly on the conditions
of beam production. As confirmed in numerous publications, this complication
becomes significant especially for experiments in which ions are produced in ECR
ion sources. Clearly, an ion source that is used to produce intense beams of ions in
high charge states must provide sufficiently high energies of the ionizing electrons.
These energies are also sufficiently high to excite ions present in the plasma to any
excited state below the ionization threshold. Population of long lived excited states
of multiply of highly charged ions is practically unavoidable.
According to our experience with the operation of the present ECR source, one
can influence the amount of metastables but not in a controlled manner, as it was
possible with a Penning source, where the fraction of metastable ions could be
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varied by adjusting ion source parameters [107]. For Li+ ions it was shown that
the magnitudes of metastable admixtures very much depend on the Li-containing
parent material used in the ion source and that the metastable fraction can be even
reduced to zero [6]. No similar solution has been found for Xeq+ ions.
As already mentioned, each of the present single-ionization cross sections re-
veals that the primary beam contained an excited metastable-ion component. A
clear signature for the presence of the metastable ions in the ion beam is ionization
signal at energies below the ground-state ionization threshold. Single-ionization
cross sections of excited metastable ions vary depending on the electron configu-
ration excited. The cross sections for ionization from excited states of the ground
configuration usually possess magnitudes similar to those for ground-state ioniza-
tion. Hence, the admixtures of such states to the primary ion beam results generally
in a slight shift of the observed ionization threshold towards lower energies. The
situation may change significantly when the primary ion beam contains metastable
states of configurations where an electron of the outer-shell nl has been excited to
a higher subshell n′l′:
nlk → nlk−1n′l′, (4.1)
where k is the number of electrons in subshell nl for an ion in its ground state. This
results in a significant shift of the measured ionization threshold towards lower en-
ergies. Moreover, the interaction of incident electrons with the nl subshell (which
contain k− 1 electrons) may invoke indirect ionization processes, as has been ob-
served, e.g., for Xe6+ and Xe8+. As a result, the measured cross sections can be
seriously affected by even small amounts of metastable ions admixed to the pri-
mary ion beam (see Figs.B.6 and B.8).
In ions with configurations containing one, or few electrons above the outer-
most filled subshell it may occur that an electron from this subshell gets excited to
higher subshells. In such cases, even higher excitation energies are to be expected.
For example, for ions isoelectronic to alkali atoms there are long-lived states whose
excitation energies exceed the ground-state ionization potential [108, 109].
It turns out in the present work, that for highly charged xenon ions possess-
ing electron configurations with one or few electrons above the filled nd subshell,
the measured cross sections reveal non-zero values at relatively very low ener-
gies. Figure 4.2 shows the present single-ionization cross sections of Xe23+, Xe24+
and Xe25+. The data suggest strong contributions of ionization of long-living
primary-ion-beam components with high excitation energies. Because of poor sig-
nal/background ratio, detailed energy-scan measurements of the cross sections in
the whole energy regions below the ground-state ionization thresholds would have
been extremely time consuming and, hence, have not been performed.
In order to obtain more information on the subject of these components we
have performed extensive calculations of the lifetimes of states of different pos-
sible excited electron configurations using the Cowan code [110]. The results of
these calculations for all Xeq+ ion species studied in this work are listed in table
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Figure 4.2: Single ionization of Xe23+, Xe24+ and Xe25+. Open circles represent abso-
lute cross section values and small filled circles are the energy scan data. Vertical arrows
represent ground-state ionization potentials.
E.1 in Appendix E. It has been revealed by the calculations that for highly charged
xenon ions Xe23+(3d104s24p) to Xe25+(3d104s) the excitation of the 3d subshell
leads to formation of states with the energies slightly below (and in some cases
even beyond) the ground-state ionization potential. According to the calculations,
at the same time, these states possess lifetimes of the order of ten to hundred mi-
croseconds. Comparing these with the times required for the passage of the ions
from the ion source to the point of the interaction with the electron beam (also
listed in Tab. E.1) suggests it to be possible that ions in such highly excited sta-
tes could have been present in the interaction region during the experiments and,
hence, have influenced the measured cross sections. Surprising, however, are the
proportions of ground-state- and metastable ionization contributions. In the studied
energy intervals the contributions of ionization from the metastable states are of the
same order or even higher than the ones from ground-state ionization. Considering
the low ionization potential of such highly excited states it is probably only a small
fraction of metastable states in the primary ion beam that produces such a strong
contribution to the apparent cross sections.
A similar behavior has been observed for the single ionization cross section of
Xe7+, with the 4d105s electron configuration (which is similar to the one of Xe25+).
In this case, the signal/background ratio allowed for relatively easy performance of
the energy scan measurement in the below-threshold region. The result for Xe7+ is
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shown in Fig. 4.4. In order to account for a huge background originating from ion-
ization of (mainly metastable) ions by collisions with residual gas particles (see the
inset) a linear fit of the data below the visible onset at 10 eV was subtracted. The
fact that the obtained fitting line is not horizontal suggests that the background is
influenced by the electron beam. Reason for such influence can be increased back-
ground gas load released from the electron collector with increasing electron beam
current and energy or electron impact ionization of ions in very highly excited sta-
tes present in the incoming ion beam. However, the present explicit investigations
of the lifetimes of excited states (see Appendix E) revealed no long-living states
with energies above 88 eV. This is almost 18 eV below the ground-state ionization
potential of Xe7+. Nevertheless, an apparent ionization threshold is found near
12 eV which can only arise from long lived ions in the primary beam with excita-
tion energies 94 eV or higher. Given the insufficient knowledge of the origin of the
background below 10 eV, the straight fit line may not represent the real background
at higher energies. Therefore, the cross-section scale in this figure is uncertain.
By referring to the behavior of the measured absolute cross-section values
(Fig. B.7) and comparing with the situation for highly charged ions, it can be seen
that the relative contributions of metastable-state ionization are much smaller for
Xe7+ than for the cases of the more highly charged ions.
The energy scan measurement shown in Fig. 4.4 revealed rather unique cross
section behavior. Within a few eV above the apparent threshold at about 12 eV the
cross section rises to a maximum.
Attempting to determine the origin of this cross section behavior observed for
single ionization of Xe7+, one can refer to the results of the lifetimes calcula-
tions provided in Tab. E.1. The 4F9/2 state of the 4d
95s5p and several states of the
4d94 f5s configuration which possess sufficiently long lifetimes and sufficiently
high excitation energies to be responsible for the observed cross section shape be-
low the ground-state ionization threshold. The calculated excitation energies are
about 68 eV and 83–88 eV respectively (see Tab. E.1). At the same time the cal-
culated lowest energies required for direct removal of an electron from Xe7+ ions
with 4d95s5p and 4d94 f5s electron configurations (leading, e.g., to 4d95s, see
Fig. 4.3) are approximately 92 eV and 77 eV [111], while the observed ioniza-
tion signal starts at much lower energies. An explanation for this is the possibility
of indirect ionization by the mechanism of excitation-autoionization as shown in
Fig. 4.3. Different from ordinary EA, excitation of one of the outer-shell electrons
in the inner-shell excited metastable ions is sufficient to produce autoionizing sta-
tes. Apparently, excitation of levels with a threshold near 12 eV is sufficient to
produce a cross section step function typical for EA contributions.
According to the calculation using the LANL code [111] the energetically low-
est (inner-shell excited) configuration of Xe7+ which contains states more than
106 eV above the ground state is the 4d95s6s configuration. These autoionizing
states can be accessed from 4d95s5p4F9/2 metastable excited states by electron-
impact excitations with thresholds near 40 eV. Figure 4.4 shows a step feature
in the apparent cross section in that energy range indicating EA contributions
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Figure 4.3: Direct (dashed arrow) and indirect (solid arrows) ionization processes of me-
tastable 4d95s5p 4F9/2 states present in the primary ion beam.
which might be assigned to e+Xe7+(4d95s5p 4F9/2) → Xe7+(4d95s6s) excita-
tions. The much stronger step feature at about 15 eV may be associated with exci-
tation e+Xe7+(4d94 f5s) → Xe7+(4d94 f nl) to autoionizing configurations at en-
ergies just above the Xe7+ ground-state ionization potential. Exact identification of
the states or even configurations involved in these processes are hampered by the
limited accuracy of atomic structure calculation for such complex multielectron
problems.
In order to take into account possible effects induced by ionization of me-
tastable primary-beam admixtures beyond the respective ground-state ionization
thresholds, their fractions have to be known. Several experimental methods for the
determination of metastable fractions have been described previously (e.g. in Ref.
[113]) and there have even been methods developed for separating a single-state
fraction from the other fractions in the beam [114]. However, these methods work
well only for ions with only few metastable states with sufficiently large excitation
energies. Moreover, they lead to a drastic reduction of the ion current and, there-
fore, they require large experimental installations. As a result, they could not be
used here. Another method for extracting information on the presence of metasta-
ble states from the already measured data has been adopted previously in a number
of references (see, e.g., [6, 71, 115]). This consists in fitting of the measured data
below the ground-state ionization threshold by a theoretically calculated cross sec-
tion th for the ionization from a metastable initial state. A scaling factor f (which
represents the fraction of the metastable admixture) is used as a fit parameter which
is determined by the fit such that f ×th matches the experimental data. The accu-
racy of the thus determined metastable fractions depends of course on the quality
of the theoretical data which is not always easily known.
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Figure 4.4: Single ionization of Xe7+. Energy scan data, taken in the below-threshold
energy region after subtraction of background. The inset illustrates the determination of
this background by a fit to the observed countrate at energies below 10 eV. The ground-state
ionization potential is 105.98 eV [112].
A widely used theoretical description of electron-impact ionization of many-
electron atomic systems is the configuration-averaged distorted wave (CADW) me-
thod as implemented, e.g., in the LANL Atomic Physics Code package [111]. This
code has been used in the present work for calculating both energies (see above)
and the ionization cross sections of metastable ions. Due to the relatively com-
plicated procedure of including possible indirect-ionization processes, the cross
section calculations were only carried out for the direct ionization channels. This,
however, limits the applicability of the above described procedure for quantifying
the metastable fraction to cases where indirect-ionization processes are absent or
insignificant.
As an example, the case of Xe9+ is shown in Fig. 4.5. In the inset, the below-
threshold region is fitted by the sum of the calculated cross sections for removal
of an outer electron from Xe9+ in 4d85s and 4d84 f excited configurations. The
corresponding scaling factors resulting from the fit are 0.15 and 0.1 respectively.
The uncertainties of the presently determined metastable fractions are different
for each considered ion. The uncertainty of the fitting procedure does not exceed
20%. Another significant source of uncertainty is related to the question in how
far the CADW calculations are able to reproduce the measured shape of the ion-
ization cross section. The CADW calculations deliver reasonable results for direct
ionization (where it could be judged) with a maximum discrepancy of 70% as ob-
served for the case of Xe+. Hence, being overcautious, we expect no error larger
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Figure 4.5: Single-ionization cross section of Xe9+ in the threshold region with the results
of the CADW calculations [111] for the ionization of 4d85s and 4d84 f excited configu-
rations (dashed and dotted curves respectively) and for the ground-state ionization (dash-
dotted curve). In the inset, the experimental data are fitted by the sum of these (the solid
curve).
than 100% for the direct ionization of metastable ions by the CADW calculations.
An additional source of error is the presence of contributions of indirect-ionization
processes if they cannot be estimated reliably. In such cases the current method
results therefore in an upper limit of the metastable fraction, however, not more
than by 50%, since such strong indirect-ionization contributions should give rise to
distinct and clearly recognizable cross-section features which were not observed.
Therefore, we believe that the uncertainty of the whole procedure varies between
20 and 100% in the case where it can be applied at all. For these cases, the results
are presented in the table 4.2. The first and the second columns identify the inves-
tigated ions and excited configurations. The energies given in the third column are
the averaged excitation energies of the corresponding electron configurations cal-
culated by the LANL Atomic Structure Code. Finally, the resulting fit coefficients
representing the metastable fractions are given in the fourth column.
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Table 4.2: Information on the metastable components in the primary Xeq+ ion beams.
Primary Configuration Excitation Scaling
ion energy (eV) factor f
Xe3+ 5s25p25d 17.57 0.09
Xe5+ 5s5p5d 33.98 0.05
Xe9+ 4d85s 65.06 0.15
Xe9+ 4d84 f 89.96 0.1
Xe10+ 4d74 f 92.52 0.09
Xe11+ 4d64 f 94.72 0.2
Xe12+ 4d54 f 96.64 0.2
Xe13+ 4d44 f 98.34 0.11
Xe14+ 4d34 f 99.78 0.2
Xe16+ 4d4 f 102.15 0.7
Xe17+ 4p65s 128.98 0.45
4.1.3 Comparison with previous experimental data
The current section contains comparisons of the present cross sections with previ-
ously available experimental data. Cross sections for ionization of charge states 1
through 6 as well as for 8, 9 and 10 have been measured previously. In general,
the overall agreement with the present data is found to be good, although small
discrepancies occur. These will be discussed here. Probable discrepancy sources
will be proposed.
The single-ionization cross section of Xe+ has been previously reported by
Achenbach et al. [51], Man et al. [56] and Bell et al. [61]. The comparison
with the present data (Fig. 4.6) shows agreement within the error bars with each
of the previous cross-section data. All of the data sets generally follow the same
trend of the cross section except for the data of Achenbach et al. which possess
somewhat higher values at energies below 70 eV. Earlier measurements by Mu¨ller
et al. [48] had been performed without the possibility to monitor beam overlap
during the ionization experiments and have been found to underestimate the cross
section. They are not compared here.
The available data sets show more scatter in the case of Xe2+. Fig. 4.7 com-
pares the present cross section with previous experimental data of Achenbach et
al. [51], Griffin et al. [53], Danjo et al. [62], Matsumoto et al. [63] and of Man et
al. [64]. Here, the present data and the data of Achenbach et al. are approximately
20% above the other data sets. The agreement of the present data with the results of
Achenbach et al. is within the error bars. The fact that the present data are also in
very good agreement with the data of Matsumoto et al. and Danjo et al. at energies
above 350 eV and also in the threshold region and below. This would imply that
similar metastable components were present in the different experiments. With this
in mind, the discrepancy of the data sets between 30 eV and 300 eV is not clear.
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Figure 4.6: Single ionization of Xe+. Comparison with previous experimental data. Open
circles represent the present data. The solid squares are the data of Achenbach et al. [51],
the solid diamonds are the data of Man et al. [56], and the open stars denote the data of
Bell et al. [61]. The error bars represent the total uncertainties except for the data of Man
et al. and Bell et al.. For these, the displayed error bars represent statistical uncertainties
and the total uncertainties are given by the capped error bars in the cross-section maxima.
A similar situation can be observed for Xe3+ in Fig. 4.8, where the comparison
of the present data to the data of Achenbach et al. [51] and of Gregory et al. [65]
is shown. The present data exceed the data of Gregory et al. by about 25%, but are
in a good agreement with the data of Achenbach et al. The present data, however,
clearly reveal non-zero cross sections below the ground-state ionization threshold
at 40.9 eV [112] meaning that excited metastable ion species were present in the
primary ion beam during the measurement. Gregory et al. also reported on the
metastable content present in their experiment. This, however, is assumed to be
due to ions in the excited states within the ground state configuration because the
reported ionization onset is located at around 40 eV which is only 0.9 eV below
the ground-state ionization threshold [112]. The cross section onset in the present
data set for Xe3+ is at around 24.5 eV as revealed by a detailed energy scan mea-
surement (see Fig. B.3). This indicates the presence of a (probably small) much
more highly excited metastable component in the parent beam in addition to pos-
sible excited components within the ground state configuration, that is in the entire
coincidence with the results of performed life times calculations (see Appendix E).
This may explain the slight discrepancy between the trends of the two discussed
cross sections in the energy region below maximum which can be noticed after
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Figure 4.7: Single ionization of Xe2+. Comparison with previous experimental data. Open
circles represent the present data, solid squares are the data of Achenbach et al. [51], solid
diamonds are the data of Man et al. [64], solid triangles are the data of Griffin et al.
[53], flipped solid triangles are the data of Danjo et al. [62] and stars denote the data of
Matsumoto et al. [63]. The error bars represent the total uncertainties for all data sets.
scaling both data sets together.
Clearly noticeable discrepancies between the cross-section trends of the present
and previous measurements can be observed for xenon charge states 4, 5, and 6
(Figs.4.9–4.11). Single-ionization cross sections for these charge states have been
measured previously by the Oak Ridge group and reported in the papers by Griffin
et al. (Xe4+ and Xe5+) [53] and by Gregory and Crandall (Xe6+) [67]. The data for
Xe4+ have also been reported by Achenbach et al. [51]. For all of the mentioned
cross sections, the present data possess values which exceed those from Oak Ridge
at the energies around and below the cross-section maxima. The agreement of the
present data with the data of Achenbach et al., however, is within the error bars
in the entire experimental energy range and is especially good beyond 100 eV.
The discrepancies between the present and the Oak Ridge data may be attributed
to the presence of different metastable contents in the primary beams used in the
experiments. This is supported by the fact that the observed cross-section onsets
in the present experiment (see Figs. B.4–B.6) are located significantly lower than
those observed by the Oak Ridge groups. This is especially pronounced for Xe6+
(Fig. 4.11), where a 10 eV difference can be seen between the ionization onsets.
For Xe4+ and Xe6+, the present and the Oak Ridge data are in quite good
agreement with one another above 300 eV, whereas for Xe5+, the data of Griffin et
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Figure 4.8: Single ionization of Xe3+. Comparison with previous experimental data. Open
circles represent the present data, solid squares are the data of Achenbach et al. [51]
and solid triangles are the data of Gregory et al. [65]. The error bars represent the total
uncertainties for all data sets.
al. tend to increase beyond the present data from around 200 eV on.
No data have been reported previously on single ionization of Xe7+. The
present data are provided in Fig. B.7.
Data on single-ionization cross section of Xe8+ are available from the works
of Bannister et al. [71], of Hofmann et al. [74], and of Stenke et al. [75]. The
comparison in Fig. 4.12 reveals good agreement of the present data with the data
of Bannister et al.. Comparison with the data of Hofmann et al. and of Stenke et
al. shows differences between the present and the previous cross-section values of
up to about 15%. Nevertheless, agreement within the given error bars can still be
stated. Non-zero cross-section values are reported by Stenke et al. below 90 eV,
where no ionization signal have been seen in the present measurements.
For Xe9+ and Xe10+, comparison of the present data with the previous mea-
surements reported by Hofmann et al. (Figs. 4.13 and 4.14) shows again up to 15%
difference between the data sets. Still, the cross sections agree within the mutual
given uncertainty limits. To our knowledge, no previous data have been reported
on single ionization of Xe11+ and higher ionization stages.
In summary, the comparisons made in this section reveal agreement of the
present data with the data sets reported previously. Practically all of the exist-
ing measurements are within margins of ±20% from their average. Mostly, the
observed discrepancies may be attributed to different metastable contamination of
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Figure 4.9: Single ionization of Xe4+. Comparison with previous experimental data. Open
circles represent the present data, solid squares are the data of Achenbach et al. [51]
and solid triangles are the data of Griffin et al. [53]. The error bars represent the total
uncertainties for all data sets.
the primary ion beams which is associated with larger discrepancies in the thresh-
old energy region.
4.1.4 Comparison with previous theoretical data
Many calculations on single ionization of xenon and its ionization stages employ-
ing different methods have been reported. An overview is given in Tab. 1.1 in
Chapter 1. Loch et al. have performed cross-section calculations for the entire
xenon isonuclear sequence, employing the semi-relativistic configuration-average
distorted-wave method [23]. However, their results are not fully available yet.
Povyshev et al. have compiled data sets of single-ionization cross sections for
isonuclear sequences of several elements including xenon on the basis of experi-
mental data and calculations performed by using the ATOM code [22].
In this section we compare the present experimental data with available results
of those calculations which include processes of indirect ionization via interaction
of the incident electron with inner-shell electrons. Restricting the calculations to
direct ionization processes is not adequate and leads to strong underestimation of
the single-ionization cross sections.
Single-ionization cross sections for xenon ionization stages from 1 through 6
have been calculated by Griffin et al. [53]. The comparison of their results with the
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Figure 4.10: Single ionization of Xe5+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data, solid triangles are the data of Griffin et al. [53].
The error bars represent the total uncertainties for all data sets.
Figure 4.11: Single ionization of Xe6+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data, solid triangles are the data of Gregory and Crandall
[67]. The error bars represent the total uncertainties for all data sets.
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Figure 4.12: Single ionization of Xe8+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data, solid triangles are the data of Bannister et al. [71],
solid pentagons are the data of Hofmann et al. [74] and solid squares denote the data of
Stenke et al. [75]. The error bars represent the total uncertainties except for the data of
Bannister et al.. For these, the shown error bars represent statistical uncertainties and the
total uncertainties are given by the bolder capped error bar in the cross-section maximum.
present experimental data is shown in Figs. 4.15 – 4.20. In their calculations, Grif-
fin et al. included direct-ionization and excitation-autoionization processes. For
Xe6+, they also report on calculations of resonant-excitation-double-autoionization
processes but those are not shown here.
The comparison of the data sets for Xe+ reveals rather poor agreement (see
Fig. 4.15). The data of Griffin et al. describe the measured cross section well
only for energies below 32 eV. At higher energies, where the experimental cross
section reaches its maximum, the theoretical cross-section curve does not repro-
duce the form of the experimental data. It increases further up to a maximum at
53 eV, where the discrepancy from the present experimental results reaches 40%.
The contributions from EA processes involving excitation of the 4d subshell which
were predicted by Griffin et al. at 73 eV do not show up in the experiment so
prominently. Also, the contribution of direct ionization of the 4d subshell seems
to be overestimated. In addition, we compare the present data on Xe+ with the di-
rect ionization cross sections calculated using the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) code package [111] which employs the CADW method. The result of this
overestimates the experimental data at energies beyond 40!eV. This is surprising in
view of the fact that the CADW calculation includes only direct ionization.
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Figure 4.13: Single ionization of Xe9+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data, solid pentagons are the data of Hofmann et al.
[74]. The error bars represent the total uncertainties for both data sets.
Figure 4.14: Single ionization of Xe10+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data, solid pentagons are the data of Hofmann et al.
[74]. The error bars represent the total uncertainties for both data sets.
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Figure 4.15: Single ionization of Xe+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, smaller filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The thick curve is the result of Griffin et al. [53]
and the thin dashed curve shows the outcome of the present CADW calculation DI [111].
Figure 4.16: Single ionization of Xe2+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, smaller filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The calculated data of Griffin et al. [53]: the
thin dashed curve is the direct ionization cross section and the thick black curve is the
excitation-autoionization cross section added to the direct ionization cross section.
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Figure 4.17: Single ionization of Xe3+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, smaller filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The calculated data of Griffin et al. [53]: the
thin dashed curve is the direct ionization cross section and the thick black curve is the
excitation-autoionization cross section added to the direct ionization cross section.
In Fig. 4.16, the present experimental cross section for Xe2+ is compared to the
theoretical calculations of Griffin et al. and the present CADW direct-ionization
calculations. The agreement of theory with the experiment is poor. The theo-
retical data mostly underestimate the total cross section. Possible reasons of this
could be that resonant processes have not been included in the calculation and that
metastable ions were present in the experiment. On the other hand, the excitation-
autoionization contribution associated with the 4d → 4 f transition [53] has been
overestimated. The calculated direct-ionization cross-section curve suggests that
the contribution of the indirect ionization processes to the total cross section is in
general about 50% over the entire experimental energy range with larger contribu-
tions at lower energies.
The theoretical and experimental data for Xe3+ (Fig. 4.17) are quite similar in
shape, though the theoretical curve of Griffin et al. somewhat underestimates the
experimentally obtained cross-section values. At energies below 40 eV the scan
measurement reveals a metastable content in the primary ion beam of the present
experiment. The role of resonant contributions below the cross section maximum
can be seen from this comparison as well. The calculated direct-ionization cross
section suggests that the indirect-ionization contributions are at least half of the
measured cross section at its maximum (even when taking into account metastable-
ionization contributions).
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Figure 4.18: Single ionization of Xe4+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The calculated data of Griffin et al. [53]: the
thin dashed curve is the direct ionization cross section and the thick black curve is the
excitation-autoionization cross section added to the direct ionization cross section.
Figure 4.19: Single ionization of Xe5+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The calculated data of Griffin et al. [53]: the
thin dashed curve is the direct ionization cross section and the thick black curve is the
excitation-autoionization cross section added to the direct ionization cross section.
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For Xe4+, the discrepancy between the present experimental and the theoreti-
cal data of Griffin et al. is larger than for Xe3+ (Fig. 4.18). Besides the effects due
to small metastable admixtures to the primary ion beam, this can be caused by the
increasing role of resonant processes, as suggested by the rich resonant structure
observed in the experiment. In addition, indirect ionization processes involving
excitation of the 4p-subshell which show up in the experimental cross section at
energies above 110 eV have not been included in the calculations. The calculated
direct-ionization cross section curve suggests that indirect ionization clearly dom-
inates the total single-ionization cross section.
The comparison for Xe5+ (Fig. 4.19) reveals the clearly dominant role of indi-
rect channels in single ionization of this ion. The cross section calculated by Griffin
et al. suggests high contributions due to excitation-autoionization processes. The
theoretical results, however, are lower than the present data, probably, because
REDA processes were not included in the calculation. Also the scan measurement
reveals a small fraction of metastable ions admixed to the primary beam of the
present experiment.
Finally, the comparison for Xe6+ is shown in Fig. 4.20. In their paper, Grif-
fin et al. [53] reported on the remarkable agreement of their calculations with
the experimental data of Gregory and Crandall [67]. As has been shown in the
previous section, because of different metastable primary beam components, the
present data exceed those of Gregory and Crandall and, hence, the discrepancy
in the current comparison appears to be larger. However, to our opinion, the cal-
culated contribution due to the 4d → 4 f excitation (from 101 eV on) is somewhat
overestimated since the obtained theoretical curve exceeds the experimental data of
Gregory and Crandall leaving no space for the resonant processes observed in the
present work. In their paper, Griffin et al. have also presented their calculations for
resonant-excitation-double-autoionization contributions. We do not compare these
here because of the present data contain massive (amongst others resonant) contri-
butions of indirect ionization of the metastable content present in the primary ion
beam. These contributions could possibly twist the structure above the ionization
threshold as well and make the comparison irrelevant. The calculated by Griffin et
al. direct-ionization cross section curve suggests that the role of direct ionization
is minor.
CADW calculations of the single-ionization cross section of Xe8+ were re-
ported by Bannister et al. [71]. Fig. 4.21 shows their results for total ionization of
the ground-state Xe8+ (lower solid curve) and of ions in the first-excited 4d95s con-
figuration (upper solid curve) compared to the present experimental results. The
calculations reveal that the presence of metastable ions in the experiment dramati-
cally affects the measured total ionization cross section. Indirect ionization due to
3d-subshell excitation have not been included in these calculations. Corresponding
structures show up in the experimental cross section at energies of about 600 eV
and higher (see Fig. B.8). The long-dashed and short-dashed curves represent the
calculations for direct ionization of ions in the ground state and in the first excited
configuration, respectively, indicating that the relative importance of the direct ion-
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Figure 4.20: Single ionization of Xe6+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The calculated data of Griffin et al. [53]: the
thin dashed curve is the direct ionization cross section and the thick black curve is the
excitation-autoionization cross section added to the direct ionization cross section.
ization contributions is enhanced as compared to the lower charge states such as
Xe6+.
Comprehensive theoretical studies on single ionization of Xe22+ through Xe25+
were reported in Refs. [76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. All these calculations include direct-
ionization and excitation-autoionization processes involving excitations of the 3d-
and 3p subshells. The comparisons of the theoretical cross sections with the present
experimental data are shown in Figs. 4.22–4.25. For these comparisons the con-
tributions (extrapolated up to 1000 eV) of the very highly excited metastable ions
discussed in Section 4.1.2 have been subtracted from the measured apparent cross
sections (see Fig. 4.2). It is assumed that the fractions of such metastable states
are very small but provide large contributions to the ionization signal because of
their low ionization threshold. Thus, the experimental cross sections in Figs. 4.22–
4.25 represent cross sections for the ionization of ground-state ions. They might be
considered lower limits of the true cross sections since they are normalized to the
sum of the ground-state and (small) metastable-ion components in the parent ion
beams.
Fig. 4.22 displays the present experimental data on single ionization of Xe22+
in comparison with the calculations by Mandelbaum et al. [76]. In Fig. 4.23,
for Xe23+, the ionization-threshold energy reported by Mandelbaum et al. [77]
is roughly 45 eV higher than that observed in the experiment. The calculated cross
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Figure 4.21: Single ionization of Xe8+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data. The thick lower curve is the result of Bannister et
al. [71] for ionization of the ground-state ions. The upper solid curve is their result for
ionization of the 4d95s excited configuration. The thin dashed and short-dashed curves are
the results for the direct ionization of ground-state ions and of ions in the the 4d95s excited
configuration, respectively.
sections of Mitnik et al. [78] and of Pindzola et al. [79] for Xe24+ are compared
to the present data in Fig. 4.24. Surprisingly, the data of Pindzola et al. are sig-
nificantly lower than both the experiment and the calculations of Mitnik et al.. In
addition, their calculated threshold is located 35 eV higher than the one calculated
by Mitnik et al. which perfectly matches the experimental value of 815 eV. The
Xe25+ data of Mitnik et al. [80] are compared to the present data in Fig. 4.25. The
comparison reveals that the slope of the experimental data is somewhat less steep
than theoretically predicted. Therefore, it is possible that the role of excitation-
autoionization processes just beyond the ground-state ionization threshold is over-
estimated in the calculations.
In summary, the comparison of the present data with the available theoret-
ical calculations on single ionization of the various xenon ionization stages re-
vealed theoretical difficulties to accurately describe ionization in such complicated
atomic systems as xenon ions, where inclusion of indirect ionization mechanisms
is mandatory. As shown above, these mechanisms play an important role and often
dominate the total ionization cross section. A special issue are resonant capture
processes followed by autoionization (REDA). Inclusion of these leads to signif-
icant complications in the calculations and have, therefore, been considered only
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in a few theoretical calculations so far. However, the present experimental data for
highly charged ions reveal that these processes make significant contributions to
the total cross sections.
Generally, quantitative comparisons between experimental and theoretical data
bear significant uncertainties because of the unknown content of metastable ions in
the primary ion beam.
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Figure 4.22: Single ionization of Xe22+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data, both after subtraction of ”background” arising from
very highly excited metastable ions (see text). Theoretical calculations of Mandelbaum et
al. [76]: the dashed curve is the DI cross section, the dash-dotted- and dash-dot-dotted
curves are the cross sections of EA processes involving excitations of 3d and 3p subshells
respectively and the solid curve represents the sum of DI+EA.
Figure 4.23: Single ionization of Xe23+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Opened circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data, both after subtraction of ”background” arising from
very highly excited metastable ions (see text). Theoretical calculations of Mandelbaum et
al. [77]: the dashed curve is the DI cross section, the dash-dotted- and dash-dot-dotted
curve are the cross sections of EA processes involving excitations of 3d- and 3p subshells
respectively and the solid curve represents the sum of DI+EA.
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Figure 4.24: Single ionization of Xe24+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data, both after subtraction of ”background” arising from
very highly excited metastable ions (see text). Theoretical calculations of Mitnik et al.
[78]: the dashed curve is the cross section of the direct-ionization process, the dash-dotted
curve is the cross section of EA processes involving excitations of 3d- and 3p subshells and
the solid curve represents the sum of DI and EA contributions. The dotted curve denotes
the data of Pindzola et al. [79]
Figure 4.25: Single ionization of Xe25+. The present experimental results are compared
with theoretical data. Open circles represent the present absolute data points, small filled
circles represent the energy scan data, both after subtraction of ”background” arising from
very highly excited metastable ions (see text). Theoretical calculations of Mitnik et al.
[80]: the dashed curve is the DI cross section, the dash-dotted curve is the cross section of
EA processes involving excitations of 3d- and 3p subshells and the solid curve represents
the sum of DI+EA.
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4.2 Multiple ionization of xenon ions
When the incident electron has a sufficiently high energy for removal of two or
more electrons from a target ion multiple ionization may occur. In many cases, it is
assumed that the cross sections for multiple ionization are significantly smaller than
the cross sections for single ionization. Consequently, multiple ionization is often
neglected in plasma modeling. However, it was experimentally shown, e.g., for
Xeq+ (q = 1,2, ...,4) that multiple ionization can be as important as single ioniza-
tion [49] and, therefore, should be considered in the modeling of high-temperature
plasmas particularly for high-Z elements.
In the following subsection, the data are presented in the form of energy scans
normalized to the separately measured absolute cross-section values. For better
viewing, each data set (except for the two top cross-section curves) has been mul-
tiplied by a certain factor provided individually for the each data set in the figure.
4.2.1 Double ionization of Xeq+ ions (q = 1,2, ...,17)
The present cross-section data on double-ionization of Xe+ through Xe17+ are dis-
played in Fig. 4.26. In previous papers on lower charged xenon ions, it has been
concluded that the double ionization process is dominated by inner-shell ionization
followed by autoionization, i.e., by ionization-autoionization (IA) processes. Ac-
cordingly, we can distinguish the first group of the data comprising cross sections
for ionization stages 1 to 4. For these ions double ionization proceeds mainly via
direct knock out of a 4d electron with subsequent ejection of another electron from
the O (n = 5) shell. The pronounced cross-section maxima observed represent the
giant-resonance features described previously [37, 55, 116].
The resonant structures observed in the cross sections of Xe3+ through Xe5+
result from resonant-excitation-triple-autoionization (RETA) processes involving
excitation of the 4s subshell. For Xe4+ and Xe5+, the cross sections show evidences
for contributions due to excitation-double-autoionization (or EDA) involving exci-
tation of the 4s subshell at around 215 eV and 217 eV respectively (see Figs. B.29
and B.30). In these cross sections, there are also humps which have onsets close to
4s-subshell ionization thresholds (273 eV for Xe4+ and 287 eV for Xe5+), which
probably correspond to IA processes involving this subshell.
The cross sections from Xe4+ onwards reveal resonant structure correspond-
ing to RETA processes involving excitation of the 3d subshell. For Xe7+ this is
most pronounced. From Xe5+ onwards, the double-ionization cross sections show
also well recognizable contributions due to EDA processes involving the 3d sub-
shell (starting at 670 eV for Xe5+). They become more significant with further
increase of the charge state. RETA processes involving excitation of the 3p sub-
shell start to create visible structures in the cross section of the ionization stage 7
(at the energies from around 880 eV on). With further increase of ionization stage,
these structures gain magnitude, extend and shift towards lower energies. Most of
these cross sections have been separately investigated in some more details in the
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Figure 4.26: Overview over the present double-ionization cross sections of Xeq+ ions
(q = 1,2, ...,17). The scale is in units of 10−17 cm2 and the cross section for each ion
stage is shifted downwards by 0.5× (q−1)×10−17 cm2. The thin solid line connects the
observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
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Bachelor thesis of J. Rausch (Xe6+,...,Xe10+) [117] and in the Diploma thesis of J.
Rudolph (Xe11+,...,Xe17+) [118].
Almost all cross-section curves possess non-zero values below the double-
ionization thresholds of the respective ground states. This indicates the presence
of metastable ions in the primary ion beams. Ionization of metastable ions, how-
ever, has a smaller influence on the double-ionization cross sections (at leas in the
near-threshold region) as compared to, e.g., single-ionization cross sections. The
exceptions are double-ionization cross sections of Xe6+ and Xe8+. The cross sec-
tions of these ions have somewhat higher values below threshold.
4.2.2 Multiple ionization of Xe+ ions
Figure 4.27 shows the present experimental results on multiple ionization of singly
charged xenon ions. It contains the energy scan data for single through eightfold
ionization normalized to absolute cross-section measurements.
One can observe a dramatic decrease of the cross sections with increasing num-
ber of electrons removed. The measured values are between 2.55×10−16 cm2 at
34.3 eV for single ionization and 7.1×10−24 cm2 at 1000 eV for ninefold ionization
(see Fig. B.53). The latter value is almost 3 times smaller than the smallest ioniza-
tion cross section ever measured using interacting beam techniques [119]. The
cross sections for single- and double ionization have already been shown and de-
scribed in sections section 4.1.1 and section 4.2.1 respectively. The cross sections
for triple and fourfold ionization show humps which could be attributed to the con-
tributions from ionization-double- and ionization-triple-autoionization processes
(IDA and ITA respectively) involving removal of an electron from the 4s- and (for
triple-ionization cross section only) 4p subshells. In the fourfold-ionization cross
section at 690 eV, there is a clear onset of an ITA process involving 3d-electron
removal. Contributions of ionization-fourfold-autoionization processes involving
removal of an electron from the 3d- and 3p subshells can be clearly recognized at
690 and 960 eV in the fivefold ionization cross section of singly charged xenon
ion. Removal of a 3d electron with subsequent ejection of four outer electrons
contributes more than 10% to the total cross section.
In the sixfold-ionization cross section, the steep onsets at the electron energies
equal to the binding energies of 3d and 3p subshells (Fig. B.50) suggest that multi-
electron-autoionization processes induced by direct removal of an electron out of
these subshells are almost equally strong as multi-target-electron ionization pro-
cesses. For seven- and eightfold-ionization cross sections (Figs. B.51 and B.52),
they clearly dominate.
4.2.3 Multiple ionization of Xe6+ and Xe7+ ions
Results on multiple ionization of Xe6+ and Xe7+ ions are displayed in figures 4.28
and 4.29. The single- and double-ionization cross sections for both ions have al-
ready been described in sections section 4.1.1 and section 4.2.1 respectively. The
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Figure 4.27: Overview over the present multiple-ionization cross sections of Xe+ ions.
The scale is in units of 10−16 cm2 and the cross section for each ion stage is shifted down-
wards by 0.5× (n− 1)× 10−16 cm2, where n is the ionization multiplicity. The thin solid
line connects the observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
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Figure 4.28: Overview over the present multiple-ionization cross sections of Xe6+ ions.
The scale is in units of 10−17 cm2 and the cross section for each ion stage is shifted down-
wards by 1× (n− 1)× 10−17 cm2, where n is the ionization multiplicity. The thin solid
line connects the observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
Figure 4.29: Overview over the present multiple-ionization cross sections of Xe7+ ions.
The scale is in units of 10−17 cm2 and the cross section for each ion stage is shifted down-
wards by 0.5× (n− 1)× 10−17 cm2, where n is the ionization multiplicity. The thin solid
line connects the observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
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cross sections for triple- and fourfold ionization of both Xe6+ and Xe7+ reveal the
important role of resonant excitation of 3d- and 3p electrons accompanied by cap-
ture of the incident electron with subsequent ejection of several target electrons.
The steeper cross-section increases just beyond the thresholds for excitation of
3d- and 3p electron suggest also non-resonant indirect-ionization processes such
as excitation-triple-autoionization and excitation-fourfold-autoionization to con-
tribute to triple- and fourfold ionization of Xe6+ and Xe7+ ions, respectively. No
significant role of ionization of metastable primary-ion-beam components is ob-
served.
4.2.4 Role of excited metastable states
Like the experiments on single ionization of xenon ions (see Section 4.1.2), the
present multiple-ionization measurements are affected by metastable ions admixed
to the primary ion beam. Detailed examination of the below-ground-state-threshold
regions reveals the onsets for multiple ionization from metastable states. These
are shifted towards lower energies by the same amount as in the single-ionization
cross sections of the corresponding ions. This suggests that the same metasta-
ble species have been present in the experiments as those revealed for the single-
ionization cross sections. The fractions, however, may differ from those listed in
the Tab. 4.2. A detailed examination of the measured cross sections in the below-
ground-state-threshold region revealed that for several charge states, where in the
single-ionization cross section metastable species of two excited configurations
have been detected to be present in the primary ion beam, e.g. Xe9+, the double-
ionization cross section contain visible onsets for the first (lower-excited) metasta-
ble primary-beam components only. The reason for this might be the low signal
intensities in the corresponding energy regions.
For the case of Xe7+ described in detail in Section 4.1.2, the present double-
ionization cross section has an onset abound 67 eV below the ground-state ion-
ization threshold. This is in perfect agreement with the suggested presence of the
4d95s5p 4F9/2 state with an excitation energy of 68 eV (see Tab. E.1) in the primary
ion beam used in measurements of the single-ionization cross section of Xe7+. An
onset indicating the presence of the higher excited states of the 4d94 f5s configu-
ration, however, is not observed.
The magnitudes of metastable fractions could not be determined from multiple
ionization experiment. In general, contributions of metastable-state ionization to
the measured multiple ionization cross sections below the ground-state ionization
threshold are noticeably smaller than for single ionization.
4.2.5 Comparison with previous experimental data
In this section, the present data on multiple ionization of xenon ions are compared
to previously available experimental data. For the present data, the given error bars
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represent the total uncertainties.
There is no general theoretical concept available to calculate multiple ioniza-
tion cross sections for electrons incident on ions. The only available method for
describing direct many-electron knock out is the classical binary-encounter approx-
imation of Gryzin´ski [95] (see section Section 2.3). For this reason, a comparison
with previous theoretical data cannot be performed.
Figures 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32 show the present double-ionization cross sections
of Xe+, Xe2+ and Xe3+ compared to the previous data of Achenbach et al. [49].
The corresponding data sets are in good agreement with one another.
The present data on double ionization of Xe4+ compared to previous data of
Achenbach et al. [49] and of Pindzola et al. [54] are displayed in Fig. 4.33. While
the agreement with the data of Achenbach et al. is very good, the data of Pindzola
et al. are generally around 15–20% lower than the present results in the whole
experimental energy range. The double-ionization cross section of Xe6+ has been
studied previously by Howald et al. [69]. The comparison of their data with the
present cross-section values is illustrated in Fig. 4.34. Both data sets show good
agreement, except in the region 240–450 eV where the data of Howald et al. are
up to 30% lower than the present cross-section values and, hence, the discrepancy
exceeds the given error-bar limits. Good agreement is found in the comparison of
the present double-ionization cross section of Xe8+ with previous data of Mueller
et al. [72] and of Hofmann et al. [74] (Fig. 4.35). The data of Hofmann et al. on
double ionization of Xe10+ [74] were measured in the energy region 800–4800 eV
i.e. mostly beyond the energy range accessible by the electron gun employed in
the present measurements. In the overlap region 800–1000 eV the data sets agree
well within the error bars (Fig. 4.36). No double-ionization cross-section data for
higher ionization stages of xenon have been reported so far.
The triple-ionization cross section of Xe+ was measured previously by Mu¨ller
et al. [52]. Their result is compared with the present data in Fig. 4.37. The ob-
served agreement is very good. Triple-ionization of Xe6+ has been investigated by
Howald et al. [69]. Their data are compared to the present results in Fig. 4.38. The
agreement is excellent. No triple-ionization cross-section data for higher ionization
stages of xenon have been reported.
Finally, fourfold-ionization cross section of Xe+ has been measured previously
by Mu¨ller et al. [52]. The comparison with the present data reveals very good
agreement of the data sets, especially below 300 eV (Fig. 4.39).
In summary, the comparisons made in this section reveal good agreement of
the present data with the data sets reported previously.
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Figure 4.30: Double ionization of Xe+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data and solid squares the data of Achenbach et al. [49].
Error bars of Achenbach et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total uncertainties
are given by capped error bars.
Figure 4.31: Double ionization of Xe2+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data and solid squares the data of Achenbach et al. [49].
Error bars of Achenbach et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total uncertainties
are given by capped error bars.
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Figure 4.32: Double ionization of Xe3+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data and solid squares are the data of Achenbach et
al. [49]. Error bars of Achenbach et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total
uncertainties are given by capped error bars.
Figure 4.33: Double ionization of Xe4+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data. Solid squares are the data of Achenbach et al. [49]
and flipped triangles are the data of Pindzola et al. [54]. Error bars of Achenbach et al.
and Pindzola et al. represent statistical uncertainties. The total uncertainties of both data
sets are given by capped error bars.
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Figure 4.34: Double ionization of Xe6+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data and solid squares the data of Howald et al. [69].
Error bars of Howald et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total uncertainties are
given by capped error bars.
Figure 4.35: Double ionization of Xe8+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data. Solid triangles are the data of Mueller et al. [72]
and filled circles are the data of Hofmann et al. [74]. Error bars of Hofmann et al. show
total uncertainties, while error bars of Mueller et al. represent statistical uncertainties.
Their total uncertainties are given by capped error bars.
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Figure 4.36: Double ionization of Xe10+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data. Filled circles are the data of Hofmann et al. [74].
Error bars of Hofmann et al. represent total uncertainties.
Figure 4.37: Triple ionization of Xe+. Comparison with previous experimental data. Open
circles represent the present data and squares the data of Mu¨ller et al. [52]. Error bars
of Mu¨ller et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total uncertainties are given by
capped error bars.
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Figure 4.38: Triple ionization of Xe6+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data. Squares are the data of Howald et al. [69]. Error
bars of Howald et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total uncertainties are given
by capped error bars.
Figure 4.39: Fourfold ionization of Xe+. Comparison with previous experimental data.
Open circles represent the present data and squares the data of Mu¨ller et al. [52]. Error
bars of Mu¨ller et al. represent statistical uncertainties. Their total uncertainties are given
by capped error bars.
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4.3 Single ionization of tin ions
4.3.1 Overview
Within the present work, cross sections for single ionization of tin ions with charge
states ranging from 1 through 13 have been measured in the electron energy range
from threshold up to 1000 eV. The measured data are displayed in Fig. 4.40 in the
form of energy scans normalized to the separately measured absolute cross-section
values. For better viewing, the data sets (except for Sn+) have been multiplied by
certain factors provided individually for the each data set in the figure.
The statistical uncertainties of the absolute measurements at the cross-section
maxima were 2% or lower for all charge states investigated. The total uncertainties
are mostly determined by the systematic uncertainty originating from the factors
described in Chapter 3. The systematic uncertainty was determined to be gener-
ally 9% or better. At lower electron energies the total uncertainties are, however,
significantly increased due to poor statistics as a result of poor signal/background
ratios. The relative uncertainties of the energy scans for all charge states are below
2%. The largest measured cross-section value is 2.74×10−16 cm2 at 44.1 eV for
Sn+.
Similar to the Xeq+ data, the present data for Snq+ can also be classified into
several groups (namely two) according to the electron configuration of the parent
ion. The first group includes the ionization cross sections for the ion charge stages
1, 2 and 3 with ground-state configurations 4d105s25p, 4d105s2 and 4d105s, respec-
tively. The cross section functions have similar energy dependencies as the cross
section functions of isoelectronic Xeq+ ions. A steep increase of the cross section
starts right above the ground-state ionization threshold. However, the structure
induced by indirect ionization processes is less pronounced than the structure for
equally charged xenon ions. In the maxima and beyond, the Sn cross sections are
smooth (see Fig. 4.1).
For Sn3+, a non-zero cross section below the ground-state ionization threshold
indicates highly excited metastable states being present in the primary ion beam
during the experiment. A similar situation has already been observed for the iso-
electronic Xe7+ ions. For Sn3+, The details are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
The second group comprises the 10 ionization stages from Sn4+ to Sn13+ with
configurations 4d10, 4d9 ,..., 4d. The cross sections exhibit a rapid increase above
the ionization threshold caused by indirect ionization processes. These involve the
excitation of 4p and 4s subshells, which for Snq+ deliver noticeably larger con-
tributions than for Xeq+ ions. The single-ionization cross section of Sn6+, in the
region 480–540 eV, contains resonant structure corresponding to indirect ionization
processes via resonant excitation of the 3d subshell. These contributions become
more and more significant with increasing ion charge state. In the cross section of
Sn8+, the structure indicating indirect ionization via excitation of the 3p subshell
can already be recognized. For Sn13+, which is the highest tin ionization stage
investigated, indirect ionization processes via excitation of 3d- and 3p subshells
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Figure 4.40: Overview over the present single-ionization cross sections of Snq+ ions (q =
1,2, ...,13). The cross-section scale is in units of 10−16 cm2 and the cross section for each
ion stage is shifted downwards by 0.5× (q−1)×10−16 cm2. The thin solid line connects
the observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
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Figure 4.41: Single ionization of Sn3+. Energy scan data, taken in the below-ground-
state-threshold energy region.
contribute more than 50% to the total ionization cross section measured.
The measured non-zero ionization cross sections below the ground-state ion-
ization thresholds indicate metastable contaminations being admixed to the pri-
mary ion beam during the experiments. For Sn4+, analogously to Xe8+, the behav-
ior of the cross section below the ground-state ionization threshold reveals effective
indirect ionization of the metastable admixture. Details regarding the metastable
admixtures are presented in the next section.
4.3.2 Role of excited metastable states
In the present experiments, various amounts of metastable ions have been present
in the ion beams as is revealed by ionization signal below the ground-state ion-
ization threshold. Generally, these states belong to the ground-state configurations
and/or to electron configurations with an excited outer-shell electron. A special
case is Sn3+, where analogously to Xe7+ an inner-shell 4d electron is excited to
the 5s and 5p subshells to form long-living 4d95s2 2D5/2,3/2 and 4d95s5p 4F9/2
states (see Tab. E.2). Corresponding steps in the cross section curve are located at
approximately 18 eV and 12 eV, respectively (Fig. 4.41).
The same method as described in Section 4.1.2 has been employed for quanti-
fying metastable fractions. The results are given in the table 4.3. Uncertainties are
the same as described in Section 4.1.2.
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Table 4.3: Information on the metastable components in the primary Snq+ ion beams.
Primary Configuration Excitation Scaling
ion energy (eV) factor f
Sn2+ 5s5d 16.56 0.02
Sn6+ 4d75s 35.11 0.45
4d74 f 64.29 0.01
Sn7+ 4d65s 41.21 0.14
4d64 f 68.34 0.01
Sn8+ 4d55s 47.49 0.03
4d54 f 71.66 0.02
Sn9+ 4d44 f 74.46 0.02
Sn10+ 4d34 f 76.86 0.1
Sn11+ 4d24 f 78.95 0.1
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4.4 Multiple ionization of tin ions
4.4.1 Overview
Within the present work, double-ionization cross sections of Snq+ ions with q =
1,2, ...,12 have been measured in the electron energy range from threshold up to
1000 eV. The energy scan data normalized to separately measured absolute cross-
section values are represented in Fig. 4.42. For better viewing, the data sets (except
for Sn+ and Sn2+) have been multiplied by certain factors provided individually
for the each data set in the figure.
Double-ionization cross sections of Sn+ and Sn2+ are dominated by the process
of direct removal of a 4d electron followed by subsequent ejection of a second
electron from an outer shell (IA process). Similar to double ionization of Xeq+,
the pronounced cross-section maxima represent giant-resonance features described
previously [37, 55, 116]. The shape of the double-ionization cross section of Sn3+
suggests that IA involving removal of a 4d electron contributes as well.
For Sn4+ and higher ionization stages, contributions from excitation-double-
autoionization processes involving 3d subshell excitations (at around 500 eV for
Sn4+) can be observed. The double-ionization cross section of Sn5+ contains re-
sonant structure corresponding to RETA processes involving the same subshell. In
the cross section for Sn6+ it becomes more pronounced. An onset that corresponds
to ionization-autoionization induced by direct removal of a 3d electron can be ob-
served at around 600 eV. Moreover, the resonant structure at 700–750 eV suggests
the presence of RETA processes involving excitation of the 3p subshell.
Resonant structures arising from RETA processes involving both 3d and 3p
subshells almost completely ”cover” the double-ionization cross sections of the
higher tin ionization stages. This makes it hard to disentangle the contributions
from IA and EDA. More detailed analysis of the structure observed in the cross
sections of Sn6,...,Sn12 ions has been performed in [120].
Neither experimental, nor theoretically calculated cross-section values for dou-
ble ionization of Snq+ are available in literature.
As in the case of single ionization, ionization signal below the threshold for
ground-state ionization also shows up in various double-ionization cross sections.
As well as for double-ionization experiments with Xeq+ ions, the magnitudes of
metastable fractions could not be determined from the experiment data.
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Figure 4.42: Overview over the present double-ionization cross sections of Snq+ ions
(q = 1,2, ...,12). The scale is in units of 10−17 cm2 and the cross section for each ion
stage is shifted downwards by 0.5× (q−1)×10−17 cm2. The thin solid line connects the
observed ground-state ionization thresholds.
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4.5 Recommendations for plasma physics
For the detailed modeling of plasmas huge amount of atomic data on the structure
and dynamics of atoms and ions as well as cross sections and rate coefficients for
collision processes of these particles are required. Like other processes occurring
in plasmas, electron-impact ionization of atoms and ions is of a very fundamental
nature. Data on single and multiple ionization of atoms and ions by electron im-
pact are crucial to understand and to model the charge state distributions of ions
in plasmas, which, in turn, determine all the macroscopic properties of a plasma
environment and the emission of electromagnetic radiation from the plasma. The
amount of required data can never be obtained by experiments. Theory has to pro-
vide the bulk of the information needed in plasma modeling. Experiments, though,
are needed to test and to benchmark theoretical approaches. But even if a the-
oretical method is capable of delivering results that agree with the experiments
[6], mass calculations of data using this theoretical method may not be feasible
because of computational limitations. Especially for many-electron systems like
the multi-charged xenon and tin ions studied in this thesis detailed calculations are
very complex and time consuming. Therefore, calculations are often performed
with simplifying approaches that can yield results in a reasonable time. Even sim-
ple predictor formulae are employed to generate data that are used in modeling the
behavior of atoms and ions in wide isonuclear sequences. Such formulae may ne-
glect, for example, all indirect processes contributing to electron-impact ionization
[121]. As a consequence the resulting cross sections can be wrong by factors if the
one order of 10.
With increasing computer power, systematic calculations at an increased level
of sophistication can be carried out, e.g., for electron-impact single ionization of
ions along an isonuclear sequence such as the Xeq+ sequence from q= 0 to q= 53.
Such calculations have been reported by Loch et al. [23]. They included excitation-
autoionization processes in addition to plain direct ionization employing powerful
approximations to keep the calculational effort in the range of feasibility. The com-
parison of such calculations with the present experiments has revealed unexpected
difficulties of such theoretical approaches to reproduce the experimental findings.
In particular, the measurements carried out in the framework of the present the-
sis clearly show that resonant contributions to the ionization cross sections must
not be neglected. This is especially true for highly charged ions, were decreasing
importance of resonant contributions was expected by theory.
On the other hand, experimental data on all studied ions are affected by the
presence of unknown quantities of long-lived excited states in the primary ion
beam employed for the experiments. Population of metastable ionic levels in an
ion source that can produce high ion charge states appears to be unavoidable. By
storing the ions prior to experiments most of the long-lived excited states, but not
all, can be made to decay. Measurements of electron-impact ionization cross sec-
tions for selected ion species are therefore carried out at heavy-ion storage rings.
The lifetime of ions in a storage ring can usually be enhanced by increasing the
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energy of the circulating ions. This, in turn, leads to enhanced background in the
ionization measurements due to electron-stripping collisions of the ions with resid-
ual gas atoms or molecules. No storage-ring measurement has therefore been able
to deliver such detailed information on resonance features like the present experi-
mental setup. Also, the complex and expensive operation of an accelerator for ion
injection and of a storage ring itself preparing the ion beams prior to the measure-
ments makes systematic measurements like the present ones unfeasible. Hence, in
fact, only few ionization cross sections of selected ion species have been investi-
gated using ion storage rings.
Given the difficulties with measurements employing ions exclusively in their
ground state and considering the limited reliability of theoretical calculations that
have to make compromises with respect to the level of sophistication of the approx-
imations employed, one has to make a decision about the best strategy in selecting
the data to be used in modeling a real plasma. In high-temperature plasmas, such as
in magnetic-confinement fusion, the electron temperature and the electron density
inevitably lead to the production of highly excited states in the ions Aq+ which are
abundant at the given plasma temperature. One can assume that long-lived states
are populated with probabilities similar to the situation in the ECR ion source em-
ployed in the present experiments. Therefore, it can be assumed that the present
data can be used in plasma modeling with good meaning. The cross sections result-
ing from the experiments must be considered superior to the results of theoretical
calculations that do not include essential contributions to the ionization cross sec-
tions. Therefore, the use of experimental data even though subject to problems
with metastable admixtures in the parent ion beams is recommended for plasma
modeling whenever such experimental data are available [19].
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5 Conclusions and outlook
In the present work, absolute electron-impact single- and multiple-ionization cross
sections of xenon and tin ions have been measured employing the animated-beam
method. More than two thirds of the cross-section datasets studied have not been
measured previously. The charge states above 18 are the highest ones for which
ionization has ever been investigated by employing the crossed-beams technique.
The comparison with the previously available data mostly shows good agreement.
By employing the energy-scan technique, contributions from resonant and non-
resonant indirect-ionization processes in the studied cross sections have been re-
vealed in great detail. The deeper analysis of the data showed an important and
often dominating role of contributions arising from interactions of the incident
electrons with inner shells of the target ions, especially with nd subshells. Relative
contributions to the measured cross sections originating from resonant ionization
processes are up to 20% and sometimes even more at specific energies.
The measured cross sections are influenced to some extent by the excited meta-
stable-ion components admixed to the primary ion beams employed in the present
experiments. By comparison with the results of theoretical calculations sugges-
tions for identification and quantification of the observed metastable fractions are
provided. For highly charged xenon ions with charge states greater than 22, ion-
ization signal has been observed at energies far below the ground-state ionization
threshold. On the basis of theoretical calculations performed within the present
study this was attributed to the presence of very highly excited (possibly even au-
toionizing) metastable primary-ion-beam components. For avoiding ambiguities it
would be desirable to carry out ionization experiments at the storage rings where
most of the metastable states can be made to decay before a measurement is started.
Preparation of specific projectile ion states can be facilitated by ion-atom collisions
in a gas cell prior to the ionization experiment.
In spite of the problem with metastable-ion admixtures, the present absolute
cross sections (except for the very highly charged xenon ions Xe23+,..., Xe25+) can
be recommended for the use in plasma modeling calculations. Also in a plasma
metastable states are produced and admixtures of long-lived states may be present
similar to those found in the measurements described in this thesis.
The data of energy scan measurements clearly revealed structures in the stud-
ied cross sections indicating the importance of indirect ionization processes. The
detailed information obtained by this techniques serve as a guidance for the the-
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oretical groups on the way of further development of theoretical models for the
description of electron-impact ionization of complex many-electron systems.
A limitation in this work was set by the voltage range accessible by the electron
gun. Energies of incident electrons were limited to a maximum of 1000 eV. For
highly charged ions, where ground-state ionization energies reach several hundreds
of electronvolts, this restricts the measurements to the near-threshold region. The
forthcoming implementation of a new electron gun will provide access to higher
energies. With the new gun, electron beams with currents of 1 A at 3 keV could
already be produced. A goal for the new setup is an energy range up to approxi-
mately 10 keV.
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A Experimental details on the absolute
cross-section measurements
A.1 Properties of the primary ion target beam used in the
experiments
In this section, the properties of the primary ion beams used in the present mea-
surements of absolute cross-section values are given. The data are listed in Tables
A.1 and A.2 and comprise the reactions investigated, magnitudes of the available
ion current, slit width (i.e., sizes of the ion beams used), backgrounds in the units
of frequency per 1 nA of ion current and the signal/background ratios at the cross-
section maxima or at 1000 eV where these could not be reached.
Table A.1: Experimental conditions for measurements of ionization of Xe ions.
Reaction Ii Slits Background Signal/backgr.
[nA] [mm] [Hz nA−1]
Xe+ → Xe2+ 0.074 0.6 × 0.6 4320 2.83
Xe+ → Xe3+ 0.049 0.6 × 0.6 44 467
Xe+ → Xe4+ 0.21 0.6 × 0.6 10 352
Xe+ → Xe5+ 0.18 0.6 × 0.6 5 475
Xe+ → Xe6+ 2.9 0.8 × 0.8 4.4 252
Xe+ → Xe7+ 2.9 0.8 × 0.8 0.7 276
Xe+ → Xe8+ 2.9 0.8 × 0.8 0.16 333
Xe+ → Xe9+ 8.6 0.5 × 0.7 0.007 606
Xe+ → Xe10+ 45.6 1.0 × 1.0 0.004 16.2
Xe2+ → Xe3+ 0.144 0.6 × 0.6 1180 6.01
Xe2+ → Xe4+ 0.38 0.3 × 0.3 24.1 911
Xe3+ → Xe4+ 0.23 0.6 × 0.6 270 14.36
Xe3+ → Xe5+ 0.5 0.3 × 0.3 9.2 817
Xe4+ → Xe5+ 0.62 0.7 × 0.7 47.3 42.9
Xe4+ → Xe6+ 1.9 0.3 × 0.3 3.6 380
Xe5+ → Xe6+ 1.1 0.7 × 0.7 23 120
Xe5+ → Xe7+ 1.3 0.4 × 0.4 1 879
Xe6+ → Xe7+ 0.96 0.7 × 0.7 53 32.6
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Table A.1(continued)
Reaction Ii Slits Background Signal/backgr.
[nA] [mm] [Hz nA−1]
Xe6+ → Xe8+ 7 0.8 × 0.8 0.5 978
Xe6+ → Xe9+ 17.7 0.7 × 0.7 0.05 1293
Xe6+ → Xe10+ 17.7 0.7 × 0.7 0.02 511
Xe7+ → Xe8+ 0.75 0.7 × 0.7 112 4.38
Xe7+ → Xe9+ 9.2 0.7 × 0.7 0.07 1764
Xe7+ → Xe10+ 20 0.7 × 0.5 0.02 1409
Xe7+ → Xe11+ 20 0.7 × 0.5 0.008 298
Xe8+ → Xe9+ 0.9 0.7 × 0.7 7 55.9
Xe8+ → Xe10+ 7.8 0.7 × 0.7 0.03 1954
Xe9+ → Xe10+ 0.217 0.8 × 0.8 8 354
Xe9+ → Xe11+ 8.2 0.7 × 0.7 0.03 1796
Xe10+ → Xe11+ 0.480 0.7 × 0.5 5.8 152
Xe10+ → Xe12+ 4.4 0.7 × 0.7 0.02 2535
Xe11+ → Xe12+ 4.7 1.0 × 1.0 5.4 86.8
Xe11+ → Xe13+ 7 0.7 × 0.7 0.03 45.7
Xe12+ → Xe13+ 3.8 1.0 × 1.0 2.7 146
Xe12+ → Xe14+ 5.08 0.7 × 0.7 0.03 1220
Xe13+ → Xe14+ 3.2 1.0 × 1.0 2.7 103
Xe13+ → Xe15+ 5 0.7 × 0.7 0.03 987
Xe14+ → Xe15+ 3.2 1.0 × 1.0 4.5 51.6
Xe14+ → Xe16+ 4.2 0.8 × 0.8 0.03 571
Xe15+ → Xe16+ 3.2 1.0 × 1.0 14.1 13.6
Xe15+ → Xe17+ 2.8 0.8 × 0.8 0.03 636
Xe16+ → Xe17+ 22 0.7 × 0.7 9 31
Xe16+ → Xe18+ 1.9 0.9 × 0.8 0.04 178
Xe17+ → Xe18+ 38 0.7 × 0.7 6 32.6
Xe17+ → Xe19+ 3 1.0 × 1.0 0.02 54.9
Xe18+ → Xe19+ 38 0.7 × 0.7 5.4 29.9
Xe19+ → Xe20+ 30 0.7 × 0.7 4.5 49.9
Xe20+ → Xe21+ 35 0.7 × 0.7 5.8 39.1
Xe21+ → Xe22+ 9.3 0.7 × 0.7 33.7 6.1
Xe22+ → Xe23+ 5 0.7 × 0.7 19.8 22.3
Xe23+ → Xe24+ 2.5 0.7 × 0.7 42.4 34.9
Xe24+ → Xe25+ 2.6 0.7 × 0.7 11.4 40.3
Xe25+ → Xe26+ 1.7 0.8 × 0.8 32.7 40
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Table A.2: Experimental conditions for measurements of ionization of Sn ions
Reaction Ii Slits Background Signal/backgr.
[nA] [mm] [kHz nA−1]
Sn+ → Sn2+ 0.45 1.0 × 1.0 11500 1.83
Sn+ → Sn3+ 0.45 1.0 × 1.0 32.9 717
Sn2+ → Sn3+ 0.83 0.8 × 0.8 370 17.3
Sn2+ → Sn4+ 0.83 0.8 × 0.8 17.5 562
Sn3+ → Sn4+ 0.4 0.7 × 0.7 87.9 103
Sn3+ → Sn5+ 0.4 0.7 × 0.7 6.8 678
Sn4+ → Sn5+ 0.26 0.8 × 0.8 20.3 278
Sn4+ → Sn6+ 0.26 0.8 × 0.8 2.69 137
Sn5+ → Sn6+ 1.8 1.0 × 1.0 8.9 360
Sn5+ → Sn7+ 1.8 1.0 × 1.0 0.51 674
Sn6+ → Sn7+ 2 0.6 × 0.6 3.5 164
Sn6+ → Sn8+ 6.2 0.8 × 0.8 1.03 142
Sn7+ → Sn8+ 1.7 0.8 × 0.8 2.78 219
Sn7+ → Sn9+ 2.9 0.8 × 0.8 0.09 1196
Sn8+ → Sn9+ 4.2 0.8 × 0.8 1.94 171
Sn8+ → Sn10+ 6 1.0 × 1.0 0.07 960
Sn9+ → Sn10+ 7.1 0.6 × 0.6 1.7 178
Sn9+ → Sn11+ 6.05 0.6 × 0.6 0.04 1479
Sn10+ → Sn11+ 3.7 0.6 × 0.6 1.7 144
Sn10+ → Sn12+ 3.8 0.6 × 0.6 0.02 1899
Sn11+ → Sn12+ 4.3 0.6 × 0.6 2.13 107
Sn11+ → Sn13+ 4.5 0.6 × 0.6 0.03 1573
Sn12+ → Sn13+ 5 0.6 × 0.6 3.74 82.7
Sn12+ → Sn14+ 5.3 0.6 × 0.6 0.03 1266
Sn13+ → Sn14+ 4.7 0.8 × 0.8 6.2 23.1
A.2 Electron-current correction functions
This section describes the electron-current correction functions (ECCF) that were
used in the course of the present measurements. There were five ECCF measure-
ments performed: April 2007, March 2008, November 2008, July 2009 and August
2009. The electron currents on each electrode of the gun were measured separately
as functions of electron acceleration voltage. For more comfortable use the mea-
sured data except for April 2007 were fitted with the following function
C(Ue) =C0 +A1 exp(−Ue/t1)+A2 exp(−Ue/t2). (A.1)
The electron-current correction function measured in April 2007 was fitted using
the function
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C(Ue) =C0 +A1[1− exp(−Ue/t1)]+A2[1− exp(−Ue/t2)]. (A.2)
In the both equations Ue is the electron acceleration voltage and A1,A2, t1, t2 and
C0 are the fitting coefficients, the values of which for each used electron-current
correction function are listed in table Tab. A.3 below.
Table A.3: Fitting coefficients for electron-current correction functions.
Function C0 A1 A2 t1 t2
April 20071 0.3399 0.30945 0.33791 61.3211 14.16874
March 2008 0.9748 -0.40894 -0.0769 13.00698 78.12314
November 2008 0.96722 -0.20777 -0.443 33.96317 3.38886
July 2009 0.95206 0.00152 -0.15504 -416.90686 18.00624
August 2009 0.95393 0.00159 -0.10278 -453.36509 18.39305
1For this ECCF the given coefficients are to be applied into eq. A.2.
B Details on the ionization of xenon ions
The detailed illustrations of the measured single- and multiple-ionization cross sec-
tions of xenon ions together with explanations of individual contributions arising
from direct and indirect ionization mechanisms are given here. For all figures, open
circles are absolute cross-section data and small filled circles represent energy scan
data. For single-ionization, thin solid curves denote the results of CADW direct-
ionization cross section calculations using the LANL Atomic Physics Code pack-
age [111]. For the cross sections, for which the present metastable-state fractions
could be estimated (see Tab. 4.2 in Section 4.1.2) they have been included in the
calculations. For those cross sections, for which the metastable fraction could not
be estimated the CADW calculations include only ionization from the ground state.
Horizontal arrows represent the energy ranges from the lowest energy required
to excite an electron of the corresponding subshell to the nearest available vacancy
up to the energy needed to remove it to the continuum. These energies have also
been obtained using the LANL code. Vertical arrows show the ground-state ion-
ization potentials.
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B.1 Single ionization
Figure B.1: Single ionization of Xe+.
Figure B.2: Single ionization of Xe2+.
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Figure B.3: Single ionization of Xe3+.
Figure B.4: Single ionization of Xe4+.
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Figure B.5: Single ionization of Xe5+.
Figure B.6: Single ionization of Xe6+.
B.1. Single ionization 95
Figure B.7: Single ionization of Xe7+.
Figure B.8: Single ionization of Xe8+.
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Figure B.9: Single ionization of Xe9+.
Figure B.10: Single ionization of Xe10+.
B.1. Single ionization 97
Figure B.11: Single ionization of Xe11+.
Figure B.12: Single ionization of Xe12+.
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Figure B.13: Single ionization of Xe13+.
Figure B.14: Single ionization of Xe14+.
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Figure B.15: Single ionization of Xe15+.
Figure B.16: Single ionization of Xe16+.
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Figure B.17: Single ionization of Xe17+.
Figure B.18: Single ionization of Xe18+.
B.1. Single ionization 101
Figure B.19: Single ionization of Xe19+.
Figure B.20: Single ionization of Xe20+.
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Figure B.21: Single ionization of Xe21+.
Figure B.22: Single ionization of Xe22+.
B.1. Single ionization 103
Figure B.23: Single ionization of Xe23+.
Figure B.24: Single ionization of Xe24+.
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Figure B.25: Single ionization of Xe25+.
B.2. Double ionization 105
B.2 Double ionization
Figure B.26: Double ionization of Xe+.
Figure B.27: Double ionization of Xe2+.
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Figure B.28: Double ionization of Xe3+.
Figure B.29: Double ionization of Xe4+.
B.2. Double ionization 107
Figure B.30: Double ionization of Xe5+.
Figure B.31: Double ionization of Xe6+.
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Figure B.32: Double ionization of Xe7+.
Figure B.33: Double ionization of Xe8+.
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Figure B.34: Double ionization of Xe9+.
Figure B.35: Double ionization of Xe10+.
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Figure B.36: Double ionization of Xe11+.
Figure B.37: Double ionization of Xe12+.
B.2. Double ionization 111
Figure B.38: Double ionization of Xe13+.
Figure B.39: Double ionization of Xe14+.
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Figure B.40: Double ionization of Xe15+.
Figure B.41: Double ionization of Xe16+.
B.2. Double ionization 113
Figure B.42: Double ionization of Xe17+.
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B.3 Triple ionization
Figure B.43: Triple ionization of Xe+.
Figure B.44: Triple ionization of Xe6+.
B.3. Triple ionization 115
Figure B.45: Triple ionization of Xe7+.
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B.4 Fourfold ionization
Figure B.46: Fourfold ionization of Xe+.
Figure B.47: Fourfold ionization of Xe6+.
B.4. Fourfold ionization 117
Figure B.48: Fourfold ionization of Xe7+.
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B.5 Fivefold and higher multiple ionization
Figure B.49: Fivefold ionization of Xe+.
Figure B.50: Sixfold ionization of Xe+.
B.5. Fivefold and higher multiple ionization 119
Figure B.51: Sevenfold ionization of Xe+.
Figure B.52: Eightfold ionization of Xe+. The estimated ground-state ionization threshold
position (589.63 eV) is below the studied energy region.
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Figure B.53: Ninefold ionization of Xe+.
C Details on the ionization of tin ions
The detailed illustrations of the measured single- and multiple-ionization cross sec-
tions of tin ions together with explanations of individual contributions arising from
direct and indirect ionization mechanisms are given here. For all figures, open cir-
cles are absolute cross-section data and small filled circles represent energy scan
data. For single-ionization, thin solid curves denote the results of CADW direct-
ionization cross section calculations using the LANL Atomic Physics Code pack-
age [111]. For the cross sections, for which the present metastable-state fractions
could be estimated (see Tab. 4.3 in Section 4.3.2) they have been included in the
calculations. For those cross sections, for which the metastable fraction could not
be estimated the CADW calculations include only ionization from the ground state.
Horizontal arrows represent the energy ranges from the lowest energy required
to excite an electron of the corresponding subshell to the nearest available vacancy
up to the energy needed to remove it to the continuum. These energies have also
been obtained using the LANL code. Vertical arrows show the ground-state ion-
ization potentials.
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C.1 Single ionization
Figure C.1: Single ionization of Sn+.
Figure C.2: Single ionization of Sn2+.
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Figure C.3: Single ionization of Sn3+.
Figure C.4: Single ionization of Sn4+.
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Figure C.5: Single ionization of Sn5+.
Figure C.6: Single ionization of Sn6+.
C.1. Single ionization 125
Figure C.7: Single ionization of Sn7+.
Figure C.8: Single ionization of Sn8+.
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Figure C.9: Single ionization of Sn9+.
Figure C.10: Single ionization of Sn10+.
C.1. Single ionization 127
Figure C.11: Single ionization of Sn11+.
Figure C.12: Single ionization of Sn12+.
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Figure C.13: Single ionization of Sn13+.
C.2. Double ionization 129
C.2 Double ionization
Figure C.14: Double ionization of Sn+.
Figure C.15: Double ionization of Sn2+.
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Figure C.16: Double ionization of Sn3+.
Figure C.17: Double ionization of Sn4+.
C.2. Double ionization 131
Figure C.18: Double ionization of Sn5+.
Figure C.19: Double ionization of Sn6+.
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Figure C.20: Double ionization of Sn7+.
Figure C.21: Double ionization of Sn8+.
C.2. Double ionization 133
Figure C.22: Double ionization of Sn9+.
Figure C.23: Double ionization of Sn10+.
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Figure C.24: Double ionization of Sn11+.
Figure C.25: Double ionization of Sn12+.
D Tabulated absolute values of the
present cross sections
Here, the tabulated data on absolute single- and multiple electron-impact ionization
cross sections of xenon and tin ions measured within the present work are listed.
The following tables contain electron-ion collision energy corrected for the contact
potential differences given in electronvolts, values of absolute cross sections and
total uncertainty values both given in squared centimeters and multiplied by the
factor given in each table header.
Table D.1: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact single ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Xe+ → Xe2+
21.3 16.6 5.7 85.3 231 19
22.3 37.9 8.4 90.3 227 18
23.3 63.3 6.7 95.3 225 18
24.3 89.0 8.6 100.3 223 18
25.3 113 11 110.3 215 17
26.3 134 12 120.3 205 17
27.3 162 14 130.3 197 16
28.3 183 15 140.3 190 15
29.3 197 17 150.3 183 15
30.3 211 18 160.3 177 14
31.3 225 19 170.3 170 14
32.3 236 20 180.3 165 13
33.3 246 21 190.3 161 13
34.3 252 21 200.3 156 13
35.3 250 21 220.3 148 12
36.3 255 22 240.3 142 11
37.3 253 21 260.3 134 11
38.3 248 21 280.3 128 10
39.3 250 21 300.3 123 9.9
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
40.3 248 21 330.3 115 9.3
42.3 242 20 360.3 108 8.8
44.3 240 20 400.3 101 8.2
46.3 239 20 450.3 91.9 7.4
48.3 238 20 500.3 85.6 6.9
50.3 238 20 550.3 79.2 6.4
55.3 236 19 600.3 74.8 6.0
60.3 234 19 650.3 70.6 5.7
65.3 234 20 700.3 66.3 5.4
70.3 230 19 750.3 64.5 5.2
75.3 232 19 800.3 61.1 4.9
80.3 229 19 900.3 56.4 4.6
1000.3 51.8 4.2
Xe2+ → Xe3+
28.4 8.48 5.2 95.4 154 12
29.4 14.1 4.9 100.4 150 12
30.4 16.7 5.5 110.4 140 11
31.4 26.6 3.4 120.4 130 11
32.4 34.3 7.9 130.4 121 9.9
33.4 57.9 8.0 140.4 114 9.4
34.4 74.4 9.8 150.4 109 8.9
35.4 84.6 9.6 160.4 105 8.6
36.4 87.3 10 170.4 101 8.2
37.4 98.8 9.6 180.4 97.4 7.9
38.4 102 9.5 190.4 94.0 7.7
39.4 108 10.0 200.4 91.0 7.4
40.4 109 9.7 220.4 84.9 6.9
42.4 123 11 240.4 80.2 6.5
44.4 125 11 260.4 76.2 6.2
46.4 122 10 280.4 73.4 6.0
48.4 129 11 300.4 69.2 5.6
50.4 127 10 330.4 64.5 5.3
52.4 131 11 360.4 60.4 4.9
54.4 133 11 400.4 56.6 4.6
56.4 141 12 450.4 51.8 4.2
58.4 145 12 500.4 48.1 3.9
60.4 140 12 550.4 44.8 3.6
65.4 140 11 600.4 42.2 3.4
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Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
70.4 148 13 650.4 39.8 3.2
75.4 157 13 700.4 37.8 3.1
80.4 161 13 750.4 36.1 2.9
85.4 161 13 800.4 34.5 2.8
90.4 154 12 900.4 31.9 2.6
1000.4 30.5 2.5
Xe3+ → Xe4+
38.4 4.21 1.1 90.4 117 9.7
39.4 5.35 1.5 95.4 119 9.8
40.4 6.76 1.8 100.4 115 9.5
41.4 7.14 1.7 105.4 110 9.0
43.4 17.5 3.2 110.4 104 8.4
44.4 20.8 3.9 120.4 93.6 7.7
45.4 28.7 3.6 130.4 84.8 6.9
46.4 29.1 3.5 140.4 78.1 6.4
47.4 38.9 4.2 150.4 73.9 6.1
48.4 45.6 4.5 160.4 69.2 5.7
49.4 41.6 4.0 170.4 65.6 5.4
50.4 41.2 3.9 180.4 61.3 5.0
51.4 41.5 3.9 190.4 61.2 5.0
52.4 46.0 4.3 200.4 59.1 4.8
53.4 50.3 4.6 220.4 56.5 4.6
54.4 49.1 4.6 240.4 53.3 4.4
55.4 49.8 4.4 260.4 52.1 4.3
56.4 53.9 4.9 280.4 50.7 4.2
58.4 54.1 4.7 300.4 48.8 4.0
60.4 58.4 5.0 330.4 45.2 3.7
62.4 62.2 5.3 360.4 43.4 3.6
64.4 70.9 5.9 400.4 41.0 3.4
66.4 79.0 6.6 450.4 38.1 3.1
68.4 89.3 7.5 500.4 35.9 2.9
70.4 84.1 7.1 550.4 34.0 2.8
72.4 92.4 7.7 600.4 32.3 2.6
74.4 96.8 7.9 650.4 31.0 2.5
76.4 97.4 8.2 700.4 29.6 2.4
78.4 100 8.3 750.4 28.3 2.3
80.4 106 8.7 800.4 27.5 2.2
85.4 113 9.3 900.4 25.8 2.1
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
1000.4 25.0 2.0
Xe4+ → Xe5+
48.5 2.09 0.52 160.5 62.3 5.1
49.5 1.80 0.36 165.5 60.2 4.9
50.5 2.15 0.38 170.5 58.7 4.8
51.5 2.50 0.33 175.5 58.0 4.7
52.5 2.67 0.40 180.5 56.4 4.6
53.5 4.12 0.47 185.5 55.3 4.5
54.5 5.47 0.57 190.5 54.9 4.5
55.5 9.09 0.86 195.5 54.2 4.4
56.5 14.2 1.2 200.5 53.9 4.4
57.5 19.7 1.6 210.5 53.3 4.3
59.5 36.4 3.0 220.5 53.1 4.3
60.5 39.7 3.3 230.5 52.3 4.2
62.5 42.7 3.5 240.5 51.5 4.2
64.5 46.8 3.8 250.5 51.1 4.2
58.5 27.6 2.3 260.5 50.4 4.1
66.5 53.0 4.3 270.5 50.0 4.1
68.5 54.9 4.5 280.5 50.3 4.1
70.5 56.5 4.6 290.5 49.3 4.0
75.5 68.7 5.6 300.5 48.8 4.0
80.5 77.0 6.3 320.5 47.8 3.9
85.5 83.2 6.8 340.5 46.9 3.8
90.5 84.4 6.9 360.5 45.9 3.7
95.5 83.6 6.8 380.5 44.8 3.7
100.5 80.7 6.6 400.5 44.2 3.6
105.5 80.0 6.5 450.5 42.5 3.5
110.5 78.7 6.4 500.5 40.5 3.3
115.5 77.1 6.3 550.5 39.2 3.2
120.5 76.7 6.2 600.5 37.6 3.0
125.5 73.4 5.9 650.5 36.6 3.0
130.5 70.5 5.7 700.5 35.3 2.9
135.5 70.0 5.7 750.5 34.1 2.8
140.5 68.1 5.5 800.5 33.2 2.7
145.5 66.0 5.4 850.5 32.3 2.6
150.5 65.7 5.4 900.5 31.8 2.6
155.5 64.1 5.2 950.5 30.8 2.5
1000.5 29.6 2.4
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Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Xe5+ → Xe6+
65.5 1.23 0.24 195.5 50 4.0
66.5 2.94 0.31 200.5 48 3.9
67.5 7.44 0.63 210.5 47 3.9
68.5 11.8 1.0 220.5 47 3.8
70.5 18.6 1.6 230.5 47 3.8
75.5 29.9 2.4 240.5 46 3.7
80.5 40.4 3.3 250.5 45 3.7
85.5 55.3 4.5 260.5 45 3.7
90.5 60.6 5.0 270.5 45 3.6
95.5 59.5 4.9 280.5 44 3.6
100.5 61.4 5.0 290.5 44 3.6
105.5 59.9 4.9 300.5 43 3.5
110.5 63.7 5.2 320.5 42 3.4
115.5 60.3 4.9 340.5 42 3.4
120.5 57.9 4.7 360.5 41 3.3
125.5 59.1 4.8 380.5 40 3.3
130.5 61.9 5.0 400.5 39 3.2
135.5 59.7 4.9 450.5 38 3.1
140.5 57.4 4.7 500.5 36 3.0
145.5 58.0 4.7 550.5 35 2.8
150.5 57.5 4.7 600.5 34 2.7
155.5 56.1 4.6 650.5 32 2.6
160.5 56.6 4.6 700.5 31 2.5
165.5 54.3 4.4 750.5 30 2.5
170.5 53.2 4.3 800.5 29 2.4
175.5 52.8 4.3 850.5 28 2.3
180.5 50.9 4.1 900.5 28 2.3
185.5 51.0 4.2 950.5 27 2.2
190.5 49.4 4.0 1000.5 26 2.1
Xe6+ → Xe7+
79.6 0.363 0.38 220.6 44.1 3.6
85.6 7.81 1.3 230.6 43.8 3.6
90.6 14.7 1.3 240.6 42.8 3.5
95.6 17.3 1.5 250.6 42.2 3.4
100.6 30.6 2.5 260.6 42.2 3.4
105.6 36.8 3.0 270.6 41.8 3.4
110.6 37.9 3.1 280.6 41.6 3.4
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
115.6 39.1 3.2 290.6 40.6 3.3
120.6 45.2 3.7 300.6 40.6 3.3
125.6 44.2 3.6 320.6 39.8 3.2
130.6 47.0 3.8 340.6 38.6 3.1
135.6 45.4 3.7 360.6 38.1 3.1
140.6 47.3 3.9 380.6 37.9 3.1
145.6 44.7 3.6 400.6 36.7 3.0
150.6 46.7 3.8 450.6 35.5 2.9
155.6 46.7 3.8 500.6 33.9 2.8
160.6 45.6 3.7 550.6 32.8 2.7
165.6 46.5 3.8 600.6 31.7 2.6
170.6 46.0 3.8 650.6 30.9 2.5
175.6 46.1 3.8 700.6 30.0 2.4
180.6 46.0 3.7 750.6 28.8 2.3
185.6 46.9 3.8 800.6 28.1 2.3
190.6 45.7 3.7 850.6 27.0 2.2
195.6 45.5 3.7 900.6 26.2 2.1
200.6 45.8 3.7 950.6 25.3 2.1
210.6 43.8 3.6 1000.6 24.5 2.0
Xe7+ → Xe8+
105.6 1.14 0.89 240.6 23.8 2.0
110.6 3.41 0.81 260.6 23.2 1.9
115.6 7.93 1.3 280.6 23.2 1.9
120.6 9.81 1.2 300.6 22.8 1.9
125.6 16.4 1.7 330.6 22.1 1.8
130.6 19.4 2.0 360.6 21.5 1.8
135.6 19.5 1.8 400.6 20.7 1.7
140.6 19.7 1.8 450.6 20.1 1.6
145.6 20.1 1.7 500.6 19.2 1.6
150.6 21.5 1.8 550.6 18.4 1.5
160.6 22.1 1.8 600.6 17.6 1.4
170.6 24.6 2.0 650.6 17.6 1.4
180.6 23.5 2.0 700.6 16.5 1.3
190.6 23.6 2.0 750.6 15.8 1.3
200.6 23.8 2.0 800.6 15.4 1.3
220.6 23.9 2.0 850.6 15.0 1.2
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Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Xe8+ → Xe9+
120.7 0.338 0.19 300.7 10.8 0.88
130.7 1.57 0.21 320.7 10.6 0.87
140.7 2.92 0.33 340.7 10.7 0.87
150.7 3.16 0.32 360.7 10.7 0.87
160.7 3.69 0.38 380.7 10.5 0.86
170.7 3.84 0.37 400.7 10.6 0.86
180.7 4.12 0.36 430.7 10.4 0.85
190.7 6.14 0.51 460.7 10.1 0.83
200.7 7.20 0.60 500.7 10.1 0.83
210.7 8.37 0.69 550.7 9.76 0.79
220.7 8.76 0.73 600.7 9.52 0.77
230.7 9.21 0.77 650.7 9.24 0.76
240.7 9.88 0.80 700.7 9.04 0.74
250.7 10.1 0.82 750.7 8.83 0.72
260.7 10.2 0.83 800.7 8.61 0.70
270.7 10.4 0.84 850.7 8.39 0.69
280.7 10.5 0.85 900.7 8.08 0.66
290.7 10.6 0.86 1000.7 7.58 0.63
Xe9+ → Xe10+
200.7 0.280 0.20 320.7 6.34 0.55
205.7 0.647 0.16 340.7 6.46 0.55
210.7 1.23 0.19 360.7 6.72 0.58
215.7 1.85 0.24 380.7 6.66 0.57
220.7 2.68 0.28 400.7 6.60 0.57
225.7 3.37 0.32 430.7 6.79 0.58
230.7 3.88 0.37 460.7 6.76 0.58
235.7 4.03 0.36 500.7 6.66 0.55
245.7 4.84 0.42 550.7 6.54 0.54
250.7 4.85 0.42 600.7 6.49 0.54
255.7 5.02 0.44 650.7 6.63 0.55
260.7 5.24 0.45 700.7 6.41 0.53
270.7 5.74 0.49 750.7 6.29 0.51
280.7 5.80 0.50 800.7 6.11 0.50
290.7 5.97 0.51 900.7 5.85 0.48
300.7 6.06 0.52 1000.7 5.54 0.46
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Xe10+ → Xe11+
220.8 0.0460 0.075 500.8 5.06 0.43
230.8 0.498 0.078 550.8 5.09 0.42
240.8 1.85 0.16 600.8 5.05 0.43
260.8 3.08 0.28 650.8 5.11 0.43
280.8 3.69 0.34 700.8 5.11 0.44
300.8 4.06 0.34 750.8 5.02 0.43
330.8 4.55 0.39 800.8 4.90 0.41
360.8 4.83 0.41 850.8 4.83 0.41
400.8 4.79 0.41 900.8 4.66 0.39
450.8 4.96 0.42 950.8 4.67 0.39
1000.8 4.42 0.37
Xe11+ → Xe12+
150.9 −0.00723−0.036 380.9 3.61 0.30
160.9 0.0111 0.022 400.9 3.67 0.30
170.9 0.0361 0.022 450.9 3.83 0.31
180.9 0.0895 0.020 500.9 3.96 0.32
190.9 0.101 0.019 550.9 3.98 0.32
200.9 0.124 0.021 600.9 4.05 0.33
220.9 0.139 0.017 650.9 4.31 0.35
240.9 0.145 0.019 700.9 4.16 0.34
260.9 0.888 0.074 750.9 4.21 0.34
280.9 2.03 0.17 800.9 4.14 0.34
300.9 2.60 0.21 850.9 3.99 0.33
320.9 2.98 0.24 900.9 3.94 0.32
340.9 3.23 0.26 950.9 3.85 0.31
360.9 3.47 0.28 1000.9 3.72 0.30
Xe12+ → Xe13+
190.9 0.0113 0.016 450.9 2.93 0.24
200.9 0.0775 0.016 500.9 3.04 0.25
220.9 0.0925 0.020 550.9 3.25 0.27
240.9 0.108 0.021 600.9 3.25 0.26
260.9 0.125 0.014 650.9 3.43 0.28
280.9 0.333 0.030 700.9 3.37 0.28
300.9 1.38 0.11 750.9 3.42 0.28
320.9 1.89 0.15 800.9 3.41 0.28
340.9 2.23 0.18 850.9 3.35 0.27
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
360.9 2.43 0.20 900.9 3.27 0.27
380.9 2.60 0.21 950.9 3.26 0.27
400.9 2.70 0.22 1000.9 3.16 0.26
Xe13+ → Xe14+
220.9 0.0199 0.023 500.9 2.23 0.18
240.9 0.0497 0.018 550.9 2.60 0.21
260.9 0.0390 0.018 600.9 2.52 0.20
280.9 0.0647 0.018 650.9 2.61 0.21
300.9 0.0778 0.012 700.9 2.78 0.23
320.9 0.585 0.051 750.9 2.89 0.24
340.9 1.14 0.094 800.9 2.87 0.23
360.9 1.46 0.12 850.9 2.78 0.23
380.9 1.70 0.14 900.9 2.74 0.22
400.9 1.85 0.15 950.9 2.69 0.22
450.9 2.13 0.17 1000.9 2.61 0.21
Xe14+ → Xe15+
281.0 0.0307 0.020 551.0 1.81 0.15
301.0 0.0372 0.023 601.0 1.95 0.16
321.0 0.0617 0.022 651.0 2.20 0.18
341.0 0.140 0.016 701.0 2.33 0.19
361.0 0.675 0.058 751.0 2.29 0.19
381.0 1.01 0.085 801.0 2.36 0.19
401.0 1.20 0.098 851.0 2.34 0.19
451.0 1.49 0.12 901.0 2.30 0.19
501.0 1.64 0.13 951.0 2.27 0.18
1001.0 2.24 0.18
Xe15+ → Xe16+
321.0 0.0389 0.035 601.0 1.81 0.15
341.0 0.0454 0.022 651.0 1.75 0.14
361.0 0.0550 0.022 701.0 1.84 0.15
381.0 0.254 0.030 751.0 1.92 0.16
401.0 0.598 0.053 801.0 1.94 0.16
451.0 0.927 0.079 851.0 2.00 0.16
501.0 1.28 0.11 901.0 1.98 0.16
551.0 1.31 0.11 951.0 1.97 0.16
1001.0 1.94 0.16
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Xe16+ → Xe17+
339.9 0.0919 0.018 599.9 1.34 0.11
359.9 0.0950 0.019 649.9 1.37 0.12
379.9 0.126 0.017 699.9 1.51 0.13
399.9 0.127 0.017 749.9 1.69 0.14
424.9 0.394 0.036 799.9 1.84 0.16
449.9 0.557 0.050 849.9 1.80 0.15
499.9 0.856 0.077 899.9 1.78 0.15
549.9 1.01 0.089 949.9 1.79 0.15
999.9 1.74 0.15
Xe17+ → Xe18+
379.9 0.0980 0.017 649.9 0.994 0.085
399.9 0.0895 0.021 699.9 1.21 0.10
429.9 0.122 0.017 749.9 1.28 0.11
459.9 0.278 0.027 799.9 1.48 0.13
499.9 0.371 0.035 849.9 1.49 0.13
549.9 0.573 0.051 899.9 1.51 0.13
599.9 0.811 0.070 949.9 1.55 0.13
999.9 1.54 0.13
Xe18+ → Xe19+
480.0 0.150 0.016 750.0 1.13 0.096
500.0 0.214 0.020 800.0 1.13 0.097
530.0 0.265 0.024 850.0 1.25 0.11
560.0 0.379 0.033 900.0 1.38 0.12
650.0 0.697 0.060 950.0 1.37 0.12
700.0 0.951 0.082 1000.0 1.40 0.12
Xe19+ → Xe20+
500.1 0.0348 0.0047 750.1 0.855 0.073
530.1 0.0934 0.0093 800.1 1.08 0.092
560.1 0.176 0.016 850.1 1.07 0.091
600.1 0.231 0.021 900.1 1.13 0.096
650.1 0.464 0.041 950.1 1.20 0.10
700.1 0.648 0.055 1000.1 1.20 0.10
Xe20+ → Xe21+
500.1 0.0348 0.011 700.1 0.535 0.046
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
520.1 0.0428 0.010 750.1 0.732 0.063
540.1 0.0645 0.013 800.1 1.11 0.095
560.1 0.0766 0.012 850.1 1.09 0.093
600.1 0.0973 0.016 900.1 1.18 0.10
650.1 0.298 0.028 950.1 1.20 0.10
1000.1 1.18 0.10
Xe21+ → Xe22+
550.1 0.0265 0.011 800.1 0.857 0.078
600.1 0.139 0.023 850.1 0.990 0.088
650.1 0.159 0.026 900.1 1.16 0.11
700.1 0.433 0.042 950.1 1.17 0.10
750.1 0.730 0.067 1000.1 1.15 0.10
Xe22+ → Xe23+
500.2 0.118 0.034 750.2 0.644 0.062
550.2 0.131 0.046 800.2 0.828 0.077
600.2 0.114 0.032 850.2 0.948 0.085
650.2 0.130 0.025 900.2 0.922 0.084
700.2 0.152 0.031 950.2 1.03 0.094
1000.2 1.08 0.098
Xe23+ → Xe24+
100.2 1.31 0.63 500.2 0.533 0.11
150.2 0.671 0.36 550.2 0.581 0.083
175.2 0.792 0.26 600.2 0.510 0.080
200.2 0.781 0.29 650.2 0.577 0.093
225.2 0.929 0.22 700.2 0.473 0.077
250.2 0.814 0.22 750.2 0.497 0.076
300.2 0.816 0.16 800.2 0.828 0.100
350.2 0.787 0.17 850.2 1.03 0.10
400.2 0.843 0.17 900.2 1.16 0.12
450.2 0.695 0.12 950.2 1.09 0.11
1000.2 1.20 0.12
Xe24+ → Xe25+
100.3 1.29 0.56 550.3 1.14 0.13
150.3 1.75 0.39 600.3 1.03 0.12
200.3 1.63 0.31 650.3 0.987 0.11
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Table D.1(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
250.3 1.13 0.26 700.3 0.869 0.097
300.3 1.35 0.19 750.3 0.880 0.092
350.3 1.39 0.19 800.3 0.872 0.087
400.3 1.22 0.18 850.3 1.08 0.11
450.3 1.45 0.17 900.3 1.16 0.11
500.3 1.04 0.14 950.3 1.25 0.11
1000.3 1.30 0.13
Xe25+ → Xe26+
100.4 0.834 1.4 500.4 0.953 0.12
150.4 1.74 0.41 600.4 0.912 0.11
200.4 1.09 0.28 700.4 0.837 0.098
250.4 1.18 0.23 800.4 0.697 0.080
300.4 1.10 0.24 850.4 0.649 0.073
350.4 1.06 0.17 900.4 0.748 0.083
400.4 1.11 0.15 950.4 0.767 0.077
1000.4 0.824 0.086
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Table D.2: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact double ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
Xe+ → Xe3+
54.3 7.78 1.2 115.3 454 37
55.3 12.7 1.8 120.3 459 37
56.3 18.5 2.4 125.3 450 37
57.3 23.5 2.5 135.3 428 35
58.3 30.2 3.0 135.3 427 35
59.3 35.7 3.3 140.3 407 33
60.3 44.0 4.0 145.3 401 33
61.3 47.1 4.2 150.3 389 32
62.3 55.0 4.9 160.3 363 30
63.3 62.1 5.5 170.3 348 28
64.3 66.8 5.8 180.3 336 27
65.3 71.5 6.1 190.3 322 26
67.3 78.2 6.8 200.3 312 25
69.3 86.8 7.3 220.3 297 24
71.3 91.0 7.8 240.3 292 24
73.3 104 8.9 260.3 291 24
75.3 119 10 280.3 289 24
77.3 143 12 300.3 283 23
79.3 167 14 330.3 283 23
81.3 182 15 360.3 281 23
83.3 202 17 400.3 272 22
85.3 224 18 450.3 264 22
87.3 249 20 500.3 259 21
89.3 271 22 550.3 250 20
91.3 296 24 600.3 241 20
93.3 321 26 650.3 234 19
95.3 340 28 700.3 231 19
97.3 357 30 750.3 221 18
100.3 386 32 800.3 217 18
105.3 420 34 900.3 208 17
110.3 446 36 1000.3 198 16
Xe2+ → Xe4+
74.2 11.4 1.3 239.2 294 25
79.2 70.1 7.0 259.2 296 25
84.2 125 12 279.2 296 25
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Table D.2(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
89.2 175 17 299.2 297 25
94.2 225 22 329.2 294 25
99.2 267 25 399.2 287 24
109.2 323 30 359.2 293 25
119.2 347 32 449.2 278 24
129.2 353 32 499.2 267 23
139.2 350 32 549.2 258 22
149.2 341 31 599.2 251 21
159.2 340 30 649.2 243 21
169.2 337 30 699.2 236 20
179.2 323 29 749.2 229 19
189.2 311 27 799.2 224 19
199.2 304 27 849.2 217 18
219.2 295 26 899.2 211 18
999.2 201 17
Xe3+ → Xe5+
93.2 3.36 0.57 259.2 227 20
95.2 4.74 0.55 279.2 229 20
97.2 10.0 1.2 299.2 226 19
99.2 20.5 2.1 329.2 230 20
104.2 52.4 5.0 359.2 222 19
109.2 87.3 8.3 399.2 219 19
119.2 137 13 449.2 210 18
129.2 173 16 499.2 205 17
139.2 194 18 549.2 198 17
149.2 217 19 599.2 191 16
159.2 240 21 649.2 188 16
169.2 251 22 699.2 182 16
179.2 253 22 749.2 174 15
189.2 249 22 799.2 172 15
199.2 243 21 849.2 165 14
219.2 237 21 899.2 162 14
239.2 229 20 999.2 152 13
Xe4+ → Xe6+
107.3 0.558 0.092 259.3 103 9.0
109.3 0.721 0.11 279.3 99.1 8.7
114.3 1.33 0.13 299.3 94.7 8.4
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Table D.2(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
119.3 2.56 0.26 329.3 91.9 8.1
124.3 8.00 0.75 359.3 89.7 7.9
129.3 15.7 1.5 399.3 84.1 7.4
134.3 26.0 2.4 449.3 85.3 7.5
139.3 37.2 3.4 499.3 81.4 7.2
144.3 45.3 4.1 549.3 77.7 6.8
149.3 57.3 5.1 599.3 74.1 6.5
159.3 76.4 6.8 649.3 71.4 6.3
169.3 93.9 8.3 699.3 68.7 6.1
179.3 102 9.0 749.3 66.3 5.9
189.3 107 9.4 799.3 64.7 5.7
199.3 109 9.7 849.3 60.5 5.4
219.3 110 9.7 899.3 59.9 5.3
239.3 108 9.6 999.3 55.4 4.9
Xe5+ → Xe7+
149.3 0.600 0.073 399.3 55.2 4.7
159.3 1.09 0.14 449.3 55.7 4.7
169.3 11.0 1.0 499.3 53.4 4.6
179.3 24.3 2.3 549.3 51.1 4.3
189.3 36.7 3.3 599.3 49.3 4.2
199.3 44.5 3.9 649.3 47.4 4.0
219.3 54.4 4.7 699.3 46.9 4.0
239.3 58.5 5.0 749.3 45.0 3.8
259.3 59.3 5.1 799.3 43.2 3.7
279.3 59.1 5.1 849.3 41.9 3.6
299.3 58.5 5.0 899.3 40.8 3.5
329.3 57.8 4.9 949.3 39.1 3.3
359.3 56.8 4.9 999.3 37.8 3.2
Xe6+ → Xe8+
179.4 0.0512 0.030 449.4 31.7 2.7
189.4 0.491 0.078 499.4 31.3 2.7
199.4 2.71 0.26 549.4 30.6 2.6
209.4 7.27 0.68 599.4 29.3 2.5
219.4 13.6 1.3 649.4 29.9 2.6
239.4 21.1 1.8 699.4 29.0 2.5
259.4 25.2 2.2 749.4 28.7 2.5
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Table D.2(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
279.4 27.8 2.4 799.4 27.5 2.4
299.4 29.5 2.5 849.4 27.3 2.3
329.4 30.6 2.6 899.4 26.6 2.3
359.4 31.6 2.7 949.4 25.7 2.2
399.4 32.3 2.8 999.4 24.8 2.1
Xe7+ → Xe9+
219.4 0.0102 0.0082 419.4 7.14 0.61
229.4 0.0404 0.0093 439.4 7.60 0.66
239.4 0.0908 0.011 459.4 7.85 0.67
249.4 0.107 0.012 499.4 8.26 0.71
259.4 0.148 0.015 549.4 8.44 0.72
269.4 0.205 0.022 599.4 8.53 0.73
279.4 0.285 0.029 649.4 8.85 0.76
289.4 0.414 0.042 699.4 9.22 0.79
299.4 1.23 0.11 749.4 9.76 0.84
319.4 3.14 0.27 799.4 10.0 0.86
339.4 4.58 0.40 849.4 10.1 0.86
359.4 5.56 0.48 899.4 10.4 0.88
379.4 6.31 0.54 949.4 10.1 0.86
399.4 6.74 0.58 999.4 10.1 0.86
Xe8+ → Xe10+
299.5 0.00337 0.0026 479.5 1.97 0.17
329.5 0.0432 0.0063 499.5 2.15 0.19
339.5 0.131 0.013 529.5 2.30 0.20
349.5 0.240 0.025 559.5 2.49 0.22
359.5 0.367 0.035 599.5 2.65 0.23
369.5 0.479 0.044 649.5 2.85 0.25
379.5 0.552 0.050 699.5 3.30 0.28
389.5 0.670 0.059 749.5 3.86 0.33
399.5 0.809 0.071 799.5 4.17 0.36
419.5 1.18 0.10 849.5 4.60 0.39
439.5 1.51 0.13 899.5 4.86 0.41
459.5 1.78 0.15 949.5 5.25 0.45
999.5 5.42 0.46
Xe9+ → Xe11+
399.5 0.0194 0.0041 649.5 1.38 0.12
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Table D.2(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
419.5 0.0269 0.0042 699.5 1.65 0.14
439.5 0.0689 0.0073 749.5 2.19 0.19
459.5 0.254 0.023 799.5 2.52 0.22
479.5 0.415 0.037 849.5 2.92 0.25
499.5 0.582 0.051 899.5 3.34 0.29
549.5 0.838 0.073 949.5 3.90 0.34
599.5 1.03 0.089 999.5 4.16 0.36
Xe10+ → Xe12+
489.6 0.0269 0.0066 699.6 1.11 0.096
499.6 0.0723 0.0084 749.6 1.54 0.13
509.6 0.132 0.014 799.6 1.92 0.17
524.6 0.205 0.020 824.6 2.19 0.19
549.6 0.311 0.029 849.6 2.68 0.23
599.6 0.551 0.050 899.6 2.85 0.24
649.6 0.700 0.061 949.6 3.23 0.28
999.6 3.64 0.32
Xe11+ → Xe13+
558.8 0.0679 0.0084 758.8 1.15 0.10
578.8 0.153 0.015 778.8 1.36 0.12
598.8 0.202 0.020 798.8 1.50 0.13
618.8 0.260 0.025 828.8 1.95 0.17
638.8 0.361 0.033 858.8 2.13 0.19
658.8 0.494 0.046 878.8 2.30 0.21
678.8 0.531 0.049 898.8 2.97 0.26
698.8 0.639 0.058 948.8 3.03 0.27
718.8 0.836 0.074 973.8 3.24 0.29
738.8 0.973 0.087 998.8 3.54 0.31
Xe12+ → Xe14+
618.8 0.0476 0.0063 758.8 0.758 0.069
638.8 0.131 0.013 778.8 0.825 0.075
658.8 0.195 0.019 798.8 0.984 0.089
678.8 0.246 0.023 828.8 1.48 0.13
698.8 0.302 0.029 858.8 1.63 0.15
718.8 0.454 0.042 898.8 2.06 0.19
738.8 0.712 0.064 948.8 2.66 0.24
998.8 3.15 0.28
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Table D.2(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
Xe13+ → Xe15+
678.8 0.0383 0.0062 798.8 0.698 0.063
698.8 0.0897 0.010 828.8 0.905 0.081
718.8 0.187 0.019 858.8 1.25 0.11
738.8 0.273 0.026 898.8 1.66 0.15
758.8 0.437 0.040 948.8 2.17 0.19
778.8 0.462 0.043 998.8 2.80 0.25
Xe14+ → Xe16+
718.9 0.0115 0.0040 828.9 0.450 0.045
738.9 0.0574 0.0078 858.9 0.810 0.074
758.9 0.130 0.014 898.9 1.10 0.10
778.9 0.231 0.024 948.9 1.63 0.15
798.9 0.277 0.029 998.9 2.11 0.19
Xe15+ → Xe17+
798.9 0.0292 0.0050 898.9 0.486 0.045
818.9 0.0816 0.011 923.9 0.699 0.064
838.9 0.126 0.014 948.9 0.846 0.077
858.9 0.268 0.028 973.9 1.19 0.11
878.9 0.382 0.038 998.9 1.35 0.12
Xe16+ → Xe18+
799.0 0.00040 0.0059 899.0 0.0838 0.012
839.0 0.00894 0.0066 919.0 0.115 0.015
859.0 0.0217 0.0074 939.0 0.181 0.018
879.0 0.0415 0.0092 959.0 0.282 0.029
999.0 0.484 0.047
Xe17+ → Xe19+
949.2 0.0168 0.0035 974.2 0.0502 0.0057
999.2 0.0709 0.0084
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Table D.3: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact triple ionization of xenon ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−20cm2) (eV) (10−20cm2)
Xe+ → Xe4+
80.3 −0.0592 −1.0 145.3 736 61
82.3 0.154 0.50 150.3 764 65
84.3 0.130 0.46 160.3 862 71
86.3 0.391 0.33 170.3 961 80
88.3 0.942 0.28 180.3 1046 87
90.3 0.818 0.27 190.3 1089 90
92.3 1.24 0.36 200.3 1099 89
94.3 2.04 0.54 220.3 1050 85
96.3 2.65 0.55 240.3 994 83
98.3 8.27 1.4 260.3 945 77
100.3 18.8 2.1 280.3 896 74
102.3 38.1 3.7 300.3 891 73
104.3 59.4 5.6 330.3 864 70
106.3 89.3 7.7 360.3 823 67
108.3 125 11 400.3 772 63
110.3 165 14 450.3 701 57
113.3 228 19 500.3 717 58
116.3 294 25 550.3 669 54
119.3 352 30 600.3 645 52
122.3 415 35 650.3 611 49
125.3 473 40 700.3 583 47
130.3 564 47 750.3 557 45
135.3 621 52 800.3 530 43
140.3 678 56 900.3 488 40
1000.3 451 36
Xe6+ → Xe9+
379.4 0.186 0.022 649.4 13.3 1.1
399.4 1.27 0.12 699.4 14.7 1.3
429.4 3.85 0.35 749.4 17.2 1.5
459.4 6.23 0.56 799.4 19.7 1.7
499.4 8.41 0.73 849.4 21.9 1.9
529.4 9.51 0.81 899.4 24.3 2.1
549.4 10.1 0.86 949.4 27.3 2.3
599.4 11.1 0.95 999.4 29.0 2.5
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Table D.3(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−20cm2) (eV) (10−20cm2)
Xe7+ → Xe10+
501.2 0.0588 0.011 751.2 3.65 0.31
526.2 0.278 0.030 801.2 4.83 0.41
551.2 0.621 0.057 851.2 6.27 0.54
601.2 1.20 0.11 901.2 9.32 0.80
651.2 1.94 0.17 951.2 10.6 0.91
701.2 2.64 0.23 1001.2 13.0 1.1
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Table D.4: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact fourfold ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−20cm2) (eV) (10−20cm2)
Xe+ → Xe5+
140.3 0.115 0.22 270.3 279 23
145.3 0.0907 0.11 280.3 283 23
150.3 0.0222 0.11 290.3 289 24
155.3 0.416 0.19 300.3 276 22
160.3 2.53 0.52 320.3 275 23
165.3 7.33 1.0 340.3 283 23
170.3 16.6 1.6 360.3 291 24
175.3 29.3 2.9 380.3 295 24
180.3 44.8 4.1 400.3 292 24
185.3 62.0 5.7 450.3 284 23
190.3 83.6 7.8 500.3 286 23
195.3 106 9.2 550.3 279 23
200.3 123 11 600.3 263 21
210.3 162 14 650.3 250 20
220.3 196 17 700.3 249 20
230.3 226 19 750.3 245 20
240.3 254 22 800.3 238 19
250.3 267 22 900.3 225 18
260.3 274 23 1000.3 199 16
Xe6+ → Xe10+
639.4 0.0420 0.0062 799.4 0.642 0.058
669.4 0.119 0.012 849.4 0.916 0.081
699.4 0.209 0.020 899.4 1.27 0.11
729.4 0.321 0.030 949.4 2.09 0.18
759.4 0.434 0.040 999.4 3.04 0.26
Xe7+ → Xe11+
779.4 0.0205 0.0049 899.4 0.227 0.021
799.4 0.0359 0.0065 949.4 0.359 0.032
849.4 0.0899 0.0100 999.4 0.644 0.056
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Table D.5: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact fivefold ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−20cm2) (eV) (10−20cm2)
Xe+ → Xe6+
240.3 0.455 0.047 500.3 41.5 3.4
260.3 3.06 0.25 550.3 41.5 3.4
280.3 8.73 0.71 600.3 41.5 3.4
300.3 15.9 1.3 650.3 40.8 3.3
320.3 22.8 1.9 700.3 40.7 3.3
340.3 28.3 2.3 750.3 42.9 3.5
360.3 32.4 2.6 800.3 43.6 3.6
380.3 35.3 2.9 850.3 43.6 3.6
400.3 37.1 3.0 900.3 42.8 3.5
450.3 40.6 3.3 950.3 42.7 3.5
1000.3 42.2 3.4
Table D.6: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact sixfold ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−20cm2) (eV) (10−20cm2)
Xe+ → Xe7+
360.3 0.0699 0.012 650.3 3.89 0.32
380.3 0.265 0.025 700.3 4.33 0.35
400.3 0.598 0.052 750.3 5.29 0.43
450.3 1.66 0.14 800.3 5.86 0.48
500.3 2.61 0.21 850.3 6.42 0.53
550.3 3.23 0.26 900.3 7.00 0.57
600.3 3.63 0.30 950.3 7.57 0.62
1000.3 8.66 0.71
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Table D.7: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact sevenfold ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−22cm2) (eV) (10−22cm2)
Xe+ → Xe8+
700.3 12.9 1.3 850.3 72.7 6.0
750.3 33.2 3.0 900.3 92.8 7.6
800.3 53.4 4.4 950.3 117 9.6
1000.3 181 15
Table D.8: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact eightfold ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−23cm2) (eV) (10−23cm2)
Xe+ → Xe9+
708.4 0.889 0.31 898.4 22.6 2.3
728.4 2.28 0.51 948.4 38.8 3.9
748.4 3.13 0.55 998.4 91.2 9.1
798.4 7.04 0.86 998.4 92.2 8.9
848.4 14.2 1.5 998.4 91.7 9.0
Table D.9: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact ninefold ionization of xenon
ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−24cm2) (eV) (10−24cm2)
Xe+ → Xe10+
948.4 0.574 0.33 998.4 7.14 0.94
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Table D.10: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact single ionization of tin ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Sn+ → Sn2+
15.2 84.2 11 108.2 221 18
16.2 120 14 118.2 211 17
17.2 160 17 128.2 200 16
18.2 172 16 138.2 193 16
20.2 202 18 148.2 188 15
22.2 236 20 158.2 182 15
24.2 238 20 168.2 177 14
26.2 246 20 178.2 170 14
28.2 255 21 188.2 168 14
30.2 264 22 198.2 163 13
32.2 268 22 218.2 156 13
34.2 268 22 238.2 150 12
36.2 268 22 258.2 146 12
38.2 279 23 278.2 142 12
40.2 270 22 298.2 138 11
42.2 274 23 348.2 128 10
44.2 273 23 398.2 120 9.7
46.2 272 22 448.2 114 9.2
48.2 273 23 498.2 106 8.6
53.2 272 22 548.2 102 8.2
58.2 267 22 598.2 96.7 7.8
63.2 264 22 648.2 92.3 7.5
68.2 260 21 698.2 88.3 7.1
73.2 252 21 748.2 84.6 6.8
78.2 248 20 798.2 81.7 6.6
83.2 242 20 848.2 77.3 6.3
88.2 243 20 898.2 74.7 6.0
93.2 236 19 948.2 71.7 5.8
98.2 226 18 998.2 69.5 5.6
Sn2+ → Sn3+
25.3 16.4 2.8 98.3 128 10
26.3 18.0 3.0 108.3 125 10
27.3 20.6 3.0 118.3 119 9.7
28.3 25.4 2.9 128.3 116 9.4
29.3 29.3 3.0 138.3 110 9.0
30.3 33.1 3.1 148.3 106 8.6
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Table D.10(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
31.3 37.7 3.3 158.3 103 8.4
32.3 42.4 3.6 168.3 100 8.2
33.3 44.9 3.8 178.3 98.8 8.0
34.3 48.7 4.1 188.3 96.8 7.9
35.3 54.6 4.5 198.3 95.0 7.7
36.3 59.8 5.0 218.3 92.9 7.6
37.3 62.6 5.2 238.3 91.8 7.4
38.3 64.8 5.4 258.3 90.0 7.3
40.3 74.8 6.1 278.3 88.3 7.2
42.3 79.8 6.5 298.3 86.6 7.0
44.3 85.9 7.0 348.3 82.4 6.7
46.3 90.6 7.4 398.3 78.7 6.4
48.3 95.4 7.8 448.3 75.5 6.1
51.3 102 8.3 498.3 72.4 5.9
54.3 109 8.9 548.3 69.4 5.6
58.3 115 9.4 598.3 66.4 5.4
63.3 122 9.9 648.3 64.5 5.2
68.3 125 10 698.3 64.0 5.2
73.3 129 11 748.3 62.5 5.1
78.3 131 11 798.3 60.2 4.9
83.3 130 11 848.3 57.8 4.7
88.3 132 11 898.3 57.8 4.7
93.3 129 10 948.3 55.3 4.5
998.3 54.1 4.4
Sn3+ → Sn4+
41.4 10.7 1.1 178.4 83.3 6.8
43.4 32.7 2.9 188.4 86.1 8.2
46.4 46.8 4.0 198.4 81.2 6.6
49.4 61.9 5.1 218.4 79.4 6.5
52.4 69.3 5.7 238.4 76.9 6.3
55.4 77.7 6.3 258.4 74.8 6.1
58.4 82.7 6.8 278.4 72.6 5.9
63.4 88.2 7.2 298.4 72.2 5.9
68.4 93.6 7.6 348.4 69.4 5.7
73.4 95.5 7.8 398.4 66.8 5.4
78.4 99.7 8.1 448.4 63.0 5.1
83.4 104 8.4 498.4 60.8 5.0
88.4 105 8.5 548.4 58.3 4.7
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Table D.10(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
93.4 106 8.6 598.4 56.0 4.6
98.4 106 8.6 648.4 53.7 4.4
108.4 105 8.6 698.4 53.2 4.3
118.4 105 8.6 748.4 52.8 4.3
128.4 100 8.1 798.4 51.8 4.2
138.4 93.9 7.6 848.4 49.7 4.0
148.4 88.9 7.3 898.4 48.5 3.9
158.4 85.6 7.0 948.4 47.6 3.9
168.4 85.6 7.0 998.4 46.2 3.7
Sn4+ → Sn5+
53.3 2.38 0.32 178.3 57.6 4.7
54.3 9.04 1.1 188.3 56.7 4.6
55.3 14.5 1.5 198.3 56.6 4.6
56.3 17.7 1.6 218.3 54.6 4.5
59.3 24.0 2.0 238.3 53.4 4.4
62.3 26.5 2.2 258.3 52.6 4.3
65.3 29.4 2.4 278.3 51.7 4.2
68.3 32.1 2.7 298.3 50.9 4.2
73.3 33.6 2.8 328.3 50.1 4.1
78.3 37.1 3.1 358.3 48.7 4.0
83.3 43.8 3.6 398.3 46.9 3.8
88.3 48.2 4.0 448.3 44.6 3.6
93.3 51.5 4.2 498.3 43.3 3.5
98.3 55.3 4.5 548.3 41.3 3.4
108.3 59.6 4.9 598.3 40.0 3.3
118.3 60.8 5.0 648.3 38.3 3.1
128.3 62.3 5.1 698.3 37.8 3.1
138.3 62.1 5.1 748.3 36.3 3.0
148.3 62.0 5.1 798.3 34.5 2.8
158.3 60.6 5.0 848.3 33.4 2.7
168.3 58.8 4.8 898.3 32.2 2.6
948.3 30.9 2.5
Sn5+ → Sn6+
65.4 0.235 0.057 198.4 33.3 2.7
68.4 1.19 0.13 218.4 33.4 2.7
71.4 2.81 0.25 238.4 32.0 2.6
74.4 3.70 0.32 258.4 31.9 2.6
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Table D.10(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
77.4 4.81 0.41 278.4 31.1 2.5
79.4 5.32 0.44 298.4 31.1 2.5
83.4 5.80 0.48 328.4 29.9 2.4
88.4 6.34 0.52 358.4 29.3 2.4
93.4 6.98 0.57 398.4 28.0 2.3
98.4 13.2 1.1 448.4 27.0 2.2
103.4 19.9 1.6 498.4 26.0 2.1
108.4 23.7 1.9 548.4 25.2 2.1
118.4 28.7 2.3 598.4 24.4 2.0
128.4 32.6 2.7 648.4 22.9 1.9
138.4 34.1 2.8 698.4 22.4 1.8
148.4 34.5 2.8 748.4 21.7 1.8
158.4 34.6 2.8 798.4 21.1 1.7
168.4 34.2 2.8 848.4 20.5 1.7
178.4 34.2 2.8 898.4 19.8 1.6
188.4 34.2 2.8 948.4 19.2 1.6
998.4 18.6 1.5
Sn6+ → Sn7+
88.6 0.390 0.059 258.6 18.7 1.5
93.6 0.680 0.072 278.6 18.3 1.4
98.6 0.752 0.077 298.6 17.9 1.4
103.6 0.838 0.087 318.6 17.5 1.4
108.6 0.919 0.097 338.6 17.3 1.3
113.6 2.82 0.25 358.6 16.9 1.3
118.6 6.82 0.55 378.6 16.5 1.3
123.6 9.71 0.78 398.6 16.4 1.3
128.6 12.3 0.98 448.6 15.6 1.2
133.6 14.2 1.1 498.6 15.0 1.2
138.6 15.6 1.2 548.6 14.3 1.1
143.6 16.2 1.3 598.6 13.8 1.1
148.6 17.2 1.3 648.6 13.2 1.0
158.6 18.3 1.4 698.6 12.7 0.98
168.6 18.6 1.5 748.6 12.2 0.98
178.6 19.1 1.5 798.6 11.8 0.91
188.6 18.8 1.5 848.6 11.3 0.88
198.6 19.0 1.5 898.6 10.9 0.84
218.6 18.9 1.5 948.6 10.6 0.82
238.6 18.8 1.5 998.6 10.3 0.80
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Table D.10(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
Sn7+ → Sn8+
143.6 7.60 0.60 358.6 13.8 1.1
133.6 1.72 0.15 398.6 13.4 1.0
138.6 5.35 0.43 448.6 12.9 1.00
148.6 9.01 0.71 498.6 12.4 0.96
158.6 11.2 0.88 548.6 11.9 0.92
168.6 12.5 0.98 598.6 11.5 0.89
178.6 13.3 1.0 648.6 11.1 0.86
198.6 14.3 1.1 698.6 10.6 0.82
218.6 14.5 1.1 748.6 10.2 0.79
238.6 14.6 1.1 798.6 9.93 0.77
258.6 14.7 1.1 848.6 9.57 0.74
278.6 14.6 1.1 898.6 9.19 0.71
298.6 14.5 1.1 948.6 8.92 0.69
328.6 14.2 1.1 998.6 8.56 0.66
Sn8+ → Sn9+
148.7 0.217 0.030 358.7 9.88 0.77
153.7 1.02 0.085 398.7 9.67 0.75
158.7 2.45 0.20 448.7 9.31 0.72
163.7 3.70 0.29 498.7 9.14 0.71
168.7 5.15 0.40 548.7 8.85 0.69
178.7 7.03 0.55 598.7 8.52 0.66
188.7 7.95 0.62 648.7 8.17 0.63
198.7 8.82 0.69 698.7 7.96 0.62
218.7 9.47 0.74 748.7 7.69 0.60
238.7 9.67 0.75 798.7 7.41 0.57
258.7 9.88 0.77 848.7 7.20 0.56
278.7 10.0 0.78 898.7 6.99 0.54
298.7 9.99 0.78 948.7 6.77 0.52
328.7 9.95 0.77 998.7 6.53 0.51
Sn9+ → Sn10+
168.7 0.0744 0.011 338.7 6.60 0.52
173.7 0.150 0.017 358.7 6.62 0.52
176.7 0.366 0.034 378.7 6.66 0.52
178.7 0.641 0.051 398.7 6.71 0.53
178.7 0.658 0.057 418.7 6.53 0.51
180.7 1.07 0.085 448.7 6.50 0.51
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Table D.10(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
183.7 1.91 0.16 498.7 6.63 0.52
188.7 3.00 0.24 548.7 6.46 0.50
198.7 4.01 0.32 598.7 6.19 0.48
208.7 4.84 0.39 648.7 6.04 0.47
218.7 5.34 0.42 698.7 5.91 0.46
238.7 6.00 0.47 748.7 5.63 0.44
258.7 6.32 0.50 798.7 5.45 0.43
278.7 6.50 0.51 848.7 5.29 0.41
298.7 6.53 0.52 898.7 5.12 0.40
318.7 6.59 0.52 948.7 4.99 0.39
998.7 4.93 0.38
Sn10+ → Sn11+
193.8 0.0984 0.021 398.8 4.79 0.37
198.8 0.150 0.024 428.8 4.90 0.38
203.8 0.452 0.042 458.8 4.99 0.39
208.8 1.16 0.094 498.8 5.13 0.40
218.8 2.21 0.17 548.8 4.98 0.39
228.8 2.87 0.22 598.8 4.95 0.38
238.8 3.31 0.26 648.8 4.74 0.37
258.8 3.93 0.31 698.8 4.59 0.36
278.8 4.21 0.33 748.8 4.45 0.35
298.8 4.44 0.34 798.8 4.34 0.34
318.8 4.55 0.35 848.8 4.23 0.33
338.8 4.61 0.36 898.8 4.12 0.32
358.8 4.67 0.36 948.8 4.01 0.31
378.8 4.85 0.38 998.8 3.90 0.30
Sn11+ → Sn12+
218.8 0.110 0.020 398.8 3.38 0.26
223.8 0.129 0.019 448.8 3.70 0.29
228.8 0.270 0.029 498.8 3.89 0.30
233.8 0.704 0.059 548.8 4.07 0.32
238.8 1.08 0.087 598.8 3.89 0.30
248.8 1.66 0.13 648.8 3.81 0.30
258.8 2.08 0.16 698.8 3.71 0.29
278.8 2.62 0.21 748.8 3.56 0.28
298.8 2.85 0.22 798.8 3.46 0.27
318.8 3.06 0.24 848.8 3.39 0.26
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Table D.10(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−18cm2) (eV) (10−18cm2)
338.8 3.18 0.25 898.8 3.28 0.25
358.8 3.33 0.26 948.8 3.18 0.25
378.8 3.35 0.26 998.8 3.13 0.24
Sn12+ → Sn13+
258.9 0.418 0.041 458.9 2.69 0.21
268.9 0.953 0.078 498.9 2.92 0.23
278.9 1.28 0.10 548.9 3.13 0.24
288.9 1.52 0.12 598.9 3.06 0.24
298.9 1.67 0.13 648.9 3.11 0.24
318.9 1.87 0.15 698.9 3.01 0.23
338.9 2.06 0.16 748.9 2.94 0.23
358.9 2.14 0.17 798.9 2.85 0.22
378.9 2.30 0.18 848.9 2.76 0.21
398.9 2.40 0.19 898.9 2.67 0.21
428.9 2.56 0.20 948.9 2.62 0.20
998.9 2.55 0.20
Sn13+ → Sn14+
273.9 0.211 0.030 468.9 2.15 0.17
278.9 0.215 0.030 498.9 2.01 0.16
283.9 0.308 0.037 548.9 2.28 0.18
288.9 0.438 0.043 598.9 2.59 0.20
298.9 0.639 0.056 648.9 2.60 0.20
318.9 0.812 0.068 698.9 2.58 0.20
338.9 0.945 0.078 748.9 2.51 0.19
358.9 1.16 0.093 798.9 2.46 0.19
378.9 1.25 0.100 848.9 2.38 0.18
398.9 1.62 0.13 898.9 2.29 0.18
418.9 1.56 0.12 948.9 2.26 0.18
438.9 1.63 0.13 998.9 2.18 0.17
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Table D.11: Absolute cross-section values of electron-impact double ionization of tin ions
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
Sn+ → Sn3+
45.2 0.767 0.76 108.2 260 21
46.2 1.69 0.52 113.2 261 21
47.2 2.50 0.70 118.2 261 21
48.2 5.53 1.2 123.2 269 22
49.2 7.67 1.4 128.2 275 22
50.2 12.3 1.5 133.2 272 22
51.2 16.4 2.1 138.2 267 22
52.2 21.0 2.3 143.2 259 21
53.2 25.9 2.6 148.2 253 21
54.2 34.2 3.0 153.2 249 20
55.2 37.4 3.6 158.2 244 20
56.2 44.6 4.2 163.2 238 19
57.2 48.2 4.1 168.2 232 19
58.2 53.0 4.6 178.2 207 17
60.2 67.0 5.9 188.2 211 17
62.2 77.9 6.6 198.2 207 17
64.2 91.8 7.8 218.2 197 16
68.2 116 9.6 238.2 192 16
66.2 101 8.5 258.2 183 15
70.2 123 10 278.2 178 14
72.2 131 11 298.2 174 14
74.2 151 12 348.2 161 13
76.2 158 13 398.2 149 12
78.2 163 13 448.2 139 11
80.2 167 14 498.2 129 10
82.2 176 14 548.2 122 9.8
84.2 184 15 598.2 114 9.3
86.2 187 15 648.2 109 8.8
88.2 197 16 698.2 105 8.5
90.2 210 17 748.2 101 8.2
92.2 214 17 798.2 95.0 7.7
94.2 221 18 848.2 91.5 7.4
96.2 233 19 898.2 88.3 7.1
98.2 237 19 948.2 84.8 6.9
103.2 250 20 998.2 81.0 6.6
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Table D.11(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
Sn2+ → Sn4+
71.2 8.80 1.5 148.2 226 18
72.2 9.60 1.5 158.2 236 19
73.2 12.3 1.6 168.2 230 19
74.2 15.3 1.8 178.2 227 19
76.2 20.9 2.2 188.2 221 18
78.2 27.6 2.7 198.2 213 17
80.2 35.3 3.3 218.2 200 16
82.2 42.7 4.0 238.2 191 16
84.2 48.5 4.4 258.2 184 15
86.2 57.2 5.2 278.2 179 15
88.2 62.2 5.4 298.2 177 14
90.2 71.0 6.2 348.2 170 14
92.2 78.0 6.6 398.2 158 13
94.2 85.5 7.2 448.2 152 12
96.2 91.8 7.7 498.2 143 12
98.2 100 8.4 548.2 138 11
103.2 118 9.6 598.2 134 11
108.2 136 11 648.2 128 10
113.2 152 12 698.2 121 9.8
118.2 170 14 748.2 117 9.5
123.2 182 15 798.2 112 9.1
128.2 195 16 848.2 107 8.7
133.2 203 17 898.2 104 8.5
138.2 213 17 948.2 99.6 8.1
143.2 219 18 998.2 97.2 7.9
Sn3+ → Sn5+
118.3 3.16 0.35 298.3 107 8.8
123.3 13.9 1.2 348.3 103 8.4
128.3 27.6 2.4 398.3 100 8.2
133.3 41.7 3.5 448.3 96.9 8.0
138.3 53.7 4.5 498.3 92.6 7.7
143.3 66.4 5.5 548.3 88.4 7.2
148.3 76.7 6.3 598.3 84.5 6.9
158.3 94.3 7.9 648.3 81.8 6.6
168.3 107 8.9 698.3 79.4 6.5
178.3 111 9.3 748.3 75.6 6.2
188.3 114 9.5 798.3 73.5 6.0
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Table D.11(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
198.3 117 9.7 848.3 71.9 5.9
223.3 116 9.5 898.3 68.8 5.6
248.3 112 9.3 948.3 66.4 5.4
273.3 109 8.9 993.3 63.4 5.2
Sn4+ → Sn6+
153.3 1.28 0.35 358.3 39.9 3.3
158.3 3.64 0.74 398.3 38.9 3.2
163.3 6.26 0.80 448.3 37.9 3.1
168.3 8.81 1.0 498.3 36.5 3.0
173.3 11.5 1.2 548.3 35.6 2.9
178.3 14.0 1.5 598.3 34.7 3.0
188.3 21.3 1.8 648.3 33.9 2.8
198.3 26.5 2.3 698.3 31.8 2.6
218.3 35.2 3.0 748.3 31.6 2.6
238.3 38.9 3.3 798.3 31.5 2.6
258.3 41.1 3.4 848.3 29.0 2.4
278.3 41.1 3.4 898.3 29.8 2.5
298.3 41.5 3.5 948.3 27.5 2.3
328.3 40.5 3.4 998.3 26.9 2.2
Sn5+ → Sn7+
188.4 0.310 0.085 288.4 14.8 1.2
193.4 0.533 0.075 298.4 15.3 1.3
198.4 0.898 0.10 318.4 16.0 1.3
203.4 1.10 0.12 338.4 16.4 1.4
208.4 1.48 0.14 358.4 16.6 1.4
213.4 2.20 0.20 398.4 17.0 1.4
218.4 3.37 0.31 448.4 17.2 1.4
223.4 4.66 0.42 498.4 17.2 1.4
228.4 6.17 0.53 548.4 17.6 1.4
233.4 7.69 0.66 598.4 17.6 1.4
238.4 8.80 0.75 648.4 17.5 1.4
243.4 9.94 0.84 698.4 17.7 1.4
248.4 10.7 0.90 748.4 17.6 1.4
253.4 11.5 0.97 798.4 17.3 1.4
258.4 12.3 1.0 848.4 17.0 1.4
263.4 12.7 1.1 898.4 16.6 1.4
268.4 13.5 1.1 948.4 16.3 1.3
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Table D.11(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
278.4 14.3 1.2 998.4 16.1 1.3
Sn6+ → Sn8+
243.6 0.135 0.016 498.6 8.43 0.61
258.6 0.977 0.075 548.6 9.33 0.68
278.6 3.21 0.23 598.6 9.87 0.71
298.6 4.82 0.35 648.6 10.4 0.75
323.6 5.93 0.43 698.6 10.5 0.76
348.6 6.57 0.48 748.6 10.7 0.78
373.6 7.06 0.51 798.6 10.7 0.77
398.6 7.16 0.52 848.6 10.7 0.77
428.6 7.86 0.57 898.6 10.7 0.77
458.6 8.01 0.58 948.6 10.6 0.76
998.6 10.4 0.75
Sn7+ → Sn9+
298.6 0.245 0.033 548.6 5.36 0.42
308.6 0.743 0.067 598.6 6.19 0.49
318.6 1.24 0.11 648.6 6.78 0.53
338.6 2.01 0.17 698.6 7.32 0.57
358.6 2.60 0.21 748.6 7.68 0.60
378.6 2.88 0.23 798.6 7.81 0.61
398.6 3.14 0.25 848.6 7.97 0.62
428.6 3.51 0.28 898.6 8.01 0.62
458.6 3.77 0.30 948.6 7.99 0.62
498.6 4.16 0.33 998.6 8.05 0.63
Sn8+ → Sn10+
338.7 0.0214 0.0045 598.7 4.13 0.32
358.7 0.358 0.029 648.7 4.73 0.37
378.7 0.680 0.055 698.7 5.68 0.44
398.7 0.988 0.079 748.7 5.84 0.46
428.7 1.29 0.10 798.7 6.20 0.48
458.7 1.55 0.12 848.7 6.38 0.50
498.7 2.18 0.17 898.7 6.50 0.50
548.7 3.04 0.24 948.7 6.61 0.51
998.7 6.74 0.52
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Table D.11(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
Sn9+ → Sn11+
390.7 0.0335 0.0069 528.7 1.50 0.12
388.7 0.0216 0.0055 558.7 2.39 0.19
393.7 0.0597 0.0086 598.7 3.01 0.23
398.7 0.0923 0.011 648.7 4.11 0.32
408.7 0.185 0.018 698.7 4.85 0.38
418.7 0.284 0.026 748.7 5.51 0.43
438.7 0.455 0.039 798.7 5.94 0.46
458.7 0.742 0.061 848.7 6.24 0.49
478.7 0.900 0.072 898.7 6.44 0.50
498.7 1.30 0.10 948.7 6.59 0.51
998.7 6.71 0.52
Sn10+ → Sn12+
448.8 0.0577 0.0086 598.8 2.33 0.19
458.8 0.105 0.013 648.8 3.12 0.25
468.8 0.186 0.019 698.8 3.89 0.31
478.8 0.269 0.026 748.8 4.71 0.37
498.8 0.604 0.052 798.8 5.41 0.42
518.8 0.650 0.055 848.8 5.88 0.46
538.8 0.908 0.074 898.8 6.20 0.49
558.8 1.35 0.11 948.8 6.29 0.49
578.8 1.80 0.15 998.8 6.55 0.51
Sn11+ → Sn13+
498.8 0.0483 0.012 648.8 2.25 0.18
518.8 0.132 0.014 698.8 3.30 0.26
538.8 0.257 0.024 748.8 4.14 0.33
558.8 0.536 0.045 798.8 4.88 0.39
578.8 0.918 0.075 848.8 5.64 0.44
598.8 1.09 0.088 898.8 5.94 0.47
618.8 1.43 0.11 948.8 6.29 0.49
998.8 6.48 0.51
Sn12+ → Sn14+
538.9 0.0149 0.0040 698.9 1.66 0.13
558.9 0.0661 0.0089 748.9 2.54 0.20
578.9 0.166 0.015 798.9 3.36 0.26
598.9 0.256 0.022 848.9 4.03 0.31
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Table D.11(continued)
Collision Cross Total Collision Cross Total
energy section error energy section error
(eV) (10−19cm2) (eV) (10−19cm2)
623.9 0.409 0.038 898.9 4.58 0.36
648.9 0.837 0.067 948.9 5.00 0.39
673.9 1.15 0.092 998.9 5.37 0.42
E Calculated lifetimes of excited states
This appendix contains results of the investigations of the lifetimes of excited states
of the studied Xeq+ and Snq+ ions performed using the Cowan code [110]. These
are presented in Tab. E.1 and Tab. E.2 which contain columns with the investigated
primary ions, electron configurations, excited states, excitation energies (in elec-
tronvolts) as well as the estimated lifetimes (in seconds). The last column contains
separately estimated times (in seconds) which are required for certain ion species
to pass from the ion source to the point of intersection with the electron beam in
the interactions chamber.
For all of the listed excited states (except those marked with (∗)), correspond-
ing evidences in the studied cross sections have been revealed. The excited states
marked with (∗) are the sates for which the evidences in the measured cross section
are expected to be located below the investigated energy intervals.
For Xe17+, the Cowan code failed to calculate a reasonable value of the lifetime
of the 4p65s 2S1/2 excited state, hence, no number is given. However, since the
dipole decay of this state is allowed neither to the ground state, nor to any other
lower excited state, we strongly believe its lifetime to be long enough to ”survive”
the passage from the ion source into the interaction chamber.
Table E.1: Calculated lifetimes of excited states of the studied xenon ions.
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
Xe+ 5s25p5 2P1/2 1.26 5.36[-2] 3.17[-5]
5s25p45d 4F9/2 12.29 3.13
4F7/2 13.39 1.65
Xe2+ 5s25p4 3P0 1.08 15.21 2.24[-5]
3P1 1.12 6.5[-2]
1D2 1.51 4.3[-2]
1S0 4.95 4.4[-3]
5s25p35d 5D4 13.22 433.59
3G4 16.08 0.14
3G5 16.31 0.51
1G4 16.47 0.18
Xe3+ 5s25p3 2D3/2 1.87 5.24[-2] 1.83[-5]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
2D5/2 2.37 0.44
2P1/2 3.94 1.54[-2]
2P3/2 4.71 6.4[-3]
5s25p25d 4F9/2 17.77 0.46
2G9/2 20.36 2.1[-2]
Xe4+ 5s25p2 3P1 1.00 0.11 1.59[-5]
3P2 1.70 0.50
1D2 3.61 1.86[-2]
1S0 6.09 3.3[-3]
5s25p5d 3F4 20.76 8.7[-2]
Xe5+ 5s25p 2P3/2 2.31 3.45[-2] 1.42[-5]
5s5p5d 4F9/2 32.62 5.83[-2]
Xe6+ 5s5p 3P2 12.51 4.86[-2] 1.29[-5]
Xe7+ 4d104 f 2F7/2 32.71 91.34 1.2[-5]
4d95s5p 4F9/2 67.84 3.13[-2]
4d94 f5s 4H11/2 83.06 1.08
4H9/2 83.43 0.39
4H7/2 84.13 0.14
2H11/2 84.46 0.94
4F9/2 84.57 1.51
2H9/2 85.00 3.55[-2]
4G11/2 85.39 5.08[-2]
2H9/2 86.03 2.52[-2]
4G9/2 86.31 1.05[-2]
4G11/2 86.51 1.15[-2]
2G9/2 87.38 8.8[-3]
2G9/2 88.04 6.8[-3]
Xe8+ 4d95s 3D1 58.71 2.12[-2] 1.12[-5]
4d94 f 3H5 84.51 1.11[-3]
1H5 86.55 1.23[-3]
3G5 87.79 8.53[-4]
Xe9+ 4d9 2D3/2 1.99 1.5[-2] 1.06[-5]
4d85s 4F9/2 62.15 1[-4]
4P1/2 66.72 2.90[-5]
4d84 f 4I13/2 85.51 5.52[-2]
4H13/2 86.07 3.53[-2]
2I13/2 87.80 3.52[-3]
2K13/2 89.45 7.17[-3]
2K15/2 89.54 6.07[-3]
2I13/2 93.56 2.62[-3]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
Xe10+ 4d8 3F3 1.79 1.31[-2] 1[-5]
3F2 1.86 163.44
3P2 3.52 1.47[-2]
3P0 4.53 4.43
3P1 4.72 2.01[-2]
1G4 5.48 1.26[-2]
1D2 5.52 4.9[-3]
1S0 11.98 1[-3]
4d74 f 5I8 87.63 2.43
3K8 91.02 4.23[-3]
3L9 91.75 5.76[-2]
1L8 91.97 2.23[-2]
3K8 93.71 4.98[-3]
3K8 94.25 3.52[-3]
Xe11+ 4d7 4F7/2 1.61 1.45[-2] 9.6[-6]
4F5/2 2.24 0.16
4F3/2 2.53 1.89
4P3/2 3.56 4[-2]
4P5/2 4.01 3.08[-2]
2G9/2 4.18 7.3[-3]
4P1/2 4.80 2.05[-2]
2G7/2 5.57 1.23[-2]
2H11/2 5.60 0.11
4P3/2 6.17 4[-3]
2D5/2 6.47 2.6[-3]
2P1/2 7.25 6.5[-3]
2H9/2 7.33 6.8[-3]
2F5/2 8.50 1.22[-2]
2D3/2 8.88 2.8[-3]
2F7/2 9.47 5.7[-3]
2D3/2 13.27 1.6[-3]
2D5/2 14.02 1.6[-3]
4d64 f 4L17/2 93.33 7.16[-2]
4K17/2 94.40 2.28[-2]
2L17/2 95.24 2.00[-2]
2M17/2 96.70 5.34[-3]
2M19/2 96.96 3.76[-3]
2L17/2 97.27 3.74[-3]
2L17/2 98.75 3.02[-3]
Xe12+ 4d6 5D3 1.17 3.58[-2] 9.2[-6]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
5D2 1.37 4.47
5D1 1.89 0.17
5D0 2.02 6.73
3H4 4.14 7.9[-3]
3H6 4.83 3655
3H5 4.88 0.12
3P2 4.98 2.7[-3]
3F3 5.76 6[-3]
3F2 6.02 9.7[-3]
3H4 6.35 4.4[-3]
1S0 7.02 2.5[-3]
3G5 7.07 1.07[-2]
3G4 7.33 1.26[-2]
3D1 7.36 3[-3]
3D2 7.76 1[-2]
3G3 7.85 7.4[-3]
3D3 8.12 [-3]
1I6 8.21 1[-2]
3D1 8.61 2.7[-3]
1G4 9.56 3.1[-3]
3P0 9.89 5.9[-3]
1F3 10.17 1.02[-2]
1D2 10.36 3[-3]
3P1 11.89 1.9[-3]
3F4 12.54 2.4[-3]
3P0 12.59 1[-3]
3F2 12.71 2.5[-3]
3F3 13.78 2.1[-3]
3P2 13.93 2.1[-3]
1G4 14.49 2[-3]
1D2 18.35 1.8[-3]
1S0 23.53 7[-4]
4d54 f 5K9 95.31 4.84[-2]
3M9 98.39 7.82[-3]
3M10 98.96 4.61[-2]
3L9 99.68 1.13[-2]
3L9 102.90 8.26[-4]
Xe13+ 4d5 4G5/2 5.38 8[-3] 8.8[-6]
4G7/2 6.24 9.54[-2]
4G11/2 6.42 1.62[9]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
4G5/2 6.57 4.5[-3]
4G9/2 6.60 1.09
4P3/2 6.64 3.9[-3]
4P1/2 7.29 0.14
4D7/2 7.95 1.67[-2]
4D5/2 8.60 4.5[-3]
4D1/2 8.85 1.07[-2]
2I11/2 9.09 1.59[-2]
4D3/2 9.14 4[-3]
2I13/2 9.79 0.12
4F7/2 10.03 2.13[-2]
4F3/2 10.18 4[-3]
2G9/2 10.21 1.31[-2]
4P5/2 10.33 1.8[-3]
4F5/2 11.31 4[-3]
2H9/2 11.60 3.3[-3]
2G7/2 12.00 4.8[-3]
2D3/2 12.36 4.3[-3]
2F7/2 12.58 3[-3]
2F5/2 12.67 3.5[-3]
2H11/2 13.19 2.1[-3]
2F7/2 13.45 5.1[-3]
2G9/2 13.56 5.3[-3]
2S1/2 14.09 2.6[-3]
2F5/2 14.53 1.5[-3]
2D3/2 15.63 1.8[-3]
2D5/2 16.47 1.6[-3]
2G9/2 17.25 3.4[-3]
2G7/2 17.63 2.4[-3]
2P3/2 20.20 2.7[-3]
2P1/2 20.97 1.7[-3]
2D5/2 22.62 1[-3]
2D3/2 23.14 1.1[-3]
4d44 f 4K17/2 100.41 3.4[-2]
4L17/2 102.94 2.23[-2]
4L19/2 103.26 3.04[-2]
4K17/2 104.90 9[-3]
2L17/2 105.42 5.6[-3]
2L17/2 106.52 3.9[-3]
2M19/2 107.07 3.1[-3]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
2L17/2 107.54 3.2[-3]
Xe14+ 4d4 5D1 0.81 7.96[-2] 8.5[-6]
5D2 1.63 6.77[-2]
5D3 2.35 0.12
5D4 2.94 0.39
3P0 4.92 1.7[-3]
3H4 5.28 1.67[-2]
3G3 6.38 6.3[-3]
3H5 6.47 3.59[-2]
3P1 6.66 2.4[-3]
3F2 6.69 4.7[-3]
3H6 7.03 0.77
3G4 7.67 5.1[-3]
3P2 8.20 1.03[-2]
3G4 8.24 5.4[-3]
3F3 8.59 5.3[-3]
3D3 9.13 3[-3]
3G5 9.38 7.6[-3]
3D2 9.77 2.3[-3]
1I6 9.96 6.5[-3]
3D1 10.17 2[-3]
1G4 11.41 2.9[-3]
1S0 11.74 1.7[-3]
1D2 11.98 2.4[-3]
1F3 12.62 3[-3]
3P2 13.76 3[-3]
3F4 14.30 1.5[-3]
3F2 14.86 1.8[-3]
3F3 15.06 3.4[-3]
3P1 15.33 1.8[-3]
3P0 16.10 2.5[-3]
1G4 16.28 1.8[-3]
1D2 20.35 1.3[-3]
1S0 25.73 6[-4]
4d34 f 3K8 102.40 4.1[-3]
3K8 104.40 3[-3]
3L8 106.63 3.5[-3]
3L9 106.63 6.2[-3]
1L8 108.30 2.3[-3]
Xe15+ 4d3 4F5/2 1.31 2.19[-2] 8.2[-6]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
4F7/2 2.48 3.08[-2]
4F9/2 3.38 0.12
4P3/2 3.93 1.05[-2]
4P1/2 4.43 5.91[-2]
2G7/2 5.66 4.5[-3]
2H9/2 5.82 6.6[-3]
4P5/2 6.11 1.4[-2]
4P3/2 6.98 2[-3]
2P1/2 7.41 4.6[-3]
2H11/2 7.90 1.49[-2]
2D5/2 8.68 3.2[-3]
2G9/2 8.83 2.8[-3]
2P3/2 10.01 2[-3]
2F5/2 10.46 6.8[-3]
2F7/2 10.54 5.9[-3]
2D3/2 15.73 1.5[-3]
2D5/2 15.80 9[-4]
4d24 f 4I15/2 101.33 1.83[-2]
2K15/2 107.97 4.2[-3]
Xe16+ 4d2 3F3 2.10 8.9[-3] 7.9[-6]
3F4 3.85 1.92[-2]
3P0 4.11 1.02
1D2 4.74 7.4[-3]
3P1 5.34 3.68[-2]
1G4 7.38 4.4[-3]
3P2 7.68 3.5[-3]
1S0 14.43 7[-4]
4d4 f 3H6 102.49 2.21[-2]
Xe17+ 4p64d 2D5/2 2.73 8.6[-3] 7.7[-6]
4p54d2 4G9/2 83.00 5.75[-2]
4G11/2 83.84 0.16
4F9/2 87.60 2.1[-3]
2H11/2 88.33 5.6[-3]
2G9/2 91.59 2.8[-3]
2G9/2 101.62 3.1[-5]
2H9/2 105.88 2.8[-5]
4p65s 2S1/2 130.62 —
Xe18+ 4p54d 3F3 84.15 2.87[-2] 7.5[-6]
3P2 84.20 5.6[-3]
3F4 85.00 0.22
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
1D2 86.47 5.4[-3]
3D3 89.79 1.5[-3]
Xe19+ 4p5 2P1/2 15.45 2.83[-5] 7.2[-6]
4p44d 4D7/2 81.84 3.53[-2]
4F9/2 85.01 1.1[-2]
2F7/2 85.35 1.53[-2]
4F7/2 98.47 4.07[-5]
2G7/2 100.05 5.33[-5]
2G9/2 102.29 5[-5]
2F7/2 107.20 3.58[-5]
Xe20+ 4p4 3P0 5.34 0.34 7.1[-6]
3P1 14.60 3.07[-5]
1D2 17.89 4.59[-5]
4p34d 5D4 86.21 8.7[-3]
3G4 99.46 5.77[-5]
3F4 100.97 1[-4]
1G4 102.91 3[-4]
3G5 103.68 2[-4]
4s4p44d 5D4 (∗) 146.58 2.93[-5]
5F5 (∗) 149.93 5.7[3]
3G5 (∗) 173.11 3.81[-5]
Xe21+ 4p3 2D3/2 14.83 3.92[-5] 6.9[-6]
2D5/2 18.29 2[-4]
2P1/2 22.89 3.07[-5]
2P3/2 35.98 1.16[-5]
4p24d 4F9/2 105.30 1.7[3]
2D3/2 122.57 2.51[-5]
4s4p34d 6D9/2
(∗) 146.42 1.98[-4]
4G9/2
(∗) 164.77 1.78[-5]
4G11/2
(∗) 169.67 1[-4]
3d94s24p4 2G9/2
(∗) 628.72 3.58[-5]
3d94s24p34d 6G13/2
(∗) 693.50 1.35[-2]
6G13/2
(∗) 707.77 2.16[-5]
4H13/2
(∗) 710.06 9.37[-5]
2I13/2
(∗) 712.24 7.74[-5]
4I17/2
(∗) 712.59 7.67[-5]
4H13/2
(∗) 714.96 7.78[-5]
4I13/2
(∗) 726.54 1.56[-5]
Xe22+ 4p2 3P1 13.60 5.3[-5] 6.7[-6]
1D2 16.38 4.66[-3]
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Table E.1(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
4s24p4d 3F4 (∗) 119.18 6.21[-5]
4s4p24d 5F5 (∗) 163.62 3.14[-4]
3G5 (∗) 183.19 1.26[-5]
3d94s24p3 5D4 (∗) 629.23 3.58[-5]
3F4 (∗) 633.29 1.50[-4]
3G5 (∗) 633.47 1.42[-4]
3G4 (∗) 646.71 3.59[-5]
3F4 (∗) 652.77 1.05[-5]
3d94s24p24d 5H7 (∗) 719.04 9.69[-5]
3I7 (∗) 735.27 1.22[-5]
Xe23+ 4s24p 2P3/2 17.09 4.18[-5] 6.6[-6]
4s4p4d 4F9/2
(∗) 163.92 2.64[-5]
3d94s24p2 4D7/2
(∗) 623.38 5.72[-5]
2G9/2
(∗) 626.84 3.87[-3]
2F7/2
(∗) 628.62 2.85[-4]
2G7/2
(∗) 640.19 3.98[-5]
4F9/2
(∗) 643.54 1.99[-5]
2F7/2
(∗) 644.50 2.26[-5]
2G7/2
(∗) 657.52 1.28[-5]
3d94s24p4d 4H13/2
(∗) 728.79 3.16[-5]
Xe24+ 3d104s4p 3P1 47.67 3.63[-3]
3d94s24p 3F3 (∗) 619.27 1.639 6.5[-6]
3F2 (∗) 631.87 4.59[-5]
3F4 (∗) 635.98 4.11[-5]
1D2 (∗) 637.48 4.61[-5]
3D3 (∗) 638.86 3.08[-5]
3P0 (∗) 647.38 2.56[-5]
3F3 (∗) 650.17 1.94[-5]
3D2 (∗) 651.77 2.04[-5]
Xe25+ 3d94s4p 4F9/2 (∗) 644.03 2.68[-5] 6.3[-6]
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Table E.2: Calculated lifetimes of excited states of the studied tin ions.
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
Sn+ 5s25p 2P3/2 0.16 1.78 3.02[-5]
Sn2+ 5s5p 3P2 6.00 1.97 2.14[-5]
Sn3+ 4d95s2 2D5/2 21.57 1.17[-4] 1.75[-5]
2D3/2 22.58 9.34[-5]
4d95s5p 4F9/2 28.31 4.00
Sn4+ 4d95s 3D2 23.18 1.76[-4] 1.51[-5]
3D1 23.88 0.19
1D2 24.34 4.62[-5]
Sn5+ 4d9 2D3/2 0.62 0.11 1.35[-5]
4d85s 4F9/2 26.57 5.15[-3]
4F7/2 27.08 1.01[-4]
4F5/2 27.63 4.74[-4]
4F3/2 27.86 2.85[-4]
2F7/2 28.17 1.53[-5]
2F5/2 28.65 2.11[-5]
4P5/2 29.28 3.10[-5]
4P3/2 29.46 4.16[-5]
4P1/2 29.86 1.52[-3]
4P3/2 30.03 4.73[-5]
2D5/2 30.44 3.04[-5]
2D9/2 30.90 2.47[-5]
2D7/2 30.91 2.79[-5]
Sn6+ 4d8 3F3 0.87 9.34[-2] 1.23[-5]
3F2 1.18 2.3
3P2 2.38 6.16[-2]
3P1 3.26 0.13
3P0 3.27 8.21
1D2 3.54 3.08[-2]
1G4 3.92 5.78[-2]
1S0 8.96 4.07[-3]
4d75s 5F5 32.60 5.67[-4]
5F4 33.18 9.40[-5]
5F3 33.64 2.67[-4]
5F2 33.93 3.41[-4]
5F1 34.10 3.25[-4]
5P3 35.55 7.26[-5]
5P1 35.88 5.79[-5]
3G5 36.08 1.40[-5]
3G3 36.84 1.44[-5]
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Table E.2(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
4d74 f 5I8 60.97 8.21
3K8 63.58 1.67[-2]
3L9 64.18 0.31
3L8 64.34 0.13
1L8 65.25 1.79[-3]
3K8 65.63 3.35[-4]
Sn7+ 4d7 4F7/2 0.81 0.11 1.14[-5]
4F5/2 1.25 0.42
4F3/2 1.51 1.87
4P3/2 2.78 0.27
4P7/2 2.96 0.24
2G9/2 3.09 3.26[-2]
4P1/2 3.43 0.18
2G7/2 3.86 5.27[-2]
2H11/2 4.13 0.51
4P3/2 4.26 2.01[-2]
2D5/2 4.61 1.28[-2]
2P1/2 4.94 3.77[-2]
2H9/2 4.99 4.02[-2]
2D3/2 5.95 1.18[-2]
2F5/2 6.57 5.14[-2]
2F7/2 7.01 2.78[-2]
2D3/2 10.23 7[-3]
2D5/2 10.62 5.7[-3]
4d65s 6D9/2 38.65 3.14[-4]
6D7/2 39.14 1.85[-4]
6D5/2 39.42 2.11[-4]
6D3/2 39.61 2.03[-4]
6D1/2 39.73 2.34[-4]
4d64 f 4L17/2 67.55 6.88[-4]
4L19/2 67.64 8.68[-4]
4K17/2 68.16 7.27[-4]
2L17/2 68.81 5.28[-4]
4K17/2 69.84 5.48[-4]
2M19/2 69.96 8.26[-4]
2M17/2 70.08 5.26[-4]
2L17/2 71.19 4.94[-4]
Sn8+ 4d6 5D3 0.59 0.28 1.06[-5]
5D2 0.83 2.30
5D1 1.04 2.11
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Table E.2(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
5D0 1.13 17.9
3H4 3.51 3.75[-2]
3H6 3.75 3.39[3]
3H5 3.82 1.42
3P2 3.84 1.22[-2]
3F3 4.41 2.49[-2]
3H4 4.57 2.12[-2]
3F2 4.62 4.56[-2]
3G5 5.09 6.25[-2]
3P0 5.30 1.12[-2]
3P1 5.35 9.13[-3]
3G4 5.41 6.19[-2]
3G3 5.61 3.90[-2]
3D2 5.98 3.81[-2]
1I6 6.05 4.86[-2]
3D3 6.16 1.81[-2]
3D1 6.22 2.01[-2]
1G4 6.81 1.29[-2]
3P0 7.67 9.82[-3]
1D2 7.75 1.24[-2]
1F3 8.13 4.21[-2]
3P0 9.22 5.84[-3]
3P1 9.41 8.74[-3]
3F4 9.76 9.74[-3]
3F2 9.83 1.03[-2]
3F3 10.26 9.17[-3]
3P2 10.47 9.61[-3]
1G4 11.18 8.45[-3]
1D2 14.52 5.26[-3]
1S0 18.72 2.39[-3]
4d55s 7S3 43.27 3[-4]
4d54 f 5K9 70.61 0.287
3M9 73.10 4.66[-2]
3M10 73.36 0.45
3L9 73.83 5.45[-2]
1M9 74.54 2.75[-2]
3L9 76.06 3.54[-3]
Sn9+ 4d5 4G5/2 4.97 7.13[-2] 1.01[-5]
4G7/2 5.24 2.38
4G11/2 5.30 2.53[11]
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Table E.2(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
4G9/2 5.36 20.2
4P5/2 5.53 1.29[-2]
4P3/2 5.72 1.54[-2]
4P1/2 6.05 0.10
4D7/2 6.47 9.67[-2]
4D1/2 6.93 6.61[-2]
4D5/2 6.97 1.75[-2]
4D3/2 7.12 1.80[-2]
2I11/2 7.47 9.38[-2]
2I13/2 7.82 1.09
2F5/2 8.24 6.93[-3]
4F3/2 8.39 1.84[-2]
4F7/2 8.48 7.74[-2]
4F9/2 8.52 4.89[-2]
4F5/2 9.00 2.95[-2]
2H9/2 9.34 1.52[-2]
2F7/2 9.42 1.07[-2]
4F3/2 9.60 1.83[-2]
2G7/2 9.90 3.08[-2]
2H11/2 10.13 8.97[-3]
2F5/2 10.15 1.46[-2]
2G9/2 10.49 2.53[-2]
2F7/2 10.63 2.75[-2]
2F5/2 10.88 7.85[-3]
2S1/2 11.40 1.10[-2]
2D3/2 12.66 7.85[-3]
2D5/2 13.00 6.27[-3]
2G9/2 13.93 1.20[-2]
2G7/2 14.08 8.92[-3]
2P3/2 16.62 7.32[-3]
2P1/2 16.93 5.27[-3]
2D5/2 18.34 3.79[-3]
2D3/2 18.56 3.74[-3]
4d44 f 4K17/2 76.29 0.16
4L17/2 78.29 8.56[-2]
4L19/2 78.49 8.88[-2]
4K17/2 79.90 2.10[-2]
2L17/2 80.24 1.79[-2]
2L17/2 80.85 1.32[-2]
2M19/2 81.33 9.76[-3]
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Table E.2(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
2M17/2 81.55 1.07[-2]
Sn10+ 4d4 5D1 0.31 1.27 9.5[-6]
5D2 0.71 0.54
5D3 1.13 0.58
5D4 1.55 1.05
3P0 3.71 6.88[-3]
3H4 3.98 8.72[-2]
3H5 4.59 0.31
3P1 4.74 8.91[-3]
3G3 4.76 2.46[-2]
3H6 4.95 2.52
3F2 4.96 2.20[-2]
3F4 5.32 1.61[-2]
3P2 5.86 2.31[-2]
3G4 5.89 3.61[-2]
3F3 5.99 1.94[-2]
3G5 6.40 4.23[-2]
3D−3 6.75 1.61[-2]
1I6 6.98 3.17[-2]
3D2 7.01 1.11[-2]
3D1 7.26 1.01[-2]
1G4 7.90 9.77[-3]
1S0 8.42 6.66[-3]
1D2 8.72 9.39[-3]
1F3 9.36 1.33[-2]
3P2 10.51 1.10[-2]
3F4 10.76 6.92[-3]
3F2 11.01 7.18[-3]
3F3 11.18 1.20[-2]
3P1 11.43 7.25[-3]
3P0 11.91 9.21[-3]
1G4 12.30 6.93[-3]
1D2 15.81 4.05[-3]
1S0 20.23 1.91[-3]
4d34 f 5I8 75.00 0.17
3K8 78.01 1.78[-2]
3K8 79.91 1.09[-2]
3L8 81.35 1.77[-2]
3L9 81.42 2.99[-2]
1L8 82.74 1.14[-2]
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Table E.2(continued)
Primary Configuration Metastable Excitation Life Flight
ion state energy (eV) time (s) time (s)
Sn11+ 4d3 4F5/2 0.65 0.17 9.1[-6]
4F7/2 1.33 0.15
4F9/2 1.97 0.3
4P3/2 3.11 5.84[-2]
4P1/2 3.33 0.49
2G7/2 3.99 2.18[-2]
2H9/2 4.14 2.60[-2]
4P5/2 4.25 8.59[-2]
2D3/2 4.95 8.41[-3]
2P1/2 5.23 2.32[-2]
2H11/2 5.58 7.56[-2]
2G9/2 5.89 1.50[-2]
2D5/2 6.13 1.16[-2]
2P3/2 6.78 8.72[-3]
2F7/2 7.92 2.24[-2]
2F5/2 7.99 2.87[-2]
2D5/2 12.03 3.38[-3]
2D3/2 12.12 4.76[-3]
4d24 f 4I15/2 77.98 4.71[-2]
2K15/2 83.68 8.53[-3]
Sn12+ 4d2 3F3 1.13 5.48[-2] 8.7[-6]
3F4 2.20 7.89[-2]
3P0 3.27 1.70
1D2 3.42 2.82[-2]
3P1 3.86 0.24
3P2 5.14 1.73[-2]
1G4 5.27 2.02[-2]
1S0 11.08 2.20[-3]
4d4 f 3H6 79.92 6.9[-2]
Sn13+ 4d 2D5/2 1.56 4.60[-2] 8.4[-6]
4p64d2 4G9/2 67.56 0.16
4G11/2 67.88 2.54
4F9/2 70.91 4.88[-3]
2H11/2 71.86 2.28[-2]
2H9/2 74.57 6.99[-3]
2G9/2 79.83 1.27[-4]
2G9/2 83.31 1.20[-4]
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F Ionization energies
There are threshold energies for ground-state single- and multiple ionization of
the studied xenon and tin ions presented in this appendix. Tables F.1 through
F.5 contain the values for Xeq+ ions calculated using the LANL Atomic Physics
Code package [111] as well as the values available from the NIST Atomic Spec-
tra Database [112]. In Tab. F.6 and Tab. F.7 the threshold energies for single- and
double ionization of Snq+ ions calculated using the LANL Atomic Physics Code
package [111] are tabulated. Experimental values of these are unknown.
Table F.1: Threshold energies for ground-state single ionization of the studied Xeq+ ions.
Primary LANL code NIST ASD Primary LANL code NIST ASD
ion (eV) (eV) ion (eV) (eV)
Xe+ 21.73 20.98 Xe13+ 313.51 –
Xe2+ 31.72 31.05 Xe14+ 342.37 –
Xe3+ 42.36 40.91 Xe15+ 371.97 –
Xe4+ 53.58 54.14 Xe16+ 402.23 –
Xe5+ 65.33 66.70 Xe17+ 433.2 –
Xe6+ 90.56 91.60 Xe18+ 556.27 –
Xe7+ 105.09 105.98 Xe19+ 589.18 –
Xe8+ 179.26 179.84 Xe20+ 622.59 –
Xe9+ 205.23 201.72 Xe21+ 656.49 –
Xe10+ 231.18 229.02 Xe22+ 690.88 –
Xe11+ 257.87 – Xe23+ 725.75 –
Xe12+ 285.32 – Xe24+ 819.22 –
Xe25+ 857.42 857
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Table F.2: Threshold energies for ground-state double ionization of the studied Xeq+ ions.
Primary LANL code NIST ASD Primary LANL code NIST ASD
ion (eV) (eV) ion (eV) (eV)
Xe+ 53.45 52.03 Xe9+ 436.46 430.74
Xe2+ 74.08 71.36 Xe10+ 489.05 –
Xe3+ 95.94 95.05 Xe11+ 543.19 –
Xe4+ 118.91 120.84 Xe12+ 598.83 –
Xe5+ 155.89 158.3 Xe13+ 655.88 –
Xe6+ 195.65 198.58 Xe14+ 714.34 –
Xe7+ 284.35 285.82 Xe15+ 774.2 –
Xe8+ 384.49 381.56 Xe16+ 835.43 –
Xe17+ 989.47 –
Table F.3: Threshold energies for ground-state triple ionization of the studied Xeq+ ions.
Primary LANL code NIST ASD
ion (eV) (eV)
Xe+ 95.81 92.94
Xe6+ 374.91 377.42
Xe7+ 489.58 487.54
Table F.4: Threshold energies for ground-state fourfold ionization of the studied Xeq+
ions.
Primary LANL code NIST ASD
ion (eV) (eV)
Xe+ 149.39 147.08
Xe6+ 580.14 579.14
Xe7+ 720.76 716.56
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Table F.5: Threshold energies for ground-state multiple-ionization of Xe+ ion.
Ionization LANL code NIST ASD
multiplicity (eV) (eV)
Fivefold 214.72 213.78
Sixfold 305.28 305.38
Sevenfold 410.37 411.36
Eightfold 589.63 591.2
Ninefold 794.86 792.92
Table F.6: Threshold energies for ground-state single ionization of the studied Snq+ ions.
Primary LANL code Primary LANL code
ion (eV) ion (eV)
Sn+ 14.40 Sn7+ 137.83
Sn2+ 29.36 Sn8+ 160.02
Sn3+ 40.07 Sn9+ 183.02
Sn4+ 76.51 Sn10+ 206.79
Sn5+ 96.02 Sn11+ 231.33
Sn6+ 116.48 Sn12+ 256.59
Sn13+ 282.58
Table F.7: Threshold energies for ground-state double ionization of the studied Snq+ ions.
Primary LANL code Primary LANL code
ion (eV) ion (eV)
Sn+ 43.76 Sn7+ 297.85
Sn2+ 69.43 Sn8+ 343.04
Sn3+ 116.58 Sn9+ 389.81
Sn4+ 173.02 Sn10+ 438.12
Sn5+ 212.5 Sn11+ 487.92
Sn6+ 254.31 Sn12+ 539.17
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